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Section One
INERT MATTER
КОСНАЯ МАТЕРИЯ
Inert matter is a cosmological value indicating the initial state of matter and field, as the two main
forms of matter that have arisen as assumed in the Big Bang.The symmetry of a molecular structure of
the internal material-power environment, convertibility of processes, as well as variety of building mixes of
isotopes are characteristic for inert matter. Inert substance is a set of inorganic and organic combinations
expressed in an elementary chemical compound, weight and energy. The field of inert matter is a kind of
matter having zero weight of rest, or otherwise, it is a geometrical space with infinite number of degrees
of freedom. Inert matter in the Universe is represented by forms of various combinations: from space
vacuum to planets, stars, galaxies, etc., in various states: solid, liquid, gaseous, etc. By and large, the
system of inert matter is the Universe in all the variety structure.
Косная материя — это космологическая величина, обозначающая первичное состояние
вещества и поля, как двух основных видов материи, возникших, как предполагается, в
результате Большого Взрыва. Характерными для косной материи являются симметричность
молекулярного строения внутренней материально-энергетической среды, обратимость процессов,
а также многообразие строительных смесей изотопов. Косное вещество — это совокупность
неорганических и органических соединений, выраженная в элементарном химическом составе,
массе и энергии. Поле косной материи — это вид материи, имеющий нулевую массу покоя, или
иначе, геометрическое пространство с бесконечным числом степеней свободы. Косная материя
представлена в Мироздании в формах разнообразных соединений: от космического вакуума до
планет, звезд, галактик и др., в различных состояниях: твердом, жидком, газообразном и т. п. По
большому счету, система косной материи — это Вселенная, во всей многообразной структуре.
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Noosphere as Optimal Control.
Part 1. Control Theory, Geosphere and Biosphere1
Boris Balter2 — Researcher
Russian Space Research Institute
(Moscow, Russia)
E-mail: Balter@mail.ru

Marina Faminskaya3 — PhD, Associate Professor
Russian State Social University
(Moscow, Russia)
E-mail: Faminskaya@mail.ru
The conceptual system developed in optimal control theory for technical purposes is used as a
philosophical instrument applied to cyclic information processes, which are expected to be the basis of
noosphere. Noosphere was perceived by the founding fathers of this concept, Vladimir Vernadsky, Pierre
Teilhard de Chardin, e.a. as an outgrowth of the evolutionary process, which begins with cosmogenesis
and proceeds through geosphere and biosphere. We attempt to apply the optimal control concepts to
all three levels — geospheric, biospheric, and noospheric — due to their having a common structure
of information processes (or entropic processes considered as proto-information). These processes
include homeostasis, accumulation and expenditure of information, formation of hierarchical information
structures, evolution involving the breaks of homeostasis etc. In noosphere, controlled system may have
the same informational capabilities as controlling system, so that the term “dialog” is more adequate;
in this case, we extend optimal control description to game theory. The cyclic, feedback logic of optimal
control seems better adapted to noospheric processes than usual cause-eﬀect logic.
The first part of the paper considers the geospheric and biospheric level. We introduce the basic
notions characterizing optimal control cycle: duality of observation and control, hierarchy of models,
active sounding, balance of information inflow and outflow, optimized criterion, networked (distributed)
control, etc. Then, natural homeostases at the geospheric level are considered as a form of self-regulation
having specific optimized criteria. The constitutive feature of this level is the absence of information
processing in the strict sense: its place is taken by entropic processes. Therefore, no goal can exist at this
level, and we consider it as a part of cosmogenesis, which is allegedly goalless/meaningless. We discuss
the anthropic principle as a means to overcome this limitation and its possible impact on understanding
of geosphere. Next, we consider the biospheric level as one with genetic information accumulation but
without reflection. Interaction between genetic and phenetic structures is described in optimal control
terms. Phylogenesis is described as restructuring of genetic “models”, and the problem of origin of life is
considered as a specific case of information paradox called “loan from the future”. We consider also the
Gaia concept of biosphere regulating the geosphere and express it in optimal control language.
Keywords: optimal control, homeostasis, evolution, biosphere, geosphere, information cycles.
1
The work was supported by the Russian Ministry of Education and Science (task1.9328.2017).
© Balter, Boris, 2017
© Faminskaya, Marina, 2017
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Noosphere as Optimal Control. Part 1. Control Theory, Geosphere and Biosphere
by Boris Balter, and Marina Faminskaya

Introduction
Optimal control as a language for noosphere. Nikolai Fedorov, the forefather of noospheric
thinking, understood as “regulation” (in modern terms, optimal control, OC) [Fedorov, 1990]
what later obtained the name of noosphere. His modern follower, Nikita Moiseev [Moiseev,
1999: 167], was a professional mathematician working in OC domain. This paper continues
their line by translating the rigorous mathematics of OC into philosophical language — of
course, metaphoric — for noosphere, applicable as well to geosphere and biosphere. This
uniﬁed approach to geo-, bio- and noosphere (called GBN below) is the major advantage of
OC; it extends toward hard science the purely philosophical approach presented, e.g., by Oleg
Bazaluk [Bazaluk, 2014]. OC is used as a tool for organizing the analogies between biology,
sociology, etc. — as a trunk of notions that branch into these domains. The central notion is
information; its opposite is uncertainty. Characterization of uncertainty is inherent to OC and
essential for capturing the fuzziness of noospheric forecasts. Acknowledging the essentiality
of uncertainty, we minimize the usage of mathematics in this paper in order to preserve the
fuzziness of noospheric picture reﬂected in the inherent fuzziness of discourse. Instead, we
widely use the multivalent expressive capabilities of language, especially the reﬂective ones.
Limits of OC paradigm. We construe OC as a picture of information cycles. By
construction, OC philosophy is a philosophy of both understanding and action. It includes
the instruments of reﬂection, in particular, its own inﬂuence on regulation. OC is a limited
paradigm because regulation is only an aspect of noosphere (admittedly, the most important
one). However, OC’s constraints are constructive: they limit the picture of noosphere to what
is and can be not what should be, thus eliminating wishful thinking. Another limitation is that
OC theory assumes the regulation is already running and tells little about how the noosphere
is becoming. While helping to organize the noospheric thinking, OC as a tool developed for
machines imposes a bias towards technical rather than humanitarian view. To compensate for
it, we extend the notion of “information” with something absent in standard OC: “meaning”.
The “trunk” of OC philosophy feeds with information provided by its “branches” in biology,
sociology, etc., but assimilates only what is compatible with OC’s own basic notions — its
informational “genotype”. While this paper unfolds, these notions change and are enriched
in the process of applying them in unusual settings.
OC notions that ﬁnd their counterparts in GBN are as follows.
1. Regulation through feedback.
2. Optimizing a criterion, which has a material and a (contingent) informational part.
3. Accumulation of information in multilevel structures — models, meta-models, etc.
4. Bifurcations of model structures and control scenarios.
5. Explicit description of uncertainty and dependence of control on it.
6. Optimization described by entropy.
7. Optimization through a set of communicating individual searches.
8. Multi-node informational structures — “distributed control”. Cooperation between
nodes.
9. Reﬂectivity of models and control scenarios.
10. Virtual models and scenarios inﬂuence realized models and scenarios.
11. Hierarchy of frameworks for regulation: system dynamics — OC — games.
12. Hierarchy of OC types: mechanical — adaptive — evolutionary.
These notions are explained in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 constructs with them a description
of matter/energy ﬂows in geosphere, and Chapter 3 — of information ﬂows in genetic and
Philosophy and Cosmology. Volume 19, 2017
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phenetic realms of biosphere. The follow-up leading to noospheric issues is in the forthcoming
parts of this paper.

1. Basic notions of optimal control
We use OC as philosophy, thus we translate its formulas into words. For a classic
mathematical introduction to OC, see, e.g., [Kwakernaak & Sivan, 1972].
1.1 Recursive ﬁlter/controller and information ﬂows through it
Information cycle of control. Figure 1 shows the basic structure of optimal control.
It consists of two main components: the observed/controlled object and the observing/
controlling subject endowed with criteria of control. The observing part of the subject is
called filter: it provides an estimate of the object’s state cleaned from noise (ﬁltered). The
estimate is fed to controller, which calculates the necessary impact on the object so as to
drive it toward the desired state. The process is disturbed by noise in the object and in the
subject. The process runs recursively, in iterative time steps: observation — control action —
object change — new observation — new control feeding back on the object etc. We call it
“object time” and focus on information flows circulating in it along Figure 1. The left half
of the cycle is observed information about the object; the right half is control information
embedded into the object.

Figure 1. Basic structure of observation/control information cycle

Control as optimization. The aim of the process is to optimize a preset criterion: accuracy
of hitting an endpoint (desired state of the object) and/or average accuracy of following the
prescribed trajectory of object’s state. The criterion concomitantly tries to optimize the cost
of achieving these goals, which is measured by control eﬀort. Technical OC focuses on how
to attain the goal; we will assume this optimization as given and focus on what is the pattern
of optimized information ﬂows. This approach allows us to extend OC to geospheric and
biospheric processes, which have no goal in the usual sense of the word.
Optimization involves information processing within the subject, which balances four
information flows: incoming with observations; used in control; dissipated by noise; one
14
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due to the change of reference frame used to measure the information and drifting with the
estimate of object’s state. A reference frame is necessary for distinguishing information from
noise, thus the quantitative measure of information is relative, not absolute. Reference frames
can be linked to subject, or to object, to observation, or to control, or to circulation along the
information cycle. Transitions between reference frames contribute to information balance.
Information processing takes place in the “model layer” of the subject and involves recurrent,
iterative cycles within it in search of the optimum. They run in “optimization time”, which is
generally diﬀerent from “object time”. In ﬁlter, iterations are direct: from the present state to
a future horizon (receding horizon); in controller, inverse: from a postulated future state to
present. Thus, OC involves two opposite counterflows of information. OC where information
ﬂows are stationary is called informational homeostasis. It reproduces the homeostatic
behavior of many natural systems as information dynamics. Thus, OC looks as an exchange
between two homeostases: one natural (as object), another informational (as subject). This
symmetry suggests that subject and object can exchange the roles, or at least be on equal
footing if the object acquires information-processing capabilities. This situation leads outside
the OC framework, to game theory framework.
Models and scenarios. Information about the object resides in the model layer. It is either
preset (a priori model) or distilled from observations (adaptive model). Except in simplest
cases, model is used as a generator of scenarios of object’s change under control. Optimization
is an implementation of the variational principle and realizes one actual trajectory of control
action and object state chosen from many virtual scenarios/trajectories. Each of virtual
trajectories produces its own virtual information ﬂow. This approach is applicable throughout
the GBN spectrum in spite of geosystems and biosystems having no “goal” in everyday sense
of the word.
1.2 Dual observation and control: active sounding
Duality in control. In trivial situations, ﬁltering and control run independently minimizing
discrepancies between object’s state and either its estimate (ﬁlter) or its desired value
(controller). These discrepancies are two parts of criterion: the former informational, the
latter material, and the former is subsumed into the latter. Information transferred from ﬁlter
to controller (estimate) and back (object’s state) is condensed in two transfer points so that
no information makes a full circle. Controller takes the ﬁlter’s information “as is” and vice
versa. However, in nontrivial, e.g., nonlinear situations, it is optimal to direct a part of control
eﬀorts towards information gain rather than material gain. This is called active sounding,
or dual control. Then, material gain at the current step is suboptimal but the expected gain
at future steps increases. Thus, the informational part of dual control cost is an investment
into the future. There is an information payment by the ﬁlter for dual control since a part
of accumulated information on the object becomes obsolete due to control impact on the
object. This payment has to be exceeded by information gain. In this regime, information
is circulating so that observation information is validated by the results of its application in
control, and control information is validated by the observation of its eﬀect.
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Table 1. Correspondence between structural elements of observation and control problems
Element of information
Implementation in observation
Intrinsic variable
Estimated state of observed system
Signal
Indicator variable of observed system
Discrepancy
Diﬀerence: observed-expected indicator values
Weights of state
Variance of state in observed system
variables
Weights of variables in Accuracy of sensor output
signal
Interface layer of the
Indicator formation as function of
system
state

Implementation in control
Target state of controlled system
Impact on controlled system
Diﬀerence: actual-target system
state values
Payment for unit deviation from
target
Payment for unit impact eﬀort
Reaction of state to receptors of
impact

Virtual control scenarios. Virtual scenarios are generated using optimization time but
unfold in object time predicting the eﬀect of each possible active sounding. Although the
suboptimal scenarios are not actually implemented, they explore the future uncertainties and
thus generate information ﬂows. These, virtual ﬂows can interact and inﬂuence the real ﬂow.
The full set of scenarios is an alternative form of the model, which generates them, like
waves in wave-particle duality, and they can interfere — exchange information — including
focusing on a target state at a target time.

Figure 2. Model imprint in controlled object under dual control

1.3 Multilevel information accumulation in models. Reﬂection
Model layers. Models are information structures (in usual OC, equations), which capture the
dynamics of object’s state, the relation of object’s state to observations, the reaction of object’s
state to control eﬀorts etc. Trivial single-layer models can be preset and ﬁxed, so that the optimal
algorithm of information processing is ﬁxed a priori. We call this type of OC automatic or
mechanical: a simple feedback like James Watt’s regulator. If models can change in response to
observed information or to changed criteria, we call OC adaptive. Then, information structure
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acquires additional layers (Figure 3): a second-layer model deﬁning the algorithm of adaptation
of ﬁrst-layer models; a third-layer model deﬁning the algorithm of adaptation of second-layer
models, etc. This structure contains the “vertical” information flows, in addition to “horizontal”
ones, which form the subject-object information cycle. Ascending ﬂow feeds the higher-level
models with observational information reﬁned from level to level; descending ﬂow deﬁnes how
higher-level models control the adaptation of lower-level ones. On passing from level to level,
the reference frame for measuring the information is changed. Criteria change may be a part of
adaptation or may involve an additional vertical information ﬂow to the designer who deﬁnes
the goals for the system.
Reflection. Virtual control scenarios include the prediction of object’s reaction to realized
control scenario. This reaction depends on the object’s reference frame for perception of control
impact. Therefore, the subject has to form an image of itself as formed in the object. This
transition to another reference frame and back can iterate (“image of image”, etc.) and is called
reflection. Designer is assumed to be reﬂective. In dual control where information circulates,
reﬂection includes self-observation of subject in the “mirror” of object and self-control. Selfimages and images of the partner formed in reﬂective iterations are called phantoms (term
borrowed from [Novikov & Chkhartishvili, 2014]). Iterative phantoms form a pyramid like the
pyramid of models; the main diﬀerence is that vertical information ﬂows in it run in optimization
time rather than in object time. The zero-order phantom coincides with the model of object and
is the only one when there is no reﬂection. Optimization of virtual scenarios, which include
phantoms, involves an additional degree of freedom: distribution of information investment
between phantoms of diﬀerent order.

Figure 3. Pyramid of reﬂection. Bold lines — dashes — dots denote hierarchical levels of reﬂection
in subject and of reﬂective structures imprinted into object
Philosophy and Cosmology. Volume 19, 2017
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1.4 Distributed observation/control.
The centralized OC layout described above is not appropriate in GBN context. Rather,
subject is a system of distributed communicating nodes — distributed either in geographic
space, or in state space, or both. Distributed OC theory grew up in recent years. A part
of control cost in the optimized criterion is the cost of communication between nodes.
Communication may be untimely, its moments unpredictable, and information may be lost in
communication channels. These extensions of theory, absent in classical OC, bring it closer
to real GBN situations.
Communicating nodes do not duplicate each other’s functions. The system splits between
them the components of object’s state for observing and/or controlling. The distribution
of responsibilities between nodes is a part of optimization. It produces structure in the
networked subject. Nodes’ responsibilities generally somewhat overlap, so that information
ﬂows from/to nodes correlate and interfere like light rays. Interference is a major problem
for information accounting. The problem is alleviated if there is a central node. It forms an
aggregation of estimates and control plans from individual nodes and broadcasts back to
them a “common estimate” and a “common plan”. However, there is a huge communication
overhead and less tolerance to communication disruptions.
In the centralized version, the relationship between a central node and its subordinate local
nodes is like that between OC subject and OC object. Alternatively, nodes may communicate
on a peer-to-peer basis. If they have similar information processing capabilities, division into
subject and object becomes meaningless: rather, it is a dialogue, better described by game
theory than by OC. For each node, the observation and control “object” now includes the
neighboring nodes. The attempts by each node to optimize its own local criterion may lead to
competition between diﬀerent nodes’ plans of object control or to cooperation.
1.5 Hierarchy of frameworks: system dynamics → control → game
System dynamics. OC is a middle term in the hierarchy of theoretical frameworks describing
the interaction between systems. The simplest one is system dynamics (SD) — a term ﬁrst
used for interaction between humanity and its global environment by Jay Forrester [Forrester,
1973]. It is a set of coupled diﬀerential equations of dynamics, some of which may be assigned
to “subject”, some to “object”, with no essential diﬀerence because no information processing
capability is assumed in either: both “subject” and “object” behave “automatically”. Information
comes from the designer of equations, not from observations. SD may include embryos of OC:
stochasticity, feedback, and a proto-goal — the maximum principle.
OC with a priori ﬁxed models and criteria does not add much to SD: information ﬂow
measures are a priori known and independent on observations. Thus, we do not know what
information will come but know in advance how much. Nontrivial OC begins with adaptive
control where models are changeable and the object’s dynamics is not known. Then, higher
information levels begin being ﬁlled in a proto-dialog between subject and object where
object’s inﬂuence changes subject. In OC, it is postulated that object has no information
processing capabilities and remains at SD level. Accordingly, the only possible reﬂection is
unilateral reflective dialog within self-modeling subject as the next reﬁnement of interaction
between subject and object.
Game theory. If object has information processing capabilities, it can, in turn, adapt
to subject’s controlling inﬂuences, e.g., neutralize them and keep homeostasis in order to
optimize its own criterion. OC theory does not cover this case, and game theory (GT) has to
be applied. GT considers peer players, each with one’s own criterion. There is, generally, no
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optimum good for all — rather, several kinds of equilibria between players’ criteria. Nash
equilibrium is “local”: no player has incentives to act unilaterally so as to move out of it.
Pareto equilibrium is “global”: even players’ concerted action to move out of it cannot be
proﬁtable to all.
This hierarchy of frameworks is our main tool in considering GBN through OC optics:
– Geosphere self-regulates with no information processing (SD level);
– Biosphere processes information from geospheric environment genetically but is
incapable of reﬂection (OC level);
– Noosphere is reﬂective and interactions within it are more a game than control (GT
level).
1.6 Homeostasis and evolution as information processes
Homeostatic regime. We focus on two speciﬁc OC regimes: homeostasis and evolution.
Homeostasis means that at the lowest level of model hierarchy — that handling object’s
state — information ﬂows are balanced: inﬂow with observations equals accumulation in
higher-level models + expenditure for control + dissipation by noise. In this regime, higher
levels do not feed back to the lowest one. At the lowest level, the subject-object information
ﬂow is, essentially, stationary; however, information accumulation towards higher levels
goes on and may sometimes “ﬁre”. Object may have its intrinsic feedbacks, which keep it in
internal homeostasis; the imposition of external OC shifts it to external homeostasis.
Evolutionary regime consists of jumps, each of which brings OC to a diﬀerent optimum of
the criterion (or to optimum of a diﬀerent criterion) and changes model structure and control/
observation applied. We call such events bifurcations or catastrophes. They can be induced
externally or internally, by a gradual change of models, which brings them to an unstable
state. Evolutionary information ﬂow consists of such events, which mark the consecutive
steps of evolutionary time. Evolution may continue unceasingly because, at each catastrophe,
the reference frame for measuring information is changed, information balance disrupted,
and information accumulation has a fresh start — until it induces the next catastrophe. Thus,
evolution catalyzes itself — a phenomenon called autocatalysis.
An important type of bifurcation happens when subject splits itself into several interacting
nodes. The process can repeat itself in each node again, so that a distributed control network,
even a fractal structure, can grow. These structures are conspicuous in GBN both as visible
objects and as informational structures.
Evolutionary time can be viewed as “main clock” in OC; then, object time will take place
of the optimization time and the search of model space for optimum will be done in intervals
between catastrophes. If the subject is reﬂective, evolutionary steps can deepen the reﬂection.
1.7 Information and uncertainty
Current uncertainty. Being based on information measures, OC theory can quantitatively
characterize the uncertainty. Even using OC notions as a qualitative tool, we can capitalize
on these quantitative features. This is a major advantage in treating such a vaguely deﬁned
subject as noosphere. Noosphere is science-based, so that it has to incorporate the major
feature of science — a clear distinction between what we know and what we do not. If
we look for signs of forming noosphere, we have to ﬁlter, OC-like, the uncertainties in
multifarious information surrounding us, to elicit its noospheric components. The key OC
feature is weighing the priori information (how we imagine the noosphere) against the
observed information.
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Future uncertainty. Noospheric studies involve extrapolating current tendencies into
future like OC ﬁlter, which leads to uncertainty quickly growing in time. There is a horizon
after which any forecast becomes senseless due to uncertainty. The full-ﬂedged noosphere
seems far beyond such a horizon. This calls for “receding horizon” approach. Even this
cannot be beyond the next evolutionary jump. However, we can at least assess the current rate
of information accumulation in the informational structures engaged in control of the current
version of noosphere and reckon its “limits to growth”’. In the current world, accumulation
of uncertainties goes in parallel with accumulation of information, and the outcome of their
balance is uncertain. Such “uncertainty catastrophes” contributed to the shaping of genetic
mechanisms in the biosphere [Eigen & Schuster, 1979].
Reflective uncertainty. Reﬂective uncertainty is, perhaps, the most important one. In
reﬂective OC, it is induced by the ﬂow of information up the ladder of reﬂective models.
However, too deep a reﬂection can become unwieldy and useless. In OC terms, information
going up the reﬂective ladder dissipates on the way and may be lost. Even if it does not,
diﬀerent levels of reﬂection can lead to contradictory, even paradoxical conclusions, and
usually it is unclear at what level to stop. What we think about noosphere, is a part of how
noosphere models itself, but can we reﬂectively self-correct our thinking trying to see it from
future noospheric perspective?

2. Geosphere: homeostasis without information storage
2.1 Natural homeostasis as self-regulation
OC look at natural cycles. Consider two homeostatic states characteristic for geosphere:
planetary thermal equilibrium and water cycle. Each includes feedbacks, and each feeds back
on the other. E.g., rising temperature/humidity increases heat emission/evaporation, which
lowers temperature/humidity. In addition, heat dynamics inﬂuences water dynamics through
evaporation and atmospheric circulation, and water dynamics inﬂuences heat dynamics
through ocean — atmosphere — land heat transfer and cloud albedo. These are cyclical
processes in time, as those considered in Chapter 1; while unfolding on planetary “sphere”,
they additionally generate visible spatial cyclical structures, e.g. Hadley cells. These
processes are usually described by SD, but we can, as well, call thermal cycle the subject and
water cycle the object (or vice versa) and see them as OC. On the whole, the geosphere is in
homeostasis. However, even with the same external conditions, types of homeostasis can be
diﬀerent, e.g. glaciation or even “snowball planet”.
No-information cycles. When viewed as OC, feedback coeﬃcients in coupled natural
cycles should derive from model-based informational parameters, to be optimal. Of course,
this is not the case: in natural cycles, there is no information processing and, accordingly, no
model. Information can be deﬁned only with respect to some reference frame linked to an
information storehouse (model), and in natural cycles, there is no storage for information.
On the other hand, when linked to human information systems (or even to biological ones —
see Chapter 3) as to reference frames, natural cycles do carry information — generated,
ultimately, by the planetary dynamics that drives them. In absence of such external reference
frames, these drivers enter OC equations just as noise terms and feedback coeﬃcients have
to be taken “as is”. If, on the contrary, the feedback coeﬃcients are construed as optimized
in any sense (see 2.2), this implicitly deﬁnes the respective reference frame, which assigns
information ﬂows to natural matter/energy ﬂows.
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2.2 “Optimized criterion” in natural homeostasis
Although there is no goal and no criterion in natural cycles, their feedback coeﬃcients
can be construed in OC framework as the ratio of “penalty” for deviation from homeostatic
value to “cost” of control. This ratio and the choice of measures for “penalty” and “cost”
deﬁne the optimized criterion for frugal suppression of deviations from homeostatic state.
However, it is not clear how this criterion can be deduced from basic variational principles,
e.g., physical — and we can assume no others in geosystems. Such principles work in natural
cycles but internally, and to embed these cycles into the noospheric, regulated environment,
we need extrinsic observables and receptors. In thermodynamics, intrinsic dynamics is
externalized as intensive or extensive parameters. One should expect some analog in natural
cycles.
In complex natural cycles, one can expect several possible homeostatic states corresponding
to several extrema of the optimized variational criterion, e.g., current climate, glaciation, or
“snowball planet.” Then, evolution (in the sense of 1.6) from one homeostasis to another
becomes possible. It is not problematic if driven by external changes, but if due to internal
processes, it does not ﬁt well into OC framework since we have construed such processes
as bifurcations due to information accumulation in high-level models, and here, there is
neither information nor model. The problem is analogous to that considered in Chapter 3 for
biological evolution: if natural selection is not performed by some information-rich designer,
how can it increase the genetic information content of living creatures? Alternatively, one can
speak of proxies: “memory” (e.g. in the climatic system) and “information” (e.g. in spatial
structures of ice sheets, circulation, etc.) Understood in this way, the proxy of information is
negentropy.
2.3 Negentropy as proto-information in natural homeostasis
Information is the diﬀerence between negentropy of prior probability distribution
(reference frame) and that of posterior distribution (obtained after receiving observations).
Negentropy is widely applied in non-equilibrium thermodynamics to characterize the
complexity of homeostatic (stationary) states. It can be considered as proto-information in
simple biochemical/biological systems. Planetary water cycle or plate tectonics are, perhaps,
no simpler than a bacterium, and one would expect to ﬁnd proto-information accumulation
in them. In fact, accumulated geospheric structures are easily found: limestone layers or coal
depositions, etc. As explained in Chapter 1, it is information cycling through control actions
that forms a reference frame, which provides a quantitative measure for information. Thus,
geospheric accumulations and the natural cycles, which create them, should be characterized
by negentropy — proto-information — rather than by information in the full sense of the
word. The criterion is minimax of negentropy (minimum for constrained, maximum for
unconstrained part). A full informational characterization becomes possible only when
geospheric picture is embedded into noospheric one.
2.4 Distributed network of natural cycles and the role of “sphericity”
All three GBN layers are characterized by the word “sphere”. It characterizes the
closedness of the domain where natural cycles act. This word usage is an insight by Vladimir
Vernadsky [Vernadsky, 1997] and others: while the cycles are still in the process of spatial
extension, the planetary homeostasis cannot be reached. For full development of information
structures, information-generating processes have to “hit the wall”, to “bite their own tail”.
This is especially evident for biological cycles — see, e.g., closedness of the cell. It applies
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to geospheric cycles, as well. Only after ﬁlling the “free space”, under the pressure of an
external spatial constraint, natural selection starts acting for biological systems or minimax
of negentropy is attained by geosystems.
Sphericity need not be only spatial. E.g., models are closed in “model space”. Their
external constraints and constants are separated from internal “model metabolism”. This is an
example of an important noospheric law: symbolic systems obey the same rules as material
systems.
2.5 Evolution of geosystems
Geosphere is evolving in geological time. The term “evolution” is borrowed from biology
where it implies natural selection. For geosphere, the analog would consist in optimization
of some evolutionary criterion. The criterion optimized in homeostasis was discussed in 2.2,
but what behavior occurs between several homeostasis states? We use OC notions to discuss
two aspects: how a geosystem leaves a homeostasis to go to another one and whether there is
directionality in this process. Here, we focus on internal drivers of evolution.
Crossing between homeostases. Homeostasis means that a geospheric cycle or a linked
group of cycles stays in a local minimum of a criterion (energy, negentropy, etc.) — in a
location in a ragged, even fractal, criterial “landscape”. The “landscape” slowly changes
due to accumulation of information (for geosystems, negentropy) and to interaction with
other cycles. Eventually, the current minimum becomes almost ﬂat, less advantageous, and
the ﬂow of matter/energy through it decreases shifting to other cycles/locations. As a result,
the range of geosystem state variations increases and either the system as a whole crosses
to a neighboring minimum or a part of it does, initiating an autocatalytic process in which
other parts are drawn after it. The latter mechanism is like crystallization from a seed or like
convection starting in a point in overheated ﬂuid.
Directionality of evolution. In OC paradigm, the directionality of change in evolutionary
time is determined by the tendency of the “vertical” information ﬂow toward accumulation
of information in higher model layers. Evolution in OC is optimizing this accumulation.
These layers serve as memory; obviously, without memory, nothing except a random walk
is possible. In geospheric cycles, there is an analog of memory: accumulation, inertia etc.
For geospheric evolution to be self-directed (in other terms, autocatalytic), as described in
1.6, the reference frame, against which negentropy is optimized by distributed system of
geospheric processes, has to change after each “catastrophe”. At some stage of geospheric
evolution, the forming biosphere may become the directing agent. Before that, geospheric
evolution should be considered as a part of cosmogenetic evolution directed by the same laws
that formed the Universe.
2.6 Origin of geosphere: links to cosmogenesis
Geosphere and cosmosphere. One of the founding fathers of GBN doctrine, Konstantin
Tsiolkovsky, saw geosphere as inseparable from cosmosphere and the future noospheric
development as not conﬁned to the terrestrial limits [Tsiolkovsky, 2004]. Backtracking the
geospheric evolution, we inevitably transgress the planetary bounds since drivers of the
early stages of this evolution are cosmic. Even the later geospheric processes are dependent
on cosmic environment (sunlight, tides). This “cosmosphere” has a common feature with
geosphere: the putative absence of information accumulators/processors. Therefore, the
problem of directionality stated above for geosphere can be projected to the Universe as
a whole, relegating the issue to the problem of its origin, cosmogenesis. Although in
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cosmosphere, as in geosphere, there is no information in the full sense of the word (no
“texts”), but there is an abundance of structures that can be transformed into information if
a proper reference frame is provided. The sheer possibility of a scientiﬁc study of geosphere
and cosmosphere is based on the existence of such proto-information formed in the process
of evolution.
The analogy between geosphere and cosmosphere suggests that the origin of geosphere
may be a more complex phenomenon than simple condensation of matter in a proto-solar
nebula. The deep problems in cosmogenesis include the applicability of spatiotemporal
description to the point of origin; the problem of Multiverse (multiple universes, construed
as actual or virtual); compatibility of entropy growth with galactic structure formation;
unexpected ﬁtness of universal physics for the existence of conscious life, etc. These problems
have their analogs in geospheric origin and development. We rely on a linear backtracking of
the time scale deﬁned by the current isotopic “clocks” to the origin of Earth. Compatibility
of entropy growth and structure formation is a problem for geosphere as for cosmosphere.
Multiverse’s analog is the set of virtual and actual scenarios in OC (see 1.1). Fitness of the
Universe for life (anthropic principle — see 2.7) and an analogous problem for geosphere are
a part of a larger problem: senselessness or meaningfulness of Universe.
Meaningfulness in Universe and geosphere. Hard science is based on the postulate of
aimlessness and, consequently, meaninglessness of what it studies. Meaninglessness does
not exclude informativeness: as noted above, structures/processes assumed meaningless
may provide information when approached with an appropriate reference frame. Meaningful
Universe does not necessarily imply God-designed or God-driven Universe. For godless but
meaningful Universe, see, e.g., Stanislaw Lem’s “New Cosmogony” [Lem, 1999] where the
Universe is the product of a game between super-civilizations, and Olaf Stapledon’s “Star
Maker” [Stapledon, 2008] where the Universe is a product of a personal game but the person
is very distinct from God.
However, assumption of meaningless Universe in science contradicts observations. The
visible structure of cosmos is intuitively perceived as so meaningful that Immanuel Kant
compared it to the ethical law within us [Kant, 2002]. Perhaps, perception of Universe as a text
is due to a kind of “resonance” between its structure and meaningful structures within us. The
same type of meaning and resonance applies to the geosphere, but we perceive it less sharply
because we are a part of it. Hard science strives for maximal exactness; however, absolutely
exact may be incompatible with meaningful — in a kind of uncertainty principle. Therefore,
the struggle for exactness becomes the struggle for preserving the meaninglessness of the
world model — called by Albert Einstein “continuous ﬂight from wonder” [Einstein, 1979].
Meaningfulness in OC and in anthropic principle. OC is an attempt to let meaning into
hard science in the form of target orientation. This attempt is limited by abstaining from
specifying who and why provides the criteria that form the target. In taking this approach,
OC just makes explicit the logical structure present in variational principles, which form the
basis of modern science, especially physics: nature, presumably, optimizes this or that (e.g.,
action) but we do not ask why.
An alternative attempt to handle meaningfulness of the Universe without transgressing
the limits of science is the anthropic principle. It is a reaction to “ﬁne tuning” of some
basic physical constants characterizing the Universe that make possible life as we know it.
In this approach, human meaningfulness is not created evolutionarily, on ascending from
cosmo- and geo- to bio- and noosphere. Rather, meaningfulness of evolution is “inherited”
from its future — from noospheric unfolding of meaning encoded in humans. For OC, this
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“backﬁring causality” is natural: as shown in Chapter 1, information ﬂow from future goal to
preceding action is inherent to OC. Anthropic principle tries to let meaning into the physical
picture of the Universe while abstracting from how meaning is formed within humans. It just
takes human “as is”.
2.7 Anthropic principle applied to Universe and geosphere
Anthropic principle is an attempt to “explain out” the improbable phenomenon of ﬁnetuning of universal constants. An analog is the ﬁne-tuning of geosphere, which originally was
just a hot ball. Both in geosphere and in cosmosphere we observe a very improbable event, and
anthropic principle attempts to redress this unnatural situation by changing the probabilistic
ensemble we use. Goal-orientation creates a “targeted ensemble” and makes the result we
observe almost certain. In Pierre Teilhard de Chardin’s concept [Teilhard de Chardin, 2008],
which contains the anthropic principle implicitly, spirit is the goal of evolution, and there is
no distinction between geospheric and cosmospheric evolution.
Multiverse. An alternative to anthropic principle uses the concept of Multiverse to avoid
admitting the goal-orientation of our Universe. There are many universes and most of them
are not ﬁne-tuned, but we could not appear in such universes, so that they are by deﬁnition
inaccessible and unobservable. The geospheric analogy applies to other planets instead of
other universes: they are mostly unﬁt for what we call life but our planet surely is, provided
we are here (conditional probability). This approach substitutes our subjective probability
for objective probability, changing the probabilistic ensemble to explain out the ﬁne-tuning.
However, sacriﬁcing the objective probabilities seems no smaller a digression from the
principles of hard sciences than goal-orientation.
Universality of humans? Another principled objection to the anthropic principle asks,
why just our own version of life/reason/meaning is the goal, can there be no other? Could
not other constants produce a diﬀerent universe, which would have its own kind of life,
reason and meaning? Using the analogy between cosmosphere and geobiosphere, in the
latter, there are many diﬀerent kinds of life. However, all of them form a coherent whole —
a “sphere”. Special position of humans in this whole is obvious (a rare point where science
and Bible agree) but, still, meaning and goal associated to humans are a feature of the whole.
Analogously, virtual presence of other forms of life/reason in the Universe or Multiverse
would not disprove the anthropic principle: all of them/us would be carriers of the same
universal meaning since it by deﬁnition resides only in the whole. Universal constants can
be changed without impairing meaning no more than letters in a multi-page book can be
changed from page to page (unless it is a dictionary). Consider DNA: its four “letters” are
universal for earthly life and cannot be modiﬁed.

3. Biosphere: information storage without reﬂection
3.1 Living matter: information accumulation in genetic cycles
In OC terms, biosystems can be deﬁned, in contrast to geosystems, as those, which
accumulate information and use it for control of their relationships with environment,
including self-control. Biosystems’ information structures have a ladder of scales: DNA/
nucleus → cell → organism → ecosystem → biosphere. We ﬁrst focus on the genetic level —
the root of informational capabilities of biosystems. We consider it in the “homeostatic”
regime.
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Genetic mechanisms as OC. Information is accumulated through heredity mechanism,
therefore the time step in OC cycle is a generation. Genetic level can be construed as the
subject and phenetic level as the object in OC cycle (first-level cycle). Phenetic level is
embedded in environment, and the criterion optimized by OC is environmental fitness. The
ﬁrst-level cycle generates the ﬁrst-level model: the part of DNA coding for proteins and
other elements, which are directly engaged in the interaction of cell with its environment.
Prokaryotes have only this model; in eukaryotes, the second-level model appears — the
regulatory part of genome, regulome, which controls the expression of the ﬁrst-level model.
This regulation is a second-level cycle running between genetic apparatus in the nucleus
and translational apparatus in cytoplasm. First-level cycle and second-level cycle obey OC
pattern: feedback reaction to discovered discrepancies between reality and model. This
applies to homeostatic regime; however, the regulome has probably appeared in autocatalytic
regime (see 1.6) as a part of evolutionary catastrophe, which created eukaryotes. Transcription
of DNA into RNA corresponds to transformation of control model into control scenario.
Diverse virtual readings of DNA correspond to virtual scenarios. Translation of RNA into
protein corresponds to transformation of control scenario into control impacts (enzymatic
and other actions by proteins).
Information conservation vs. adaptation. Random mutations and/or random horizontal gene
transfer are the primary sources of new genetic information. (More precisely, they become such
sources when new genetic structures are assimilated into existing DNA reference frame, else
they are noise not information.) This is essential for evolutionary adaptation to new environment.
However, at the same time, these random events destroy already accumulated information,
which secures homeostasis in a stable environment. This can lead to so-called error catastrophe,
which severely limits the amount of accumulated and reproducible information. The entire
genetic-phenetic OC apparatus, presumably, appeared to solve this problem. However, for
this apparatus to persist, the problem of accurate information reproduction should have been
already solved, in the ﬁrst place. A putative solution to this paradox is proposed by Manfred
Eigen [Eigen & Schuster, 1979]: a hypercyclic structure of interaction between information in
DNA, which includes codes for enzymes, and enzymatic catalyzers, which are necessary for
proper functioning of DNA translation. A hypercycle of mutually catalyzing autocatalytic units
locked in OC may be an archetypal solution for the catastrophe-like appearance of complex OC
structures, which cannot develop in a step-by-step manner.
Virtual information structures. Typically, a single DNA structure can be transcribed in
many diﬀerent ways: starting from diﬀerent spots, excising diﬀerent noncoding fragments
(introns) etc. This is so widespread a phenomenon, especially in eukaryotes, that it surely
plays a role in optimization of genetic OC. We interpret it as an instance of virtual control
scenarios (see 1.2). One might call the model embedded in DNA holographic: readable in
diﬀerent ways in diﬀerent reference frames. Analogously, a single sequence of peptides gives
rise to diﬀerent variants of protein folding. All this is genetic virtuality; phenetic virtuality
exists, as well, e.g., in the form of undiﬀerentiated stem cells. From OC perspective,
supporting several virtual information structures instead of one actual means deferring actual
information investment to some future time when it might prove more proﬁtable for criterion
optimization than now.
3.2 Dual genetic and phenetic information ﬂows
Collective interaction with environment. The discussion above was constrained to
regulative processes within cell. They take place more or less independently in each cell,
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thus both subject and object of OC belong to an individual cell. Now, let us consider the
interaction of cells with their environment (ecosystem or embedding organism). This
situation is more complicated: OC subject and object are collective entities (population or
species) characterized by the probability distributions of their genetic and phenetic features,
respectively; however, OC acts through individuals drawn from these distributions. This
picture can be projected on the probability distributions of intracellular regulation, as well,
understanding nucleus and cytoplasm as system and its environment.
Genetic “portrait” of environment. Phenetic features are, in OC language, the object’s
state. They increase ﬁtness if they are adapted, i.e., reﬂect the features of environment.
This reﬂection exists in genome, as well. Genetic informational structures as a probability
distribution are ﬁltered through diﬀerential reproduction and transformed into encoded
structure, which provides the necessary probability distribution of phenetic features, thus
forming a “symbolic portrait” of the environment. The portrait exists at two levels: one
coding the environmentally important proteins (e.g. those exported from cell) and the other
coding the intra-cellular regulative proteins.
These two use diﬀerent “languages”, and their information about environment is of
diﬀerent quality entering the optimized criterion with diﬀerent weights. Assuming that
proportion of information at these two levels is optimized by evolution, preponderance of
the regulatory part of genome (at least, in eukaryotes) means that quality and weight of
second-level information are higher than for ﬁrst-level information. However, second-level
information cannot be even considered information until read into an actual intra-cellular
regulatory cycle as control. Analogously, ﬁrst-level (environmentally relevant) structures in
DNA cannot be considered information until read into phenotype of environmentally active
individuals. Symmetrically, diﬀerential reproduction rates of various phenetic features acquire
the status of information in OC cycle only when their diﬀerence with standard, genetically
programmed proportion of phenetic features is transcribed back into genetic change.
Limited information ﬂow from genetic subject to phenetic object constrains expression of
genetic variants as phenetic features. Symmetrically, information ﬂow limitations constrain
the assimilation of complex features of “environmental portrait” (scanned by the collective
of phenetically diﬀerent individuals) into genome. Diﬀerential reproduction rates are only
the most primitive feature of this portrait. OC theory includes the tools for describing these
constraints: matrices of controllability and observability. They formalize the translation from
genetic into phenetic language and back.
Variability and selection as active sounding. In OC terms, individuals with diﬀerent
phenetic variants generated by virtual genetic variants are a tool of active sounding (see
1.2) — “virtual particles” that test the form of ﬁtness landscape. Active sounding degrades
the current value of criterion, but it is an investment in future, insurance against virtual
events that could drastically increase the uncertainty and decrease the ﬁtness. “Virtual
particles” test the virtual modes of interaction with environment, which may be required at
some future time. Information carried by them was generated in genome from scratch, it is
virtual, and, unless conﬁrmed by the environment, dissipates as mere noise. If, however, it
meaningfully interacts with the environment (e.g., producing diﬀerential reproduction rates),
it is actualized and intertwined with environmental information as a reference frame coupled
with measurement. Then, it can be assimilated back into genome enriching it informationally.
This process is known in OC as multi-particle filter/controller and, to avoid the degeneration
of information matrix, it requires regeneration of diﬀerently weighted particles after several
time steps — an analog of diﬀerential reproduction.
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In [Saridis, 2001], it is shown that active sounding carries the risk of forming a parasitic
circular information ﬂow when a model error passes through control and observation and
returns as a self-supporting model change. This autocatalytic mechanism may be behind the
formation of maladaptive features, such as deer’s antlers or cock’s comb.
3.3 Information ﬂows and natural selection in ecosystems
OC perspectives on ecosystem. Here, we consider ecosystems only phenetically. As in
3.2, the subjects are collective: populations belonging to diﬀerent species. Control actions are
behaviors of species. We consider two ways of mapping an ecosystem into OC framework.
One called “ecosystem perspective” means taking all species in the ecosystem as integrated
subject, the geospheric component of ecosystem as object, and the external geosphere as
environment. Another is the “species perspective”, which means taking a single species’
population as subject, the remaining species taken together as integrated object, and the
geospheric part of ecosystem as environment. Both kinds of OC, indeed, run concurrently in
real ecosystems. There are various types of ecosystem homeostasis, stationary or oscillating,
e.g., predator-prey dynamics in the “species perspective” where predation appears as control.
In the “ecosystem perspective”, a natural model is the distributed control with diﬀerent
species’ populations as nodes. They cooperate and compete in their control of the object
(geospheric resources).
Information flows. Nodes can exchange information either indirectly through observation
of other nodes’ controls (behaviors) or directly as in prokaryotic communities where
horizontal gene transfer leads to direct exchange of phenotypic features between species.
The ultimate source of information is either genetic variability, or environmental variability,
or both. In either case, variability is sheer noise until connected to an informational reference
frame — phenetic or genetic, respectively. Ecosystems can be described in SD framework
by equations of population dynamics including feedback. However, this form does not
elucidate information ﬂows. Still, there are approaches that introduce entropic form of
proto-information into description of ecosystems [Ulanowicz, 1986]. Currently, this is the
predominant method to formulate the maximum principles, which ecosystems should obey
(in OC terms, criteria optimized by natural homeostasis).
Natural selection in ecosystems. Natural selection operates on collectives, which
corresponds to ecosystem description above. However, it involves two levels — genetic and
phenetic. We can describe natural selection, while remaining at the phenetic level, by using
the notion of ﬁtness, which belongs to this level. In “species perspective”, diﬀerent virtual
behaviors of a species are active sounders of this species’ particular ﬁtness landscape (other
species’ behaviors assumed ﬁxed or changing slowly). Fitness can be measured directly, e.g.,
by resource consumption; natural selection is the rule translating ﬁtness into population size.
In “ecosystem perspective”, diﬀerent species can be viewed as interacting particles in
multi-particle active sounding of the entire ecosystem’s ﬁtness landscape. This type of ﬁtness
can be deﬁned only indirectly, e.g., in proto-informational form. Then, natural selection is a
rule for assigning weights to diﬀerent particles according to their contribution to collective
ﬁtness. Thus, natural selection becomes a tool rather than criterion, and the criterion is
informational. This approach reproduces the OC view of intra-cellular gene optimization;
here, species play the role of genes. This analogy suggests another OC framework for
“ecosystem perspective”: considering the ﬁtness and natural selection of ecosystem as a
whole rather than those of individual species.
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3.4 Biosphere + geosphere vs. Gaia: biosphere as regulator
Gaia concept. In the foundational approach to geo-, bio-, and noosphere by Vladimir
Vernadsky [Vernadsky, 1997], regulation of geosphere by biosphere does not mean that
geosphere is a live entity: geo- and bio- add but do not fuse. The notion of “living planet Gaia”
goes back to myths but its scientiﬁc avatar is associated with James Lovelock [Lovelock,
2000]. Initially, the idea was that biosphere provides a feedback to changes in geosphere
and thus participates in global homeostasis. The novelty of this idea is its global scale — its
“sphericity”. Consequently, this idea was extended to the Gaia concept, which perceives Earth
as a kind of living entity. Vladimir Vernadsky’s and Pierre Teilhard de Chardin’s concepts are
coming close to this: the geological history of Earth looks like ontogenesis of a noospheric
“infant”. Here, we try to look at James Lovelock’s concept through the prism of OC.
Information flows in Gaia. In James Lovelock’s approach, the feedback, by which
biosphere contributes to geospheric homeostasis is automatic and does not involve information
accumulation. The question what criterion is optimized in this homeostasis was not put. It
is more like energetic/entropic geospheric criteria than like balance between current and
future gains realized by genetic mechanisms. However, biosphere is capable of information
accumulation, and James Lovelock’s approach can be extended in this direction. In OC
terms, biosphere would contain a “model” of geosphere — of course, in translated form,
like the “portrait” of environment in genetic code. The informational impact of biosphere
on geosphere should be less visible in homeostasis than in geospheric catastrophic points
induced by internal dynamics of biosphere like the oxygen catastrophe ~2 billion years ago.
From Gaia to noosphere. Even if biosphere could use information for its control of
geosphere, this control could have no goal because of the lack of reﬂection in biosphere.
Gaia with reﬂection would be noosphere. If we see Gaia as a living entity, we can apply to it
the notions developed in 3.1 - 3.3 and see the appearance of noosphere as formation of a new
“species” induced by internal “genetic” reconstruction of biospheric information structures
into much more powerful noospheric information channels.
3.5 Origin of life in OC language
We apply OC paradigm to the origin of life in search of an archetype of “origin” applicable
also to noosphere. The archetypal problem, as mentioned in 3.1, is that life can only originate
in a leap from “nothing” (from geospheric level) because, to start the OC cycle of natural
selection which accumulates information in genome, the basic genome has to be already in
place. Manfred Eigen’s hypercyclic approach [Eigen & Schuster, 1979] does not fully solve
the problem: the formation of hypercycle itself needs an initial investment of information.
The key point is the change of criterion optimized by OC at geospheric level: to become
biospheric, it has to incorporate information as insurance against future disasters. The
diﬀerence between simple and adaptive OC can give a hint at this change of criterion. In
the simple (linear quadratic Gaussian — LQG) OC, the criterion is proﬁt minus cost, and
the informational term is subsumed within the proﬁt so that information is not a value in
itself. In the adaptive OC, information enters the criterion as a standalone term and is explicit
and measurable. A virtual control scenario, which is not optimal in the “old” criterion and
thus has no chance to be realized, may use information to predict future and autocatalyze
itself by means of a “loan from the future” (current suboptimal proﬁt compensated by future
advantage). Choosing such a scenario is equivalent to switching to a new criterion — an
adaptive one with a separate information term. If the subject has some way to memorize this
criterion, it can be used further on.
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Another example of “originating from nothing” is the current view of the beginning of
Universe. In the inﬂationary scenario, there is a short period of expansion without entropy
increase followed by a sharp entropy increase. This archetype can be applied to the origin of
life (expansion understood as growth of genetic apparatus). The un-entropic period would
give the primeval organisms a respite to accumulate information without losing it in the
“error catastrophe”. Entropy growth is deferred to a later time when it can be neutralized by
already formed genetic apparatus. This is another form of “loan from future”.
Noogenesis is yet another example of this archetype. By deﬁnition, it is a goaloriented, reﬂective activity, but until noosphere appears, there is little goal-orientedness
and reﬂection on the global level. The change of criterion would mean including terms,
which represent reﬂective phantoms associated to how “others” (construed as objects)
perceive the subject. Thus, the issue is the relationship between collective and individual.
In Pavel Florenskii’s terms [Florensky, 2000: 449], there is an essential similarity between
microcosm and macrocosm: they are two “spheres” linked by a conformal mapping of
one onto the other. In noosphere, individual reﬂective capabilities, however imperfect and
unproﬁtable in material sense, can be collectively ampliﬁed within the model layer and
then fed back to the individual level forming an autocatalytic loop, which implants these
new information structures. An analogous phenomenon in the distributed OC theory is
the feedback from the central node (representing the collective) to peer nodes whereby an
informational “insight” by an individual node can be supported if favorable collectively
even if unfavorable individually.
This archetypal relationship individual-collective may be applicable to the origin of life.
OC originates in two interlinked and similar versions at once: individual within the cell
and collective between the cell and its “ecosystem”. In early biosphere, the mechanism of
ampliﬁcation is horizontal transfer: paradoxically, parasitic information structures might
have been an essential element of the biogenesis.
3.6 Evolution of life as OC and its criterion
Life as OC cycle could have originated only where there were geospheric energy and
matter ﬂows driving this cycle. To survive, life had to expand into diﬀerent environments.
This depended, ﬁrst, on the initial robustness of primeval “model” to breaks of information
inﬂow, and second, on the adaptive potential of information ﬂow. These qualities are well
described by OC framework suggesting its expansion into novel “environments”. OC
approach assumes several characteristics ﬁxed a priori. In biospherical application, they have
to be either ﬁxed by natural selection, or frozen to some random value, or provided externally.
Criterion optimized by evolution. The most important of these characteristics is the
criterion optimized by evolution. In OC, as shown in Chapter 1, criterion contains two
components: “material” (“proﬁt” minus “cost”) and informational. In Darwinian approach
(“survival of the ﬁttest”), there is no independent way to measure ﬁtness and optimized value
is simply the survival rate. In OC terms, the material equivalent of survival rate is the sum
of values of individual lives, and the informational equivalent is the genetic information
carried by survivors. Evolution balances the weights of material and informational parts of
the criterion it optimizes. The weights deﬁne the balance between investment in present and
in future. Conceivably, the optimal balance depends on the variability of environment and
on time horizon. OC has tools for accounting for both. In an ideally stable environment, no
investment in the unpredictable future is necessary and the time horizon is inﬁnite. Then,
OC is homeostatic, criterion contains no separate information term, and evolution is at a
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standstill. This is a satisfactory approximation for many species, which survive unchanged
from early epochs because environments, to which they are adapted, do not change.
Loan from the future. In evolutionary regime, the current investments into information
are compensated by the future gain this information is expected to bring, so that there is a
loan from the future. This counterintuitive term is natural in OC where there is information
ﬂow directed backward in time. It results in selection of criteria complementary to natural
selection, which acts forward in time. Virtual scenarios are optimal solutions to diﬀerent
criteria of control, and selecting one of them is equivalent to changing the optimized
criterion. These virtual scenarios are collective; diﬀerent individuals may realize additional
virtual scenarios corresponding to diﬀerent criteria. Each individual scenario corresponds to
a particular mode of interacting with the environment, which may turn out relevant in the
future, so that this set of individuals performs an active sounding of the future and brings the
information about the results to the present.
Evolutionary bifurcation and speciation. Living systems can emerge from unfavorable
extrema of criteria either by increasing the range of variation around the homeostatic state
or by “following a perspective mutant”. In both cases, there is a price to pay in the form of
partial extinction, so that exit is through a bottleneck. This, generally, changes the type of
interaction with environment and hence the optimized criterion. Outside the old extremum of
criterion and until the system establishes in a homeostasis corresponding to a new criterion,
the dominant type of feedback is genetic drift and accumulation of neutral genome changes
rather than natural selection. This increases diversity and entropy (transformable into
information later on).
While a system does not emerge from a local extremum, natural selection polishes its
environmental adaptation up to a limit determined only by genetic and environmental variability,
so that the system approaches a “perfect homeostasis”. Adaptation accumulates the currently
relevant information, information matrix approaches singularity, and information ﬂows become
less robust to perturbations. Another component of information — that produced by active
sounding — could add to robustness but it decreases because active sounding in homeostasis
does not pay. As a result, when the proﬁle of current extremum happens to change drastically,
the system risks extinction, being over-specialized to its safe harbor. In contrast, systems that
put out to the sea of evolutionary change are permanently in the state of balancing adaptation
by natural selection and the accumulation of diversity by genetic and phenetic drift. They never
stop unless trapped in a local extremum of their current (changeable) criterion.
Often, emergence from a local extremum is accompanied by speciation. This happens
because many control strategies that stimulate emergence lead at the same time to reproductive
isolation: spatial isolation, which creates bottlenecks and genetic drift; genetic recombination,
which makes the new genome incompatible with the old; phenetic/behavioral “invention” of
new lifestyles. Speciation refers to reproduction only, while emergence from homeostasis
is a wider notion including new dimensions added to the reference frame, which measures
the relevant information. As new dimensions are added, variability in old dimensions is
reduced by shielding them from external inﬂuence. Shields can be reproductive, spatial
etc. This phenomenon is observable both in phylogenesis and in ontogenesis as a visible
expression of a hierarchy of information concentration: shells of nuclei, cells, organisms,
etc. Each consecutive shell serves as a reference frame for measuring the more concentrated
information within it and, hence, for a more reﬁned optimization.
Evolutionary and co-evolutionary information flows. Changes in organisms/ecosystems
can feed back on their environment. Deﬁning “environment” is arbitrary: it can be considered
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an object controlled by a living system as subject or vice versa. Generally, this is a dialog.
Therefore, evolution of a species within an ecosystem or of biosphere within geosphere, or
of noosphere within biosphere is, in fact, co-evolution of both. The Gaia model developed
for homeostasis should be extended to co-evolution: geosphere “uses” biosphere, as its most
dynamic part, to emerge from suboptimal extrema of geospheric criteria, and both evolve in the
process. In co-evolution, what was a noise-like variation of environment in the standard OC
picture, turns into dialogical information exchange with a partner. In the system-environment
framework, the ultimate source of information is usually identiﬁed as environmental
variation. As noted above, this view has to be reﬁned: information is ﬁrst generated “from
nothing” within the system (e.g. as genetic variability), but so far, it is virtual. It becomes
actual only when intertwined with the variation of environment, which “conﬁrms” it. Thus,
e.g., genetic variation produced by neutral mutations actualizes only when it proves to be
useful for a living system passing through a bottleneck. In co-evolution, instead of “system”
and “environment”, there are two equivalent mutually approving partners, but otherwise the
picture remains the same. Each reference frame (“informational environment”) is a question,
and a system optimized to it is an answer, but each answer is a new question. As Rajneesh
(Osho) said, ‘we are the walking bundles of answers to questions no one evermore asks’.
However, these seemingly obsolete rough drafts are irremovable virtual companions of the
actual fair copies [Mandelstam, 2012].
Identity of evolving systems. In the discussion above, we spoke of a “system”, which
passes from bifurcation to bifurcation, as something with a clear identity. However, in
what sense can a sequence of generations, which passes from speciation to speciation, be
considered a single “entity”? Does the similarity between ontogenesis and phylogenesis
mean that phylogenesis is ontogenesis of a kind? Of course, the “entity” has to be understood
as diachronic, like a track of control scenario, which is diachronic in OC and has an identity
no less than any instantaneous state. In this view, evolution is an unfolding plot, a paging
book. As in a book, the meaning of the plot is beyond its events, in a diﬀerent plane. The
possible meaning of evolution will be discussed later on.
3.7 Proto-reﬂection: enters goal-orientation
Goal-orientation as proto-reflection. Usually, the existence of identity implies reﬂection
and hence goal. However, we have adopted a deﬁnition of biosphere, which makes its selfidentiﬁcation impossible. Nevertheless, the usual language by which scientists describe
evolution is goal-oriented and includes “in order to”. Note a characteristic formula by Nikita
Moiseev [Moiseev, 1999]: “the tension of struggle (between hominids) for the right to
become the modern human”. Obviously, goal-orientation implies self-perception of one’s
identity. Even if goal-orientation is a self-projection onto biosphere by the fully reﬂective
humans, humankind can be considered a/the goal of the biosphere and this projection is just a
downward strand of a vertical self-supporting logical cycle. This cycle is a dialogical solution
to a monological question: is humankind for nature as its “brain” or is nature for humankind
as its resource and support?
Genetic proto-reflection. Genome is, in a way, a symbolic reproduction of environment.
Then, its regulatory part (regulome) is a symbolic reproduction of itself supporting the genetic
identity, and this comes close to (biochemical) proto-reﬂection. Another instance of protoreﬂection is the unique biochemical identity of an individual organism, as recognized by the
immune system. Recently discovered several overlapping levels of feedback in the immune
system can be considered as the mechanism supporting its proto-reﬂective OC cycle.
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This identity extends from genetic to phenetic layer since phenetic features are genetic
symbols incarnated. Analogously, the entire biosphere can be viewed as a symbolic selfrepresentation of the geosphere and noosphere — of the biosphere. Then, goal-orientation
can be backtracked to geospheric level. E.g., accumulation of fossil fuels can be considered
as goal-oriented towards energy support of the forming noosphere. This might seem tracking
back too far but the strong anthropic principle considered in 2.7 tracks goal-orientation back
to genesis of the Universe!
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In 2005, an essay was published in Nature asserting that the universe is mental and that we
must abandon our tendency to conceptualize observations as things. Since then, experiments have
confirmed that — as predicted by quantum mechanics — reality is contextual, which contradicts at
least intuitive formulations of realism and corroborates the hypothesis of a mental universe. Yet, to
give this hypothesis a coherent rendering, one must explain how a mental universe can — at least in
principle — accommodate (a) our experience of ourselves as distinct individual minds sharing a world
beyond the control of our volition; and (b) the empirical fact that this world is contextual despite being
seemingly shared. By combining a modern formulation of the ontology of idealism with the relational
interpretation of quantum mechanics, the present paper attempts to provide a viable explanatory
framework for both points. In the process of doing so, the paper also addresses key philosophical
qualms of the relational interpretation.
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Introduction
The recent loophole-free veriﬁcation of Bell’s inequalities [Hensen et al., 2015] has shown
that no theory based on the joint assumptions of realism and locality is tenable. This already
restricts the viability of realism — the view that there is an objective physical world; that
is, a world (a) ontologically distinct from mentation that (b) exists independently of being
observed — to nonlocal hidden-variables theories. More speciﬁcally, other recent experiments
have shown that the physical world is contextual: its measurable physical properties do not
exist before being observed [Gröblacher et al., 2007; Lapkiewicz et al., 2011; Manning et al.,
2015]. Contextuality is a formidable challenge to the viability of realism.
These developments seem to corroborate Richard Conn Henry’s assertion in his 2005
Nature essay that “The Universe is entirely mental” [Henry, 2005: 29]. After all, in a mental
universe (a) observation necessarily boils down to perceptual experience — what else? —
and (b) the physical properties of the world exist only insofar as they are perceptually
experienced. There is no ontological ground outside mind where these properties could
otherwise reside before being represented in mind. Indeed, in a mental universe observation
is the physical world — not merely a representation of the world — which not only echoes
but makes sense of contextuality.
Realism, on the other hand — at least in its intuitive formulations — entails that the world
should have objective physical properties; that is, properties ontologically distinct from
mentation, which exist even without being observed. Accurate observation should simply
© Kastrup, Bernardo, 2017
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reveal what the objective physical properties of the world already were immediately prior to
being observed, which is contradicted by contextuality.
There have been attempts to preserve some form of realism by ﬁnding a subset of
physical properties whose values can be determined in a non-contextual manner under certain
circumstances. The idea is then to claim that this subset is the objective physical world. For
instance, Philippe Grangier [Grangier, 2001], inspired by Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen’s view
of what constitutes physical objectivity, contends that the quantum state of a system, deﬁned
“by the values of a set of physical quantities, which can be predicted with certainty and
measured repeatedly without perturbing in any way the system,” [Grangier, 2001: 1] is an
objective physical entity.
The problem with this approach is highlighted by Grangier himself: the “deﬁnition [of
the quantum state] is inferred from observations which are made at the macroscopic level”
[Grangier, 2001: 2]. In other words, the supposedly physically objective quantum state of a
system depends on the a priori existence of a physically objective classical world surrounding
the system. This begs the question of physical objectivity instead of rendering it viable under
contextuality. Because “a quantum state ‘involving the environment’ cannot be consistently
deﬁned” [Grangier, 2001: 4], Grangier’s approach fails to reconcile contextuality with a
supposedly physically objective world.
Some nonlocal hidden variables theories that preserve non-intuitive forms of realism —
such as perhaps Bohm’s [Bohm, 1952a; Bohm, 1952b] — may still be reconcilable with
contextuality. However, these theories postulate — often at the cost of mathematical
acrobatics — extra theoretical entities that are both empirically ungrounded and unnecessary
for predictive purposes.
Carlo Rovelli’s relational interpretation [Rovelli, 2008], on the other hand, sticks to plain
quantum theory and embraces contextuality. Instead of loading it with unnecessary baggage,
it simply interprets what quantum theory tells us about the world and bites the bullet of its
implications. Rovelli’s goal “is not to modify quantum mechanics to make it consistent with
[his] view of the world, but to modify [his] view of the world to make it consistent with
quantum mechanics” [Rovelli, 2008: 16].
In the remainder of this paper, I shall take the relational interpretation as my working
hypothesis. My motivation for doing so is three-fold: (a) the interpretation is consistent with
experimentally-veriﬁed contextuality; (b) it is parsimonious in that it does not postulate
predictively-redundant hidden variables; and (c) Rovelli’s case for why other approaches are
inferior to the relational interpretation is compelling [Rovelli, 2008: 16-19].
By embracing contextuality, the relational interpretation regards every property of the
physical world as relative to the observer. This is analogous to how the speed of a particle
with mass is always relative to its observer. There are no absolute physical quantities, but
simply a set of relational properties that comes into existence depending on the context of
observation. Rovelli summarizes it thus:
If diﬀerent observers give diﬀerent accounts of the same sequence of events, then each
quantum mechanical description has to be understood as relative to a particular observer.
Thus, a quantum mechanical description of a certain system (state and/or values of physical
quantities) cannot be taken as an “absolute” (observer independent) description of reality,
but rather as a formalization, or codiﬁcation, of properties of a system relative to a given
observer. Quantum mechanics can therefore be viewed as a theory about the states of
systems and values of physical quantities relative to other systems [Rovelli, 2008: 6].
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Like the Copenhagen interpretation, the relational interpretation entails that (a) physical
quantities are products of observation. But most signiﬁcantly, it goes further than Copenhagen
by asserting that (b) the world is relational: an observation does not create a world shared by
everyone, but just the world of that particular observer.
This diﬀerence with respect to the Copenhagen interpretation is not trivial. After all, it is
implausible but conceivable that observation could create an objective physical world shared
by all observers. For instance, if never observed, the spin of an electron may lack physical
objectivity. But its first observation would then, ex hypothesi, determine its physical value for
all subsequent observers. The physical objectivity of this value — and thus of the world —
could be inferred from consensus among these observers. Such a hypothesis is consistent
with assertion (a) above but not (b).
It is also conceivable that each of us could be living alone in an objective physical world —
that is, a world ontologically distinct and independent from our mentation — peculiar to
ourselves. The physical objectivity of such a world could be inferred from non-contextuality
veriﬁed by experiment. Such a hypothesis is consistent with assertion (b) above but not (a).
By combining assertions (a) and (b), the relational interpretation renders realism — the
notion that there is an objective physical world — meaningless. After all, in the absence of
consensus and non-contextuality, on the basis of what could we speak of physical objectivity?
What meaning would the latter have? According to the relational interpretation, the world
exists only insofar as the information associated with an observer is concerned.
Rovelli seeks to avoid ontological conjectures. Yet, the denial of realism seems to be a
direct implication of the relational interpretation. In fact, it is only one among a handful of
philosophical issues Rovelli admittedly leaves unaddressed: “I am aware of the ‘philosophical
qualm’ that the ideas presented here may … generate,” he writes. “I certainly do not want
to venture into philosophical terrains, and I leave this aspect of the discussion to competent
thinkers” [Rovelli, 2008: 19].
It is these philosophical qualms that the present paper attempts to tackle, without
contradicting the relational interpretation. In doing so, it articulates a mind-only idealist
framework consistent with contextuality and — contradictory as this may at ﬁrst sound —
our intuition that we are individual beings sharing experiences with each other.

First Qualm: The Intuition of a Shared World
The relational interpretation denies that we can all inhabit the same objective physical
world. It implies instead that each of us — as diﬀerent observers — lives alone in our own
private physical world, created according to the context of our own private observations.
Insofar as this resembles metaphysical solipsism, it may be philosophically problematic.
However, there still is a way to uphold our intuition that there is a consensus reality we share
with other people.
It is true that, according to the relational interpretation, observation is not a measurement
of or in a shared physical world, but the process that brings a unique physical world into
existence in relation to each particular observer. This way, there are as many physical worlds
as there are observers. A way to visualize this is to imagine that each person sits alone in a car
corresponding to his or her own physical world. No two people can ever sit in the same car.
Any ontology that contradicts this is inconsistent with the relational interpretation.
However, we can still ask another question: Can the physical worlds of diﬀerent observers
be consistent with, and similar to, each other? Notice that this does not deny that diﬀerent
observers have their own physical worlds; it simply asks whether these distinct worlds can
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be similar or mutually consistent. In other words, the question is whether we could all be
sitting in cars of the same make, model and year; cars that, although distinct, are nearly
indistinguishable from each other. If so, we would each describe our own cars in a way
consistent with all other descriptions.
Here is what the relational interpretation has to say about this: nothing precludes the
possibility of the physical worlds of diﬀerent observers being similar or mutually consistent.
However, it is fundamentally impossible to assert that they are so, for “the information
possessed by distinct observers cannot be compared directly” [Rovelli, 2008: 14]. The
rationale here is as follows: the notion of a consensus physical reality emerges from interpersonal communication. If I stand on a beach watching the waves and the person next to me
also reports seeing waves, it is this inter-personal communication that leads me to believe
that I and the other person experience the same beach. However, what I hear the other person
say is itself the result of my observation, which brings the other person’s report into existence
in relation to me. As such, the other person’s report is itself part of my physical world as
a particular observer; it has no absolute existence. For all I know, the physical worlds
experienced by other people — as distinct observers who bring distinct physical worlds into
existence — may be entirely diﬀerent from mine. The consensus I believe to exist about
external reality may itself be an element peculiar to my physical world, my car. Everybody is
an observer locked in his or her own car. There is no privileged referee who could walk from
car to car, collect and compare the descriptions of each car, and then verify whether there
actually is a consensus.
All this said, the intuition of a consensus external reality is so strong that we must
ask: Can there be an ontological underpinning for the relational interpretation whereby
the respective physical worlds of diﬀerent observers are at least expected to be similar or
mutually consistent? In other words, can an ontology provide us good reasons to believe —
even though we fundamentally could never verify it — that the physical worlds of diﬀerent
observers should look alike? The motivation for this question is admittedly subjective, but
the exact same subjective motivation has been enough to marginalize metaphysical solipsism
throughout the history of philosophy. Indeed, Bertrand Russell’s argument against solipsism
seems to be applicable here: the idea that we might each be alone in an idiosyncratic world of
our own “is psychologically impossible to believe, and is rejected in fact even by those who
mean to accept it” [Russell, 2009: 161].
I shall shortly attempt to articulate an idealist framework for the relational interpretation
according to which similarity or consistency across physical worlds is the natural and
expected case, even though it cannot be veriﬁed. This framework is meant to acknowledge
and assuage the intuition that we share the experiences of life with other people, whilst
upholding contextuality.

Second Qualm: The Ontological Ground of Information
The relational interpretation relies on Shannon’s concept of information: “A complete
description of the world is exhausted by the relevant information that systems have about
each other” [Rovelli, 2008: 7] (emphasis added). Although Rovelli avoids explicit ontological
commitments, his appeal to information according to Shannon’s deﬁnition [Shannon, 1948]
implies one such commitment. After all, Shannon deﬁnes information as a measure of the
number of states discernible in a system. As such, information is an abstraction associated
with the possible configurations of a system, not a thing unto itself (unless, of course, one is
prepared to venture into the abstraction wilderness of ontic pancomputationalism [Fredkin,
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2003; Tegmark, 2014]). Hence, insofar as it relies on (Shannon) information, the relational
interpretation requires either a realist world — wherein information is grounded in the
discernible states of objective physical arrangements — or an idealist world — wherein
information is associated with the discernible qualities of experience. And since realism is
meaningless under the relational interpretation, idealism seems to be implied by it.
However, idealism faces some challenges. In another work [Kastrup, 2017], I have
addressed and hopefully refuted common objections to it. In this paper, two challenges will be
more thoroughly looked at: If mind extends into the world itself, grounding it ontologically,
why can we not mentally control or at least inﬂuence the laws of physics? Moreover, if all
reality is mental, then there is no non-mental stuﬀ to insulate diﬀerent individual minds
from one another. Why, then, can we not directly access each other’s thoughts? Satisfactorily
answering these challenges is another key objective of the idealist framework I shall attempt
to articulate shortly. If successful, the articulation will render idealism a viable ontological
underpinning for the notion of (Shannon) information intrinsic to the relational interpretation.

Third Qualm: Relationships without Absolutes
The central idea of the relational interpretation is the notion that “physics is fully relational,
not just as far as the notions of rest and motion are considered, but with respect to all physical
quantities” [Rovelli, 2008: 7] (emphasis added). The problem here is that the analogy with
rest and motion, albeit intuitively appealing, breaks when applied to “all physical quantities.”
Indeed, the relational nature of rest and motion depends on certain posited absolutes, such
as deﬁned particles. To say, for instance, that the speed of a particle A is one with respect
to particle B and another with respect to particle C is conditioned upon the existence of
particles A, B and C as non-relational entities. Rest and motion have meaning only insofar
as they are relationships between absolutes. But if all physical quantities are to be regarded
as relational, what absolutes give these relationships meaning? To speak of relationships
between relationships immediately implies inﬁnite regress.
Let us take a step back. What the relational interpretation actually requires is that all
physical quantities be relational. As such, it would only imply inﬁnite regress if physical
quantities were all there is. On the other hand, if an ontological underpinning for the relational
interpretation could accommodate absolutes that are not physical quantities, inﬁnite regress
could be avoided. This is what the idealist framework ahead also does, as I shall soon
elaborate upon.
Notice that, although positing absolutes that are not physical quantities is necessarily
a metaphysical step, it is not empirically ungrounded. There is an empirically-accessible
ontological ground where absolutes can be found that are not — unless assumed or, at best,
inferred to be so on philosophical grounds — physical quantities: mind and its thoughts. I
shall elaborate further on this claim shortly.

Fourth Qualm: The Meaning of ‘Physical World’
When we speak of a ‘physical world’ we often make implicit ontological assumptions
about it, such as non-contextuality and realism. However, as we have seen, these assumptions
are stripped oﬀ by the relational interpretation. So what does ‘physical world’ mean under it?
The clarity of thought of Andrei Linde comes to our aid at this point:
Let us remember that our knowledge of the world begins not with matter but with
perceptions. … Later we ﬁnd out that our perceptions obey some laws, which can be
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most conveniently formulated if we assume that there is some underlying reality beyond
our perceptions. This model of material world obeying laws of physics is so successful
that soon we forget about our starting point and say that matter is the only reality, and
perceptions are only helpful for its description. This assumption is almost as natural (and
maybe as false) as our previous assumption that space is only a mathematical tool for the
description of matter. [Linde, 1998: 12]
So, in the absence of non-contextuality and realism, the ‘physical world’ of the relational
interpretation can only be the contents of perception. There is nothing else the physical world
could be. Indeed, as Linde pointed out, physics ultimately pertains to the study of the patterns
and regularities of perception. As such, the “physical quantities” referred to by Rovelli are
part of the contents of perception.
It could be argued at this point that quantum phenomena occur at a microscopic scale
that cannot be perceived directly, but only through instrumentation. Yet, even in this case,
whatever we know about these microscopic quantum phenomena is still a part of the contents
of perception: physicists perceive the output of instrumentation. When predicting microscopic
quantum behavior, physicists are in fact predicting the perceivable output of instrumentation.
Physics is entirely about what is perceived, directly or indirectly.
We know that next to the physical world — that is, next to the contents of perception — there
are also non-perceptual mental categories such as thoughts (for simplicity, I shall henceforth
refer to all non-perceptual mental categories simply as ‘thoughts’). Many physicists posit that
thoughts should be explainable in terms of physical quantities and, as such, become part of
the physical world by reduction. However, this is a philosophical assumption that does not
change the scientiﬁc fact that quantum mechanics does not predict thoughts; it only predicts
the unfolding of perception. In the absence of non-contextuality and realism, the physical
world of quantum mechanics is perception.
Attentive readers will have noticed that I have just opened a door for tackling the third
qualm of the relational interpretation, as discussed in the previous section. More on this
shortly.

Fifth Qualm: The Meaning of ‘Physical System’
Under the relational interpretation, all “physical systems” are valid observers and can, in
turn, also be observed [Rovelli, 2008: 4]. This neutrality is a strength, for it circumvents a
host of issues regarding what constitutes an observer. Yet, the same neutrality disguises the
fact that a deeper question is left unanswered: What constitutes a physical system to begin
with? From a philosophical perspective, the answer is not self-evident.
The intuition behind what we ordinarily regard as discrete physical systems — such as
tabletop measurement apparatuses — entails (a) delineating a subset of the physical world
on structural or functional grounds and (b) treating this subset as an entity in some sense
separate from the rest of the physical world. The question is whether such delineation is ontic
or epistemic.
If the delineation merely helps us structure our conceptual knowledge of the physical
world, it is epistemic and — despite being convenient — arbitrary on an ontic level. For
instance, although the handle of a mug is cognitively salient and can be conveniently
treated as a separate entity, distinguishing it from the mug is arbitrary. Another example:
the delineation of what we call a car, though based on structural and functional reasoning,
is arbitrary. If I argue that, say, the spark plugs are integral to the car because without them
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the car cannot function, by the same token I would also have to include the fuel that makes
its engine run, the environment air that allows combustion and cools the engine, the road
gripped by the tires, the ground that sustains the road, the gravity that enables grip, and
so on. The decision of where to stop is merely epistemic, motivated by convenience. As
such, epistemic delineation is somewhat akin to ﬁnding faces in clouds or tracing ﬁgures
on tree bark. Subsets of the physical world traced in this manner exist only conceptually
and, therefore, cannot be considered proper physical systems in their own merit. There is no
physical reason to carve them out of the context within which they were traced.
A proper physical system must be an internally integrated whole separate, in some ontic
sense, from the rest of the physical world. The problem is that there are strong reasons —
largely based on quantum mechanics itself — to think that the entire universe is one integrated
whole without ultimate parts. Jonathan Schaﬀer, for instance, points out that
physically, there is good evidence that the cosmos forms an entangled system and good
reason to treat entangled systems as irreducible wholes. Modally, mereology allows for
the possibility of atomless gunk, with no ultimate parts for the pluralist to invoke as the
ground of being. [Schaﬀer, 2010: 32] (original emphasis)
Horgan and Potrč [Horgan & Potrč, 2000] have also argued that only the universe as a
whole can be considered a concrete entity in its own merit, which they called the “blobject.”
Thus, only the “blobject” can be a proper physical system.
What this line of thought suggests is that no subset of the physical world can be
considered a proper physical system; only the physical world as a whole can. Everything we
regard as subsystems of the physical world — such as tabletop measurement apparatuses —
arises from epistemic delineation and is, in a sense, akin to ﬁgures traced on tree bark. The
physical substantiation of this conclusion is von Neumann’s chains [von Neumann, 1996]:
‘subsystems’ of the inanimate world never perform measurements, but simply become
entangled with each other upon interacting.
If only the universe as a whole were a proper physical system, observer and observed
would be the same system, leading to untreatable self-reference. But I contend that there
is precisely one criterion of delineation that is not arbitrary, and by virtue of which we can
ontologically ground observer and observed without self-reference. I shall discuss this in the
next section, wherein I begin to elaborate on my proposed idealist framework.

Mind and Alters
Here is a brief recapitulation of the preceding sections: (a) the relational interpretation
renders the notion of realism meaningless. Therefore, (b) it implies idealism insofar as it relies
on (Shannon) information, and (c) it implicitly deﬁnes the physical world as the contents of
perception. However, it then raises problems such as (d) why we cannot mentally inﬂuence
the laws of nature if mind extends into the physical world, (e) how distinct individual minds
can exist in a fully mental universe, (f) what constitutes a proper physical system, and (g)
how relationships can exist without absolutes to give them meaning and avoid inﬁnite
regress. Despite its relational character, the interpretation still (h) leaves a door open for
the intuitively appealing possibility of similar or mutually consistent physical worlds across
observers.
From (b), the most direct and parsimonious ontological underpinning for the relational
interpretation is that reality consists in patterns of excitation of a universal mind. This is
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analogous to how quantum ﬁeld theory posits that reality consists of patterns of excitation
of a quantum ﬁeld and M-theory those of a hyper-dimensional ‘brane.’ The universal mind
could, in principle, even accommodate the same mathematical formalisms of these theories.
The main diﬀerence is that, unlike the quantum ﬁeld and the hyper-dimensional ‘brane,’ the
universal mind is not an object but the subject. Its excitations are thus experiences — not
objective physical values — though they can still be modeled or described mathematically
by values.
Let me dwell a little longer on this move, for it is profoundly counterintuitive to
most physicists and even philosophers. Every theory of nature must rely on at least one
ontological primitive, since we cannot keep on explaining one thing in terms of another
forever. According to quantum ﬁeld theory, the quantum ﬁeld is the ontological primitive, so
everything about the physical world should be reducible to excitations of the quantum ﬁeld.
What I am proposing here is that universal mind is the ontological primitive. An alternative
but equivalent way of saying the same thing is to say that the quantum ﬁeld is mind; that is,
the subject, not an abstract conceptual object. Inferring universal mind — not your or my
personal psyche, mind you, but mind as a generic ontological class — to be nature’s sole
ontological primitive is thus a valid conjecture, at least in principle. It is equally valid to think
of the dynamics of nature as being constituted by the excitations of universal mind — that
is, experiences themselves, with all the entailed qualities — much as quantum ﬁeld theory
thinks of the dynamics of nature as excitations of an abstract quantum ﬁeld and M-theory
those of an abstract brane. The challenge, of course, is to explain the patterns and regularities
of nature in terms of subjectivity alone.
Indeed, the idea that a universal mind is nature’s single ontological primitive immediately
brings problem (e) to the forefront. As it turns out, the solution of this problem is the same as
that of problem (f), so I will start my argument by addressing the latter.
Rovelli “assume[s] that the world can be decomposed (possibly in a variety of ways) in a
collection of systems, each of which can be equivalently considered as an observing system
or as an observed system” [Rovelli, 2008: 10]. The problem, as we have seen in the previous
section, is that the criteria for this decomposition seem arbitrary both from ontic and physical
perspectives.
There is, however, one very natural ontic decomposition. To see it, notice that the
boundaries of our own body are not arbitrary. Our ability to perceive ends at the surface of
the body: our skin, retinas, eardrums, tongue and the mucous lining of our nose. We cannot
perceive photons hitting a wall or air pressure oscillations bouncing oﬀ a window, but we can
perceive those impinging on our retinas and eardrums, respectively. Moreover, our ability to
act through direct intention also ends at the surface of the body: we can move our arms and
legs simply by intending to move them. However, we cannot do the same with tables and
chairs. Clearly, thus, the delineation of our body is not a question of epistemic convenience:
it is an empirical fact. I cannot just decide that the chair I am sitting on is integral to my body,
in the way that I can decide that the handle is integral to the mug. Neither can I decide that
a patch of my skin is not integral to my body, in the way that I can decide that the hood is
not integral to the jacket. The criterion here is not merely a functional or structural one, but
the range of mentation — sensory perception, intention — intrinsically associated with our
body. Based on this ontic criterion, there is no epistemic freedom to move boundaries at will.
Insofar as we can assume that all living creatures have mental life and inanimate objects
do not, this conclusion can be generalized as follows: living bodies are proper physical
systems; they can be carved out of their context. Therefore, only the inanimate universe as a
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whole — that is, one universal von Neumann chain — and individual living bodies are proper
physical systems; only the inanimate universe and living bodies are observers. Everything
else is akin to ﬁgures traced on tree bark.
Now, since the ontic criterion for delineating bodies is the range of mentation associated
with them, each proper physical system is associated with its own bounded mentation. Yet,
how can bounded mentation exist within one universal mind?
The answer is empirically motivated: it is now well-established in psychiatry that mental
contents can become dissociated [Kelly et al, 2009: 167-174; Schlumpf et al., 2014; Strasburger
& Waldvogel, 2015]; that is, undergo “a disruption of and/or discontinuity in [their] normal
integration” [Black & Grant, 2014: 191]. Indeed, the normal integration of mental contents
takes place through chains of cognitive associations: a perception may evoke an abstract
idea, which may trigger a memory, which may inspire a thought, etc. These associations are
logical, in the sense that e.g. the memory inspires the thought because of a certain implicit
logic linking the two. Integrated mentation can then be modeled by a connected directed graph,
as shown in Figure 1a. Each vertex represents a particular mental content and each edge a
cognitive association logically linking mental contents together. Every mental content in the
graph of Figure 1a can be reached from any other mental content through a chain of cognitive
associations. Dissociation, in turn, occurs when the graph becomes disconnected, as shown in
Figure 1b. Some mental contents can then no longer be reached from others. Following the
psychiatric convention, I shall refer to the subgraph with grey vertices as a (dissociated) alter.

Figure 1. A connected graph (a) illustrating integration of mental contents, and a disconnected
graph (b) illustrating dissociation and the corresponding formation of an alter (subgraph in grey).

Because cognitive associations are essentially logical, as opposed to spatio-temporal, the
scheme of representation in Figure 1 allows for the simultaneous experience of multiple mental
contents linked together in a connected subgraph. This is empirically justiﬁable: a perception, for
instance, can be experienced at the same time as the thoughts it evokes and the emotions evoked
by these thoughts. Moreover — and by the same token — the two disconnected subgraphs in
Figure 1b can also represent two concurrently conscious dissociated subjects of experience.
The motivation for this is again empirical: there is compelling evidence that diﬀerent alters of
the same psyche can be co-conscious [Kelly et al., 2009: 317-322; Braude, 1995: 67-68].
An alter loses direct access to mental contents surrounding it, but remains integral to
the mind that hosts it. The disconnection between an alter and surrounding mental contents
is merely logical. As an analogy, a database may contain entries that are not indexed and,
therefore, cannot be reached, but this does not physically separate those entries from the rest
of the database.
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Dissociation elegantly explains how mental processes can become bounded and
disconnected from each other without the need to invoke anything ontologically distinct from
mind. As such, dissociation is at least a useful analogy to explain how distinct individual
psyches can form under idealism: each is an alter of universal mind. A living body is simply
the extrinsic appearance of an alter (more on this shortly). Dissociation thus solves not only
problem (e), but also (d): we, as alters of universal mind, cannot mentally inﬂuence the laws
of nature because we are dissociated — logically disconnected — from the corresponding
mental contents.
At this point, the reader may feel tempted to explain away dissociation in terms of
information ﬂows in physically objective brain tissue. Notice, however, that this would
assume realism and beg the very question of ontology being addressed here. The hypothesis
I am just beginning to elaborate on is precisely that dissociation — as a phenomenon that
precedes the physical world ontologically — can explain the physical world, as opposed to
the other way around. This is somewhat analogous to saying, under quantum ﬁeld theory, for
instance, that certain fundamental excitatory phenomena of the quantum ﬁeld give rise to the
physical world we can measure. So please bear with me.

Mental Impingement across a Dissociative Boundary
By deﬁnition, mental contents inside an alter cannot directly evoke mental contents
outside the alter, and vice-versa. But they can still influence each other. Indeed, mental
impingement across a dissociative boundary is empirically known. Lynch and Kilmartin,
for instance, report that dissociated feelings can dramatically aﬀect our thoughts [Lynch &
Kilmartin, 2013: 100], while Eagleman shows that dissociated expectations routinely mold
our perceptions [Eagleman, 2011: 20-54]. We can visualize this as in Figure 2a, wherein the
partial overlap of adjacent vertices internal and external to the alter represents impingement
across the dissociative boundary.
Figure 2b illustrates the same thing according to a simpliﬁed representation unrelated
to graph theory: the broader mind is represented as a white circle with an alter represented
as a grey circle within it. These circles are no longer graph vertices but represent sets of
mental contents. The dashed arrows represent the impingement of external and internal
mental contents — not explicitly shown — on each other, across the alter’s boundary. For
clarity, notice that these dashed arrows do not represent cognitive associations. I shall use this
simpliﬁed representation henceforth.

Figure 2. Mental contents impinging on the dissociative boundary of an alter, illustrated in two
diﬀerent but equivalent ways, (a) and (b).
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A Physical World as Markov Blanket
If — as idealism posits — a universal mind is the single ontological primitive underlying
all nature, then the formation of an alter deﬁnes a boundary within this mind that separates
mental contents enclosed by the boundary from mental contents outside the boundary. Now,
as we have seen in the previous section, certain mental contents within and outside the
boundary can also impinge on each other (Figure 2). Three diﬀerent types of mental state
can then be deﬁned with respect to an alter: internal, external and interactive state, the latter
resulting from impingement. The boundary of an alter is thus akin to a Markov Blanket [Pearl,
1988]. For this reason, and inspired by Friston’s model [Friston, 2013], I shall represent the
interaction of an alter with its surrounding mental environment as illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3. An alter — with internal mental state r — interacting with the surrounding environment —
with external mental state ψ — through the sensory (s) and active (a) states of its Markov Blanket.

I shall refer to the segment of universal mind that is not comprised in any alter as ‘mindat-large.’ Therefore, the state ψ of mind-at-large is external to all alters. An alter, in turn, has
internal state r and interacts with mind-at-large through sensory state s and active state a,
both comprised in its Markov Blanket. Sensory state s represents the (Shannon) information
the alter has about its surrounding mental environment. Active state a represents the alter’s
manifest intent: mental action that perturbs the environment. Notice that ‘environment’ here
does not refer to the physical world, but to non-physical thoughts surrounding the alter. I shall
further clarify this shortly.
Sensory state s depends on external state ψ and action state a. The dependency of s on
a, however, is both indirect — operating through the inﬂuence of a on ψ — and direct, as
shown in Figure 3. The direct dependency represents the quantum mechanical fact that the
information an alter — as observer — has about its surrounding environment depends both
on the environment itself (ψ) and on how the alter’s manifest intent (a) causes it to observe
the environment. The classical example is the experimentally conﬁrmed fact that even whole
atoms behave either as waves or as particles depending on how the experimenter chooses to
observe them [Manning et al., 2015].
The double dependency of sensory state s on active state a can be justiﬁed as follows:
on the one hand, the manifest intent a of an alter perturbs — through mental impingement
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across its dissociative boundary, as illustrated in Figure 2b — the state ψ of mind-at-large
itself. On the other hand, the manifest intent a also determines the speciﬁc ‘vantage point’ the
alter has on mind-at-large and, therefore, what information the alter gathers about it. As an
analogy, when one holds up a snow globe, this intentional action not only perturbs the state
of the snow globe itself, but also determines the vantage point from which one looks at the
snow globe.
The active state a depends on internal state r and sensory state s. The dependency of a on
s is again both indirect — operating through the inﬂuence of s on r — and direct, as shown
in Figure 3. A simple analogy justiﬁes this double dependency: an alter’s manifest intent
depends both on the information the alter has about the environment (s) and on what the alter
thinks about this information (r).
External state ψ and internal state r are thoughts of mind-at-large and an alter, respectively.
I submit that quantum superposition states are models of these thoughts, the evolution of
the latter being governed by Schrödinger’s equation. To gain intuition about this, imagine
the following: you have received a job oﬀer but remain undecided about whether to accept
it or not. Your thoughts then remain in a form of superposition, encompassing two binary
alternatives simultaneously: accepting and refusing the oﬀer. Each alternative is associated
with the degree of aﬃnity you have with it — which translates into your tendency to choose
it — at that particular moment in time. I posit that a quantum superposition is simply a
second-person model of this type of ambivalent mental state that we all experience from a
ﬁrst-person perspective. External state ψ is a model of what it is like to be mind-at-large in
the process of entertaining conﬂicting alternatives concurrently in its imagination. As such,
the wave function of ψ does represent epistemic uncertainty; but — crucially — the epistemic
uncertainty of mind-at-large itself, not of the alter observing it.
I further posit that the process of observation consists in the interaction between external
state ψ and internal state r through the Markov Blanket. In this context, it is tempting to
simply say that active state a represents the intentional act of observation and sensory state
s the outcome of this act. However, as discussed above and illustrated in Figure 3, a and
s are co-dependent and cannot be teased apart. So a better way to think about the process
of observation may be suggested by the following analogy: insofar as ψ and r can both be
modeled by a wave function, they can be regarded as thought waves encompassing a set of
binary alternatives with associated degrees of aﬃnity, just as discussed in the example of
a job oﬀer above. Observation can then be modeled as the interference pattern — whose
compound state is represented in Figure 3 by s and a — produced when these thought waves
interact with each other within the Markov Blanket. Interference favors one of every pair of
superposed alternatives in ψ by amplifying its experience while dampening the other. The
result is our perception of a deﬁnite, classical world. The alternative favored can be regarded
as the common denominator of the aﬃnities embedded in ψ and r.
The interpretation suggested above shall remain a matter of philosophical speculation
until somebody writes down the wave function for the thoughts of a conscious human being
(r) and formalizes the interaction dynamics between it and ψ. This echoes Zurek’s view that
an exhaustive answer to [the question of why we perceive a deﬁnite world] would
undoubtedly have to involve a model of “consciousness,” since what we are really
asking concerns our (observers) impression that “we are conscious” of just one of the
alternatives. Such model of consciousness is presently not available [Zurek, 1994: 29]
(emphasis added).
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Whatever the case, under the relational interpretation — as discussed earlier — the
physical world is perception. Therefore, it is determined by sensory state s, which in turn
is co-dependent on active state a. The next step in this line of reasoning is inevitable: the
physical world is the Markov Blanket. Everything else — that is, ψ and r — is non-physical
thought. It is the interaction between ψ and r that produces perception and, thus, the physical
world. Only states s and a of the Markov Blanket are physical states, for only they are
comprised in the physical world.
Since all states in Figure 3 are ultimately patterns of excitation of universal mind, physical
states represent but a particular class of mental states: namely, perceptual states. Another
class is exempliﬁed by states ψ and r, which consist of pure thought. So, while discernible
from each other qualitatively, both physical and non-physical states are ultimately mental.

Extrinsic Appearances
Figure 3 can be extended to multiple alters, as illustrated in Figure 4. The interaction
between ψ and the internal state r of each alter creates the physical world of this alter in
the form of its respective Markov Blanket encompassing sensory state s and active state
a. Therefore, each alter has its own physical world. The wave function of ψ also becomes
quantum mechanically correlated, upon interaction, with the active state a of each alter.
This way, ψ accrues (Shannon) information about the presence and behavior of all alters
interacting with mind-at-large.
This has a signiﬁcant implication. When an alter A1 interacts — through mental
impingement across its dissociative boundary — with mind-at-large, ψ becomes quantum
mechanically correlated with active state a1 of A1. Therefore, when an alter A2 subsequently
interacts with mind-at-large, the information its sensory state s2 acquires can include
information about A1. The physical world of A2 can thus reﬂect the presence and actions of
A1. I shall refer to the information about A1 in s2 as A1’s extrinsic appearance in relation to A2.
For reasons discussed earlier, I posit that the extrinsic appearances of other alters in relation
to us are the living bodies we perceive around ourselves: other people, animals, possibly plants.
As such, biology is what betrays elements of our world as extrinsic appearances of other alters.

Figure 4. Mind-at-large and alters. When an alter interacts with mind-at-large, ψ becomes quantum
mechanically correlated with the alter’s active state a, so that each alter can indirectly obtain information
about all other alters through its sensory state s.
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This notion of extrinsic appearances can be extended to mind-at-large itself: the
inanimate universe is the extrinsic appearance of mind-at-large in relation to us. That there is
overwhelming evidence for the existence of the universe before the rise of life means solely
that the universal mind existed before its ﬁrst alter ever formed; that is, before abiogenesis.
The extrinsic appearances of other alters in relation to us are part of our respective physical
world. They constitute proper physical systems within our Markov Blanket. Therefore,
only living beings and the inanimate universe as a whole constitute observers. All other
subsystems of the inanimate universe — such as tabletop measurement apparatuses — are
only subsets of ‘pixels’ integral to mind-at-large’s extrinsic appearance. There is no more
reason to carve them out as separate subsystems in their own merit than there is reason to
carve out the subset of reddish pixels of a photograph and treat it as a thing in its own merit.
At this point, it is important to notice that the external state ψ of mind-at-large and the
internal state r of each alter do not have spatio-temporal extension, for they are not physical.
Their seemingly spatial representation in Figure 4 is simply an artifact of depiction. Space is
conﬁned to Markov Blankets. Everything else is pure thought.

Consistency with the Relational Interpretation
Let us now verify, point by point, that the ontological framework discussed in the previous
sections is consistent with the relational interpretation:
– The relational interpretation entails that all physical quantities are created
by observation. This is reﬂected in Figure 3, wherein physical quantities are
represented by the sensory state s of the alter, which arises only from the
interaction — that is, observation — between ψ and r.
– The relational interpretation asserts that there is no absolute physical world,
all physical quantities being relational. This is reﬂected in Figure 4, wherein
each alter — as observer — has its own Markov Blanket, which arises from the
alter’s own interaction with mind-at-large.
– The relational interpretation asserts that no physical system is privileged: all
physical systems can observe and be observed. Indeed, mind-at-large and all
alters — that is, all physical systems — can both observe and be observed. The
extra restriction I imposed pertains only to what constitutes a proper physical
system to begin with, not to which of them can constitute an observer. The
fact that mind-at-large and all alters are minded does not privilege them over
anything else, for according to the proposed framework there is no proper
physical system that is not minded.
– The relational interpretation asserts that quantum mechanics provides a
complete and self-consistent scheme of description of the physical world.
Indeed, since the physical world of an observer consists in the compound state
of the Markov Blanket associated with that observer, quantum mechanics does
provide a complete scheme of description of that world. I did suggest earlier that,
if we could write down the wave function of a human psyche and formalize the
dynamics of its interaction with ψ, we could solve the measurement problem.
But this only means that, in practice, we have not yet exhausted the potential
of the scheme of description provided by quantum mechanics. My suggestion
does not require hidden variables.
The idealist ontology proposed is thus consistent with the relational interpretation and
provides an ontological framework for its tenets.
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Solving the Qualms of the Relational Interpretation
We now return to where we started: the philosophical qualms raised by the relational
interpretation. The goal of this ﬁnal section is to show that the ontological framework
proposed in this paper solves those qualms. Point by point:
– The intuition of a shared world: the framework illustrated in Figure 4 shows
that, even though we do not inhabit the same physical world, we do share a
common non-physical environment — namely, mind-at-large. We are all
alters of one mind, surrounded like islands by the ocean of its thoughts (ψ).
Although each observer lives in its own physical world, this world is created
by an interaction — perhaps an interference pattern — between ψ and the
observer’s own internal state r. Therefore, insofar as the internal state r is
similar across observers — a reﬂection of our common humanity or even of the
basic characteristics of life that we share with all organisms — such interaction
should, at least in principle, lead to similar worlds.
– The ontological ground of information: according to the proposed framework,
mind is the sole ontological primitive and ground of all reality. Information
is thus given by the discernible qualities of experience, which are themselves
patterns of excitation of mind. The problems of (a) why we cannot mentally
inﬂuence the laws of physics and (b) why we cannot directly access each
other’s thoughts are both solved by positing dissociation to be a primary natural
phenomenon.
– Relationships without absolutes: there are no such things. According to the
proposed framework, all physical quantities are relationships between mental
absolutes. A physical quantity encompassed by the sensory state s of an observer
consists of a relationship between ψ and the observer’s internal state r (see
Figure 3 again). So there are absolutes: ψ and r. It is just that, in accord with the
relational interpretation, these absolutes are not physical quantities.
– The meaning of ‘physical world’: according to the proposed framework,
the physical world corresponds to the compound state s-a of the respective
observer’s Markov Blanket.
– The meaning of ‘physical system’: according to the proposed framework, only
mind-at-large and alters are physical systems. Everything else is just segments
of these systems’ extrinsic appearances, delineated arbitrarily like ﬁgures traced
on tree bark.

Conclusions
I have proposed an idealist framework as ontological underpinning for the relational
interpretation of quantum mechanics. According to this framework, a universal mind is the
sole ontological primitive underlying all reality. Physical systems consist of dissociated
segments of this universal mind, which can observe and be observed by each other. The
dissociated segments comprise alters immersed in mind-at-large. Alters have internal states
r, which are quantum superposition states. Mind-at-large has state ψ, which is also a quantum
superposition state. Alters interact with mind-at-large through mental impingement across
their respective dissociative boundaries. This interaction is a quantum observation that
creates the physical world of the alter and causes ψ to become correlated with the alter’s state.
This way, ψ accrues (Shannon) information about all alters. By arising from interactions with
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ψ, the physical world of each alter can thus reﬂect the presence and actions of all other alters.
I have referred to these reﬂections as the extrinsic appearances of other alters. Living bodies
are the extrinsic appearances, in our respective physical worlds, of other alters.
The proposed ontological framework solves the philosophical qualms raised by the
relational interpretation, such as: the intuition that we all share the same external environment,
the ontological ground of (Shannon) information, the meaning of physical relationships
in the absence of physical absolutes, the nature of the physical world and the criteria for
decomposing the world into distinct physical systems.
It is hoped that the combination of the relational interpretation with the idealist framework
articulated in this paper oﬀers a promising avenue to make sense of reality in a parsimonious
manner, consistent with experimentally conﬁrmed contextuality.
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In an imaginary dialogue between a professor and a layman about the future of cosmology, the said
professor relates the paradoxical story of scientist Zee Prime, a bold thinker of a future civilization, stuck
in a lonely galaxy, forever unaware of the larger universe. Zee Prime comes to acknowledge his position
and shows how important it is to question standard models and status quo, as only the most imaginative
ideas give us the chance to understand what he calls “our only universe” — the special place and time
in which we live.
Keywords: cosmology, standard model, dark energy, universe expansion, observable universe

Here’s to the crazy ones, the
misfits, the rebels. The trouble
makers, the round pegs in the
square holes. The ones who see
things diﬀerently…
Johnny Appleseed
The inﬂuential and fantastically rich Mr Y was eager to meet the Professor and he eagerly
knocked on the door of his study. His latest passion was cosmology, and he was keen to conquer
the mysteries of the heavens, as he had conquered the world markets. He was invited to sit in a
chaise longue and straightaway popped the question: “Is it really true, dear Professor that our
technology will allow us to observe all the galaxies of the universe? How emotional!”
“Of course”, the Professor deftly answered. “In the very near future, we will compile
catalogs of billions of galaxies, reaching the edge of the observable universe, and the very ﬁrst
galaxies ever formed”.
Mr Y: “Wow! What immense scientiﬁc pandect! I will put my chock-full assets in the
project… to understand the inner workings of the cosmos, its dynamics, how it all started,
how… very emotional!!!”
Professor: I appreciate your enthusiasm, but for the sake of correctness I feel it my duty to
add that our universe will not let us uncover its mysteries, easily.
Mr Y: Oh! Still, I trust I will be able to understand what dark energy is, the mysterious
something that is counterbalancing the gravity of matter and causing the universe to accelerate
ever faster, will not I? We — I mean “we” as humanity — are studying modiﬁed gravity,
bigravity, exotic sources and interactions… [Amendola et al., 2016]
Professor: I see, Mr Y. You seem quite à la page! Let me take up the acceleration of the
universe to show you what I mean by “not easily”… and this I can do by telling you the story
© Marra, Valerio, 2017
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of Zee Prime, not a present-day scientist, rather a thinker belonging to a future, immensely
advanced, civilization, in a galaxy far, far away.
Mr Y: You are titillating my curiosity, Professor, to hear of a man we will never meet.
Please, go on.
Professor: Well, dear confrère, Zee Prime would not accept the idea of a static universe…
“Everything we observe evolves” he ponders “stars and nebulas… why should the universe be
static?!” And he sums up what results his science has reached with the following words:
According to the standard model of the universe, our star is but one of the billion stars
which are distributed in a disk-shaped structure surrounded by a spherical halo of weekly
interacting particles. It is located on the quiet outskirts of the cosmos, beyond which nothing
exists. Total darkness. Or, more precisely, the asymptotic flatness of spacetime.
The Professor paused and, almost assuming the character of Zee Prime, continued with his
exposé:
Hydrogen is less and less abundant and so are the few new stars. The monstrous black
hole at the center of the universe grows ever bigger. And so does the entropy. However,
despite our detailed understanding of the cosmos, many fundamental questions are still
unanswered: How did the universe come to exist? Why the initial hydrogen and helium?
Why does the universe have a center?
Mr Y: What fearful questions, Professor, you ask… me! I thought the future was much more
relaxed, on the chaise longue of a masterful observation…
Professor: Questions, yes… but Zee Prime is bothered by something even more fundamental.
He is constantly trying to ﬁnd a way to see evolution in the universe, in its space-time. And
ﬁnally, he succeeds in formulating the right question, quite comprehensible by everybody, Mr
Y, nonetheless suitable for mathematical interpretation: “Which evolving space-time could
look like the static space-time that we observe?” Zee Prime delves into the study of gravitation,
especially of its lesser-known literature. He ﬁnds old mathematical papers dealing with the
homogeneous distribution of matter. Astronomers had never taken these works seriously;
according to the standard model, matter in the universe is not homogeneously distributed.
These works talked about dynamical universes!
He is caught by such fury of thought, such fury, Mr Y! I can imagine his very words:
I think that perfect homogeneity is of course an idealization. If there are clumps, surely
gravitational collapse makes them grow. They must have a center, just like our spheroidal
universe!
Oh! A new dimension opens up in front of me. Our universe is but a tiny speck of a much
larger universe. A universe that contains who knows how many universes such as ours!
A real paradigm shift, a new way to look at the cosmos… it follows, it follows that…
Mr Y, are you still with me? I can hear Zee Prime talk to himself:
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The clumps must have distanced themselves, the universe is expanding! Its expansion must
have gone on so fast as to beat their gravitational attraction. Vacuum energy could easily do
the job. It follows that we do not see other clumps other than our own universe. Our clump
would be left alone aging towards its thermal death. Finally, if the universe is expanding, in
the remote past it must have been denser.
Zee Prime stops and ponders. And then he proceeds again with such fury of thought, such
fury, Mr Y!
Mr Y: Goodness me! My chaise longue is becoming an interstellar capsule. Where are you
taking me, Professor?
Professor: I am taking you into the very far past… to a primordial time when our whole
observable universe could be put inside your pocket.
Yes, the universe must have been hot, a plasma of elementary particles, and before that
a plasma so hot that one would actually need to quantize the spacetime. As the universe
expands and the plasma cools down, atoms would form, hydrogen, helium and their isotopes.
Zee Prime freezes for an instant, Mr Y, aware of how momentous his perspective is:
I can predict the abundance of light elements! My theory is not pure speculation! Moreover,
at a suﬃciently low temperature the plasma would become transparent, therefore an image
of the hot plasma just before this moment could reach us. Still, we do not detect any uniform
electromagnetic radiation… but, again, we do not observe any other clumps and the reason
is the enormous expansion of the universe! This radiation has been diluted away!
Mr Y: I am feeling so ﬂustered about the future, Professor! I suddenly recall these words:
Tomorrow, and tomorrow, and tomorrow
Creeps in this petty pace from day to day
To the last syllable of recorded time
And all our yesterdays have lighted fools
The way too dusty death.
(Macbeth, V, 5, 19-23)
(Knocking on the door)
Somebody knocks at the door, Professor. “Knock, knock, and knock. Who is there, i’ th’
name of Beelzebub?” (Macbeth, II, 3, 3)
Professor: Let them knock! This knocking is not for Zee Prime. It is a new theory, Mr Y,
with so much to do. Zee Prime crunches the numbers. He ﬁnds that his theory can work, or
better, it is not falsiﬁed by observations. Indeed, star formation has fused at an uncertain rate
most of the primordial hydrogen into helium. Predictions could not be sharp without observing
the forever gone larger universe [Krauss & Scherrer, 2007].
Mr Y: But let us call a spade a spade, you started by saying that for Zee Prime the universe
was static!
Professor: Exactly! Zee Prime concludes that the universe expansion has been so accelerated
as to separate our universe from other universes, to darken everything from view but the very
galaxy in which he lives [Linder, 2008], leaving us prisoners of what appears to be a static
island universe… [Rothman & Ellis, 1987]
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Mr Y: What ironic débâcle, the speed of the universe expansion being so much faster than
our progress in observation!
Professor: But mind you… Zee Prime is not over yet!
Who would believe such a theory? The universe being accelerated by vacuum energy…
How can we conclusively test it?
A luckier observer might have lived in the past when more of the actual universe was
observable… well, if we have nothing out there to see, we could put something there
ourselves! We could send out probes [Kwan et al., 2010]… or even better, there may be
natural beacons out there [Loeb, 2011], we never really tried very hard to look into the
nothingness outside our only universe, why should have we?!
Mr Y remained silent, busy trying to rearrange his logical circuits. Eventually he spoke: You
preﬁgure a most advanced civilization with a cosmological model similar to the one we had in
the early 20th century, before Albert? Am I right?
Professor: Exactly.
Mr Y: That is not just ironical, that is cruel towards our ambition to comprehend the grand
universe.
Professor: It is up to the universe to give the rules of the game, not up to us, nor any
advanced society. Is this diminishing your interest in cosmology?
Mr Y: On the contrary! Making advances into this “quest” appears to me, I would say,
greatly heroic, highly interesting, and worthy of my full dedication. Zee Prime manages to get
a glimpse of what was hidden from him and his peers, does he not? And they may be able to
prove his theory…
Professor: Yes, indeed, but only because Zee Prime stopped thinking along the lines of the
standard model. “It is the theory which decides what we can observe” [Heisenberg, 1971: 63]
and our theories do not necessarily reﬂect the cosmic age in which they are invented [Rothman
& Ellis, 1987].
(a robust knocking on the door)
Mr Y: Please, let the porter in!
Porter: You are late! Your PhD students, Macduﬀ and Lenox, are waiting for you, Professor
Zee Prime! (he flies out)
Mr Y: Zee Prime! You are Zee Prime? Where am I, for goodness sake!
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Recent developments in Particle Physics and Cosmology lead one naturally to the existence of many
universes. Although direct confirmation of other universes is diﬃcult, it is not impossible. This paper is
a look at a new theory of multiple universes. The idea of t = 0, goes back long before the creation of
our universe. The “Total Universe’ contains many universes like our universe. The number of universes
is infinite, so some universes are far older than our universe. These ultimate areas of space were our
universe started, is still creating new universes. Many big bangs have occurred in the past, and many big
bangs will occur in the future. Big bangs are not something that happens just once or twice. Many diﬀerent
universes exist; in this larger area of space we can call the ‘Total Universe’. In the ‘Total Universe’ the
second law of thermodynamics is violated. The second Law of thermodynamics is a general law; it is not a
universal law. The level of disorder in the ‘Total Universe’ is both increasing, and decreasing. In the ‘Total
Universe’, entropy can increase, decrease, or remain constant. Individual universes are being created in
the ‘Total Universe’; in these areas of the ‘Total Universe’ energy is not conserved. The ‘Total Universe’
is an energy creating machine. The conservation of energy is a general law because there are areas where
external forces are being created so that the conservation of energy would not be valid.
Keywords: multiple universes, “Total Universe’, entropy, energy, second Law of thermodynamics.

Introduction
Time started long before the big bang that started our universe. In fact, our universe is just
one of many that exist in a larger area of space. So the big bang that began our universe is not
the beginning of time, but it was just the start of our universe. The idea of t = 0, goes back long
before the creation of our universe. Time has been around for an unlimited period. Then the
time variable t, takes on only positive values, then it becomes positively inﬁnite. We write,
to f

(1)

lim f(x) = f

(2)

lim tb = f

(3)

toc

t of

where tb is the beginning of time. We can say this because lim f(x) = f iﬀ for each M>0
x of

there exists K>0 such that, if x≥K, then f(x) ≥ M. When a variable becomes inﬁnite, its values
increase without bound. Time is not just continuing in our universe, but time is continuing in
the area of space where our universe began. Our universe is not as old as time, in the larger
area of space that was our universe’s origin, time is older than we can understand. The limit of
© McGraw Jr, David, 2017
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time is inﬁnite; time started zillions and zillions of years ago. Many others universes are much
older than our universe. This larger area of space contains many other universes. The number
of universes is inﬁnite, so some universes are far younger than our universe. These ultimate
areas of space were our universe started, is still creating new universes. Many big bangs have
occurred in the past, and many big bangs will happen in the future. Big bangs are not something
that happens just once or twice. Many diﬀerent universes exist; in this larger area of space
we can call the ‘Total Universe’. The ‘Total Universe’ is the area where big bangs occur; our
universe is just one of many universes that have started there [Hawley, 1998; McGraw 2015].

Observational Evidence for Multiverses
Although direct conﬁrmation of other universes is involved, it is not impossible. There
have been some recent studies of the cosmic microwave background. These studies have been
interested in looking for collisions between universes. The researchers have found bumps by
other universes. If they can verify their data and conclusions, it would be the ﬁrst evidence
that other universes exist [Feeney, 2011]. Roger Penrose and Vane Gurzadyan have also used
data from the cosmic microwave background; they have been searching for what could have
occurred before the Big Bang. They have found evidence for a cyclic cosmology in which Big
Bangs occur over and over [Gurzadyan, 2010]. Observational cosmologists have now detected
gravitational waves in the aftermath of the big bang. Some cosmologists have suggested that this
discovery might mean that many universes exist. Many cosmologists suggest that the process
that inﬂates a universe also leads to many universes. The many universes concept comes from
the idea of external inﬂation, in which the inﬂationary period that our universe went through
right after the big bang was just one of many inﬂationary times that diﬀerent parts of space
were and are still undergoing. Eternal inﬂation occurs an inﬁnite number of times, creating an
inﬁnite number of universes. Many observations that have been made of our universe can best
be explained by multiple universes. An example is the lack of dark energy that we have not been
able to observe in our universe. New observational cosmology results are being discovered as
the cosmic microwave background data continues to be studied. This new data has helped us
to probe and understand the beginnings of the universe. Over the next few decades, it might be
possible for us to discover other universes [De Lorenci, 2002; Dodelson, 2003; Feeney, 2011;
Gurzadyan, 2010].

The Deﬁnition of Time in the ‘Total Universe’
The question then becomes how to deﬁne time in the ‘Total Universe’, and how to
determine the time in other universes [Carr, 2007; Gemmer, 2009; Kiefer, 2007; McGraw,
2015].
tu = 0
This is when our universe started
(4)
tl = 0
This is the total time for the ‘Total universe’
(5)
tw =0
This was when other universes started
(6)
tl > tu
and tl > tw
(7)
This ‘Total Universe’ began at tl →∞, which is long before our universe got its beginnings.
An example of how this all works is balloons in a large room. The area of the large room would
be the ‘Total universe’. We could also say the ‘Total universe’ is the area of this room. The
balloons are the smaller universes that form within the entire area. Just one of the balloons
would be our universe. Of course, there can be many balloons or many universes. The balloons
or universes can expand as much as their masses let them. The balloons or universes could even
contract, and lose area. Time then started or began when this larger ‘Total universe’ came into
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being. Time has continued forward since the beginning of this ‘Total universe’. For example,
when the Sun started to burn hydrogen about 4.5 billion years ago, our Sun was created, but
that is not the beginning of time. Time did not start at our universe’s beginning. The ‘Total
Universe’ existed long before. Just like M4, a globular cluster of stars is 12.7 billion years old,
which is older than our Sun. Time will even continue when our universe ends. If our universe
would end, time will continue in this ‘Total universe’. In fact, many universes had begun and
died long before our universe even got it start. The Big Bang that started our universe is one of
many universes that are contained in the ‘Total Universe’. Many universes have been created
since the beginning of time. So if we are interested in the entire time that the ‘Total universe’
has existed,
(Present time) = tp
tp = ( tl + tu)
(8)

Structure of the ‘Total Universe’
The entire area of the ‘Total Universe’ approaches ∞. This area includes all of the many
universes that exist now, in the past, or in the future. In this total area, there are places where the
big bangs occur. These regions are the only areas for big bang development. The big bangs take
place in this area in the ‘Total Universe’ where temperatures approach ∞. The reasons that big
bangs happen in this region of very high temperatures are the combination of several particles.
These particles include new species of Neutrinos, Graviton, and the Higgs Boson; these particles
are needed for the big bangs to occur. These particles exist in just certain areas of the ‘Total
Universe’. However, within these regions material that is needed for these high temperatures
is continuously being created. Through this process, the big bangs can continue to occur so
that new universes similar to our universe can get their start. It is apparent that the second law
of thermodynamics is just a general law, and does not hold throughout the ‘Total Universe’. In
some regions of the ‘Total Universe’ entropy remains constant or decreases, so then
(9)
∆Ssystem = 0, or ∆Ssystem  0.
The system is, of course, the ‘Total Universe’. So then the entropy, of our universe and many
others, is always increasing. However, in the ‘Total Universe’ the process is at equilibrium or
decreases, around the regions where universes are being created. The entropy is not conserved
in the ‘Total Universe’, in areas where new universes are being created. In these regions, heat
is not gained or lost by the system. Also whenever work is done, one system of bodies loses
energy and gains energy. The amount of energy lost by one system of bodies always equals
the amount of energy acquired by another. In other words, energy can be neither created nor
destroyed. This law of the conservation of energy holds in our universe. It also holds in many
of the established universes. In the ‘Total Universe,’ energy must be designed to continue with
the creation of new universes. Energy is not conserved in the ‘Total Universe’. In summary, in
our universe (one of many), the energy in the universe remains constant or is conserved, and
entropy in the universe tends to increase. In the “Total Universe’, the energy is not conserved,
energy is increasing, and the entropy in the ‘Total Universe’ tends to be increasing, decreasing,
or is constant. Each individual universe starts with a big bang and then begins to expand. These
diﬀerent universes began by expanding from an inﬁnitesimal volume with extremely high
density and temperature. The universes were initially signiﬁcant smaller than even a pore on
your skin. With each big bang, the fabric of space itself began expanding individual universes
like the surface of an inﬂating balloon. If we trace back these expanding universes, we see
that the separations between galaxies become smaller while the density between the galaxies
becomes higher; this continues until all matter is compacted into a completely shrunk volume
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of the universe with incredible density, the moment of the big bang. At very early times the
temperature was high enough to ionize the material that ﬁlled the universes. The universes,
therefore, consisted of plasma of nuclei, electrons, and protons, and the number density of
free electrons was so high that the mean free path for Thomson scattering of photons was
extremely short [Mukhanov, 2005; Narlikar, 2002]. As the universes expanded, they cooled,
and the average photon energy diminished. Eventually, at a temperature of about 3000 K, the
photon energies became too small to keep the universes ionized. At this time, the primordial
plasma coalesced into neutron atoms, and the mean free path of the photons increased to
roughly the size of the observable universes. Initial inhomogeneities present in the primordial
plasma grew under the action of gravitational instability during the matter dominated era into
all the bound structures we observe in our universe today. Now, approximately 15 billion years
later, it appears that our universe has entered an epoch of accelerated expansion. During most
of its history, our universe is very well described by the Big Bang theory. All universes would
generally get started in the same way as our universe. Of course, each universe may develop
slower or faster than our universe, or it might contain diﬀerent percentages of the elements,
like hydrogen and helium. Also, another universe that evolves from a big bang may even have
diﬀerent sets of physical constants. The value of Plank constant, the electron-proton mass, and
the strength of the weak force, etc., does not necessarily have to be the values found in our
universe. Their values could be diﬀerent depending on the type of symmetry breaking that
occurs as that new universe is cooling. Just remember that changing these physical constants
could alter the structure of that individual universe. For example, if one would increase Plank’s
constant to 6.626 x 10-20 joules per second, that universe would look very diﬀerent from our
universe. For one thing I doubt atoms could exist in that universe. The energy required to
ionize hydrogen depends on h-2. Ionizing is giving the electron of an atom enough energy to
leave the hold of the nucleus. So if Plank’s constant increases by 1014, then ionization energy of
hydrogen would decrease by 1028. If one compared that to the current energy needed to break
an electron oﬀ an atom, it would reduce dramatically. So if one were to excite an atom even a
little bit, it would ionize. Also, if there were a few stable atoms in that universe, they would be
huge. The atom would go from being too small to see, to the distance to the nearest galaxy. So
that universe would be completely diﬀerent if one just changed Plank’s constant. In general,
all universes will be homogeneous and isotropic when averaged over a large scale, expanding,
hotter in the past, predominantly matter, and highly inhomogeneous today and locally. On
the largest scales, the universe is assumed to be uniform. This idea is called the cosmological
principle. There is no preferred observing position in the universes. The universes look the
same in every direction. There is an overwhelming amount of observational evidence that our
universe is expanding. This means that early in the history of the universe, the distant objects
were closer to us than they are today. It is best to describe the scaling of the coordinate grid
in an expanding universe by the scale factor [3][9]. In an expanding universe, the scale factor
connects the coordinate distance with the physical distance. We have,
Coordinate distance → metric → physical distance
(10)
The metric is an important tool to make quantitative predictions in an expanding universe.
In Cartesian coordinates, we have
ds2 = dx2 + dy2
(11)
A metric turns observer dependent coordinates into invariants. In 2-D,
ds2 =

¦g

ij

dxidxj ,

(12)

i , j 1, 2
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where the metric gij is a 2  2 symmetric matrix. The advantage of a metric is that it incorporates
gravity. In 4 dimensions, the invariant includes time intervals as well:
3

g PQ dx P dx Q ,
¦
PQ

ds2 =

,

(13)

0

where μ, ν{ 0, 1, 2, 3} with dx0 = dt reserved for the timelike coordinate, and dxi for the
spacelike coordinates. A freely-falling particle follows a geodesic in spacetime. The metric
links the concepts of geodesic and spacetime:
ds2 = gμνdxμdxν
(14)
2
where ds is the proper interval, gμν is the metric tensor, and xμ is a four-vector. If the distance
today is x0, the physical distance between two points at some earlier time t was n(t)x0. At least in
a ﬂat universe, the metric must be ≈ Minkowski, except that the distance must be multiplied by
a scale factor n(t). So then, the metric of a ﬂat expanding universe is the Friedmann-RobertsonWalker metric:
gμν= diagonal (1, - n2(t), -n2(t), - n2(t))
(15)
The evolution of the scale factor depends on the density of each of the universes. When
perturbations are introduced, the metric will become far more complicated, and the perturbed
part of the metric will become determined by the inhomogeneities in the matter and the radiation.
Each universe can expand at diﬀerent rates at diﬀerent times. Remember that the ‘total universe’
has a distance and size that also goes to inﬁnity. So that the ‘Total Universe’ is not expanding,
just the individual universes are expanding. In each universe, we can try to understand time in
that particular universe. The fundamental measure from which all others may be calculated is
the distance on moving grid. If each of these universes is ﬂat , then computing distances on the
moving grid should be easy. One crucial moving distance is the distance traveled by light since
the beginning of each of the individual universes. Recalling that we are working in units c=1, in
time dt, light travels a distance dx= dt/ n thus, the total moving distance light travels is:
t

K=

dt '

³ n(t ' ) .

(16)

0

Nothing could have propagated faster than η on the moving grid since the start of that
universe; thus η is called the casual horizon. A related concept is the particle horizon dH, the
proper radius traveled by light since the beginning of that universe:
t

dH = n(t)

dt '

³ n(t ' ) = n(K )K .

(17)

0

Area separated by distances > dH are not casually connected. We can think of η as a time
variable and call it the conformal time. Regarding η, the FRW metric becomes,
ds2 = n2(K )[ dK 2 -

dr 2
1  Nr 2

(18)

Just like { t,T, z,n}, η can be used to talk about the evolution of each of the universes. In cases
that are not complicated, then η can be expressed analytically regarding n. In particular, during
radiation domination (RD) and matter domination (MD),
RD: ρ α n-4, η α n
(19)
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MD: ρ α n-3, η α n
(20)
The conformal time as a function of scale-factor in a ﬂat universe containing only matter and
radiation is

K
K

n  neq -

=

neq ,

(21)

0

where neq denotes the epoch of matter-radiation equality. Another necessary moving distance
in each of the universes would be the distance between us and a distant emitter, the lookback
distance. The moving distance to an object at scale factor n is:
t0

dt '
dlookback(n) = ³
=
n(t ' )
t (n)

1

³n
n

2

dn'
,
(t ' ) H (n' )

(22)

dn
= nH. In general, we can see objects out to z ≈ 6. During matter
dt

where we have used

domination (we can ignore radiation), H α n-3/2, then
FLAT MD: dlookback(n) =
dlookback(z) =

For small z, dlookback 

2
[1H0
1

2
[1H0

1 z

n]

(23)

].

(24)

z
, which we know is Hubble Law. We can now deﬁne the lookback
H0

time, which elapsed between now and when light from redshift z was emitted:
tlookback(n) =

t0

1

³ dt ' =

³ n(t ' ) H (n' ) .

t (n)

dn'

(25)

n

For a ﬂat, matter-dominated universe, the lookback time to redshift z is:
,
FLAT MD:

tlookback(z) =

2
[ 1 – (1+ z)-3/2].
3H 0

(26)

The total age of a matter-dominated universe is obtained by letting z →∞:
t0(FLAT MD) =

2
.
3H 0

(27)

2

For universes that are not totally matter-dominated, the factor
will not be right, so we can
3
let t0 ≈ H0-1.
We can estimate how long ago this was by dividing the distance to a galaxy by its recessional
velocity. This way we estimate how long ago the distance between that galaxy and ours was
essentially zero.
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Time since the Big Bang =

sp
vr

,

Or νr = H0 × Sp

which we can write as,

H0 =

vr
sp

(28)
(29)

(30)

where Sp is the separation distance, and νr is the recessional velocity. If we use Hubble constant
of 71 km/s/Mpc, we ﬁnd that the universe was around 14 billion years ago. This calculation
shows that the big bang occurred as long as 14 billion years ago, which is about three times the
age of the Earth. These ages are consistent with the age estimated from the observed expansion
of our universe. The age of the universe has been conﬁrmed recently with radioactivity. Thorium
and uranium, some of the same elements used to date the formation of the earth, have now been
measured in some of the oldest stars in our galaxy, revealing that they are about 14 billion years
old. Thus three independent methods of measuring the age agree: the expansion of the universe,
the evolution of stars, and radioactive dating. If our universe is 14 billion years old, then the
‘Total Universe’ is much older. Let us then look at time and area in the ‘Total Universe’. The
‘Total Universe’ is, in general, a static universe. In the ‘Total Universe’ negative pressure allows
for a static universe. So then,
..

R=..

3p
4SG
( U + 2 ) R,
3
c

(31)

3p
= 0.
c2

(32)

R can be zero if we have,

U

Here ρ and p are the sums of contributions from all components. Considering matter and Λ only,
for matter pM <<

 M c2 so
U+

Thus

3p
3p
| U M + U / + 2/ = U M - 2 U / .
2
c
c
4SG
( U M - 2 U / ) R,
3

..

R=
which is zero if
equation then,

(33)

(34)

 M = 2   . This is our static universe. If we continue with Friedmann
.

8SG
U R2.
3

(35)

8SG
U R2 = - k0c2,
3

(36)

R 2 + k0c2 =

Friedmann’s equation has on the left-handed side the energy terms and on the right side the
curvature term. It is written, in terms of the curvature constant of the system, k0, as
.

R 2-
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where R is the scale factor and ρ is the total density in R(t). G is the universal gravitational
constant in the ‘Total Universe’, and c is the speed of light in a vacuum. For our ﬂat ‘Total
Universe’ R →∞, and therefore k0 = 0. Equation (35) can be modiﬁed, by adding a constant, on
the left-hand side of the equation. This additional term can be considered as a density condition.
We have,
.

R 2– (

8SG
1
U + / c2) R2 = - k0c2,
3
3

8SG
( U + U / )R2 = - k0c2,
3
.
8SG U 0 1 2 2 2
R2/ c R = - k0c2,
R
3
3

(37)

.

R2–(

(38)
(39)

with ρ(t)R(t)3 = ρ (t0) R(t0)3, where t0 is the present time in the ‘Total Universe’. If R →∞, then
k0 =0, and the present time in the ‘Total Universe’ t0 →∞. So time in the present ‘Total Universe’
is inﬁnite [Carr, 2007; Dodelson, 2003]. So we have,
tp = tl + tu
(40)
tu = 15 billion years
(41)
tp = tl + 15 billion years
(42)
tl = ∞
(43)
tp = ∞ + 15 billion years
(44)
tp = + ∞
(45)

The Number of Universes Produced in the ‘Total Universe’
The ‘Total Universe’ contains an inﬁnite number of universes. The number of universes was
inﬁnite in the past, and there will be an inﬁnite number of universes in the future. The present
number of universes must be

   , as expected after an inﬁnite number of big bangs. If the
i

number of universes is

   , then
¦
i

f

¦
f

lim ( ¦ N  N )

(46)

[ lim ( N  N )]

(47)

N of

N of

i

Equation (2) is an indeterminate; it is the product of inﬁnity times zero. This outcome will
require us to use set theory in our solution of the equation. Sometimes we need a diﬀerent way
to approach a problem. An example is how to count an inﬁnite set. If two sets A and B are
inﬁnite sets then the sets have the same cardinality as a one-to-one, onto function (a bijection) f:
A→B. It ‘s hard to assign a standard number to the size of an inﬁnite set, we try to understand
the problem in a diﬀerent way. We line the elements up in exactly corresponding pairs; we can
then say the two sets have the same cardinality. So for example, the set of natural numbers N
= {0, 1, 2…} has the same cardinality as the number of universes. So then we have a 1-1, onto
correspondence[5].
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Theorem 1. Set A is called an inﬁnite set if it is not a ﬁnite set.
Some examples of inﬁnite sets are the natural numbers  , the integers Z, the Reals  , and
the numbers of universes.
Theorem 2. Set A is called countably inﬁnite if there exists a bijection between the natural
numbers

 and set A. If set A is countably inﬁnite (A   ), then A is said to have cardinality

denoted by

A = 0 . If Set A is countably inﬁnite or ﬁnite, then it is called countable.

Theorem 3. All countably inﬁnite sets are equivalent and have cardinality 0 . We can
prove this because any two countably inﬁnite sets are equal to the number of universes. If any
two countably inﬁnite sets are equivalent to each other, then set equivalence is an equivalence

0 . Whenever A is countably
inﬁnite, then there is a bijection f:   A . We then can let f (i) = ai  A for i ≥ 1. Then A can

relation. Also, by being countably inﬁnite, each has cardinality
be written as A = { a1, a2, ….}.

 , then
A  B is countably inﬁnite. If A and B are countably inﬁnite with A  B =  , then A  B is
Theorem 4. If A is ﬁnite and non-empty, and B is countably inﬁnite with A  B =

countably inﬁnite. Any inﬁnite subset S of a countably inﬁnite set A is countably inﬁnite.
Theorem 5. The set integers Z is countably inﬁnite.
Theorem 6. If A is countably inﬁnite, then A is an inﬁnite set. So then let A be an inﬁnite set
and let f:A   be one-to-one.
We can prove this by redeﬁning the function as f:A→Range f. Then f is both one-to-one and
onto. So then, because A is inﬁnite, A is equivalent to Range f which must be inﬁnite. But then,
Range f is countably inﬁnite, hence Range f an inﬁnite subset of N.Therefore A is countably
inﬁnite because it is equivalent to the countably inﬁnite set Range f.
Theorem 7. Set A is uncountable if it is inﬁnite but not countably inﬁnite.
All ﬁnite sets can be counted. Countably inﬁnite sets are inﬁnite, but are equivalent to the
natural numbers 1, 2, 3,…., so they can be counted. The irrational numbers, the real numbers,
and the number of universes in the ‘Total Universe’ are uncountable sets.
Theorem 8. The interval (0, 1) is uncountable.
We can prove this because (0, 1) contains all fractions of form 1/ n for n ≥ 2; the interval
is at least inﬁnite. Suppose though that (0, 1) is countable inﬁnite. We would then obtain a
contradiction. If (0,1) is countably inﬁnite, then there exists a bijection f:  →(0.1). So then, for
every natural number n, 0 < f(n) < 1. So we can consider the list f(1), f(2), f(3),... All such value
in (0,1) has a unique decimal expansion of form 0.d1d2d3…….=

d
d1 d 2

 3 
 .... ,


110
0 100 1000

where di  {0,1,2,……,9}. Also, there is no ending string of all 9. Next, we consider the terms
d11 in f(1), d22 in f(2), d33 in f(3), d44 in f(4), d55 in f(5), etc. We then create a new element x =
0.e1,e2,e3, …. In (0,1) by letting ei = 3 if dii = 4 and letting ei = 4 if dii ≠ 4. In the example values
above, the ﬁrst four digits in x are 0.4443… If the i th decimal digit in x is diﬀerent than the i
th decimal digit in f(i). Then x cannot equal f(i) for any i. So x is not in the range of f. So then,
f is not onto, which is a contradiction to it being a bijection. Thus (0,1) cannot be countably
inﬁnite. The symbol 0 represents an inﬁnite set, and if we know that the number of universes
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is always 0 , then the number of universes is inﬁnite. When we multiply 0 by an inﬁnite or
a ﬁnite N, it remains 0 . This holds for any inﬁnite or ﬁnite N in equation (2), and it extends
long into the past. So then, in the ‘Total Universe,’ the number of universes are inﬁnite for a
long time into the past. At each beginning the number of universes increase by a factor N, but N
x ∞ =∞, so that the total number of universes will remain inﬁnite into the future. In conclusion,
in the ‘Total Universe,’ the number of universes being created is inﬁnite in both the past and the
future [Kiefer, 2007].

The Quantum Structure of the ‘Total Universe’
The ‘Total Universe’ is made up of many universes, in fact, universes are still created.
If each of the diﬀerent universes is homogeneous and isotropic regions of spacetime with a
cosmological constant Λk, then there are a set of n scalar ﬁelds that represent the matter of the
k-universes,  = ( 1 ,  2 ......... n ). The index k labels the diﬀerent types of universes
that exist in the ‘Total Universe’. For each of the universes in the ‘Total Universe’ spacetime
general relativity is valid, and the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) metric can describe the
geometry of the spacetime. The canonical quantization can then be followed for each universe
(k )

(k )

(k )

(k )

that exists in the ‘Total Universe’. Quantum mechanically a wave function
solution of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation
2

{-  LB  Q

(k )

(a, - )}I k (a, - )

0,

 k = (a,  ) is the
(47)

 LB
where 
LB is the covariant generalization of the Laplace operator, given by
 2LB
and 

(k )

1

w
w
(  9 9 AB B ) ,
A
wq
 9 wq

(48)

(a,  ) is the potential of each of the ﬁelds. The general quantum state of the universes

in the ‘Total Universe’ is given by a wave function N ( a,  ) . This wave function is a linear
combination of product states, like

N11 (a, 1 )N22 (a,  2 ).........Nmm (a,  m ) ,
where

  (1 ,  2 ,.........,  m ) and

(49)

N = (N1, N2, ……….,Nm), with Nk being the number

of universes of type k represented by the wave function

Ik  I (a,
- ).). The

function

Nkk  (a,  k ) in equation (46) would then be the solutions of the third quantized Schrodinger

equation

k

w /k
< N k ( a, I k )
wa

+ ( k ) (a, I , pI )<N/kk (a, I k ) ,

(50)

where  ( a,  , p ) is the third quantized Hamiltonian that corresponds to each kind of
universe. If we consider one scalar ﬁeld, the Wheeler-DeWitt equation for the k-universe is
written,
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0 (a) .
1
I +
I - 2 I '' + Z 2 (a,- )I
0 (a)
a
..

0,

(51)

The potential term in Equation (50) can be written

Z 2 ( a , - ) V 2 (6 2 a 4  a 2 ) ,

(52)

where in the last equality it has been assumed to be a quadratic potential and   ( ) is the
Hubble function. Each of the single universes that are created in the ‘Total Universe’ can be
described using equations (50) and (51). So then we can write the Wheeler-DeWitt equation for
each single universe as

1

I SC (a,- )

e r kVS ( a ) '(a, - ),

(53)

with a prefactor, that depends on the gravitational degrees of freedom. If

   0 , then

0 (a )Z 0 (a )

a
'

³ da Z

S(a) =

'

0

(a )

3
2

(a 2 6 02  1)
,
36 02

(54)

the function  ( a,  ) contains all the information that is needed about the scalar ﬁeld. Equation
(53) satisﬁes the Schrodinger equation

rk

Z 0 (a) .
' ( a, - )
Va

(

1 w2
2 3
+ 2 S a V (- )) ' ( a, - ), (55)
3
2
2Va w-


, the expansion (or contraction) of each single universe that is contained in
a
 (a)
a
 0
. If t is the
the ‘Total Universe’, this is given by the Friedmann equation
t
a
Friedmann time, the Schrodinger equation (54) is written,
.

where  

k

w'
(- , t ) = h( - ,t ) '(- , t )
wt

(56)

where h (  ,t ) is the Hamiltonian for the matter ﬁeld  . The equations (52)-(55) are general
and are valid for other kinds of potentials and matter ﬁelds of the k-type of universes that
are in the ‘Total Universe’. The function  (t ,  ) in equation (55) can be written regarding
eigenfunctions

 n (t ,  ) with a time-dependent mass. If
'(t , - ) = 6 n Bn ' n (t , - )

(57)

then,
~

1

K (t ) m 2  k ( n 1 / 2) m~ t
1
) e
xe
' n (t , - ) = ( n
S
2 n!
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~
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with  (t ) 


8 30

~

e 3 0t , H n (x) the Hermite polynomial of degree n, and m = m 2 
1

9 02
4

. We can then apply the inverse relation t   0 ln(2  0 a), and ﬁnally write the wave function
of universe contain in the ‘Total Universe’, regarding the scale factor and scalar ﬁeld as

I SC (a,- ) =

¦B I

SC

n

( a, - ) =

n

¦B

n

I SC (a,- ) e r kVS

n ( a ,- )

(59)

n

The Wheeler-DeWitt equation can be written for each mode,
.

M (a) .
I N + : 2N (a, - ) I N = 0,
IN
M (a)
..

where

(60)

.

'
Z 02 r 2kZ 0 N .
'N

: 2N (a, - )

(61)

The  sign will depend on whether we consider an expanding or a contracting branch of
individual universes. It can be useful, to write down the leading order of the asymptotic behavior
of

 N (a ) for large values of the scale factor a:

9
~ - 2 )1 / 2 Va 2 .
: N | : ( H 02 (1 r - 2 ) r k 3H 0 m
(62)
2
(k )
The total Hamiltonian of the k-type of universes, H in equation (49), corresponds to the
sum of all the contributions of the modes, where the label k of the type of universe has been
reintroduced,

H (k )

¦

N

H N( k ) .

(63)

In the third quantization formalism the wave function of each universe is now an operator, so
then

Iˆ(a,- )

¦A

N

(a, - )cˆ0, N + ANx (a, - )cˆ07, N ,

(64)

N

where AN (a,  ) and AN ( a,  ) are probability amplitudes. The mode is expected to
remain at the value n-mode because we are not considering interaction terms between diﬀerent
modes of the wave function of the k-universe. Therefore, we have no interaction terms in the
Hamiltonian of the k-universe [De Lorenci, 2002; Gemmer; 2009; Roos, 2003]


Varying the Gravitational Constant and Varying the Speed
of Light
In the ‘Total Universe’ many constants can vary in each individual universe. For
example, the gravitational constant G can be a diﬀerent value in each individual universe. If
we start with Friedmann universes with varying speed of light c, and varying gravitational
constant G, we have
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3
a 2 kc 2 (t )
(
)

9 (t ) =
8SG (t ) a
a2

(65)

.

..

c 2 (t )
a a 2 kc 2 (t )
(2  2 
)
8SG (t ) a a
a2

p(t) =

(66)

The ﬁeld equations are then,
.

2

a
kc 2 (t )
8SG (t )
=
9
3
a2
a2

(67)

..

a  4SG (t )
3p
=
(9  2
)
a
3
c (t )
where p is the pressure and

(68)

 is the mass density, then

.

.

.

kc(t ) c(t )
a
G (t )
p (t )
+3
.
9 (t ) + 3 ( 9 (t) + 2 ) = - 9 (t)
a
G (t )
4SGa 2
c (t )
.

(69)

In this equation a= a(t) is the scale factor, a dot means a derivative with respect to time t, G =
G(t) is the time varying gravitational constant, c= c(t) is the time varying speed of light, and
the curvature index k = 0,  1. We can then use equation (1.3) and equation (1.4) to try and
understand how new universes are being created in the ‘Total Universe’.
Let us start by setting k = +1 and c = 0. The scale factor in the ‘Total Universe’ takes on the
form
a(t) = a0 tan(S

t
)
ts

(70)

.

The gravitational constant can be written,
G(t) =

4G s

(71)

t
sin (2S )
ts
2

Which then gives the mass density and pressure as
2

9 (t) =

2

p(t) = -

3 S
[

8SG s t s2
2

c
S
[ 2 4
8SG s t s

3c 2 cos 4 (S

S 2 sin 2 (S
t s2

a 02
t
)
ts

t
)
ts

],

c 2 cos 4 (S


a 02

(72)

t
)
ts

]

(73)

In the ‘Total Universe’ if t = mts, with m= 0,1,2,….., then we have regularized big bangs.
Each time the scale factor a(t) attains a singular value, like vanishes or reaches inﬁnity, the
gravitational coupling becomes inﬁnite (G→∞). Then one can the calculate the equation of
state from equations (1.8) and (1.9),
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p( 9 ) = -c2[
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3

3
2
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S
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]
3G s 4G s2 t s2

2
s

(74)

with

3S
,
8G s t s2

9t

(75)

which agrees with equation (1.8) for t= m/2 and m = 0,1,2,……[Leslie, 1989; Tegmark, 2004].

Second Law of Thermodynamics is not a Universal Law
If we generalized Maxwell’s electromagnetic Lagrangian (linear and nonlinear) we have,

* =* =-

1
4P 0
1
4P 0

F

PQ

F+

F PQ = -

1
4P 0

Z F2 + K F

F

2

(76)

(77)

μν

where F is the electromagnetic ﬁeld strength tensor and μ0 is the magnetic permeability. If
μν
*
F = Fμν F , and if we just consider the FRW Model of the Universe, we can write the energymomentum tensor in nonlinear form as
T PQ = - 4

w*
w* D
F P F PQ + (
F - * ) g PQ
wF
wF

(78)

A modiﬁed Lagrangian can be written as,

1
* = - F + D F + E F-1
4

(79)

This modiﬁed Lagrangian density can be used to discuss the acceleration of the ‘Total Universe’
for weak ﬁelds (E  0). The energy density and pressure for electromagnetic ﬁelds are written
like this,

U F = - * - 4E2 *F
PF =

*-

(80)

4
(2B2 – E2) *F
3

(81)

If F= 2(B2 — E2), then we have,

U F = ½ (B2 + E2) - 4 D (B2 – E2)(B2 + 3E2) PF =

E ( B 2  3E 2 )
2( B 2  E 2 ) 2

(82)

E (7 B 2  5 E 2 )
1 2 2 4D 2 2
(83)
(B + E ) (B – E )(5B2 – E2) +
6
3
6( B 2  E 2 ) 2

The standard Friedmann equation for a ﬂat FRW Model of the universe can then be written,
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H2 =

U
8SG
U Total (1 - Total )
U1
3

(84)

So then the energy conservation equation is given by
x

U Total + 3H ( U Total + pTotal ) = 0

(85)

The electric ﬁeld E in the ‘Total Universe’, gives rise to an electric current of charged particles,
but then it decays quickly. So the magnetic ﬁeld dominates and E  0. So then equations (70)
and (71), energy density and pressure are,

E

U B = ½ B2 - 4 D B4 -

(86)

2B 2

1 2 20D 4 7 E
B B +
6
3
6B 2

PB =

(87)

with

U Total = U m + ½ B2 - 4 D B4 -

E

(88)

2B 2

and

pTotal = Z M U m +

1 2 20D 4 7 E
B B +
6
3
6B 2

(89)

So then the conservation equation (73) is written,
x

Zm ) U m = Q

(90)

U B + 3H( U B + p B ) = - Q

(91)

Um

+ 3H(1 +

and
x

where Q is the interaction term, which is written as
Q = 2 G B(1- 16 D B2 +

E
B4

(92)

)H

with B written as
B=-

G

+

B0
a2

(93)

A hypergeometric function is a function whose power series representation has the form


¦
k t0



a1k ..........a kp z k


We denote such a function by F(a1……….ap;b1………bq; z). If B0 and
constants we can use 2F1 a hypergeometric function to obtain,
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If we have a Flat FRW model universe, the radius is
RA =

1
H

(96)

So then,
x

H
RA = - 2
H
x

(97)

If E  0, then
x
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(98)

If we consider the net amount of energy in the ‘Total Universe’ in time dt, we have
-dE = 4 S

R A3 H( U Total  pTotal ) dt

(99)

If the First Law of Thermodynamics is valid, then
-dE = TA dSA

(100)

where SA and TA are the entropy and temperature of the ‘Total Universe’. So then,

dS A 4SR A3 H 2 B 2
E
2
=
[
(1 - 16 DB  4 ) + (1 + Z m ) U m ] (101)
dt
3
TA
B
By using Gibb’s equation
TA dS1 = dE1 +
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then,
x
dS1 4SR A2 2 B 2
E
2
=
[
(1 - 16 DB  4 ) + (1+ Z m ) U m ] x ( R A  HR A ) (103)
dt
TA
3
B

From equation (89) and (91), we can write the rate change of the total entropy in the ‘Total
Universe’,
x
d ( S A  S1 ) 4SR A2 2 B 2
E
2
=
[
(1- 16 DB  4 ) + (1 + Z m ) U m ] R A
dt
TA
3
B

(104)

If we substitute equation (86) in (92), and if we use the expressions of B and  m from
equations (81) and (83), we can calculate the rate change of total entropy. If diﬀerent values
are used for  m we can see that the rate change of total entropy is initially positive, but as
time goes on it becomes negative [Peebles, 1993; McGraw, 2014]. In the ‘Total Universe,’ the
second law of thermodynamics is violated. The second law of thermodynamics can also be
violated in each of the individual universes. The second law of thermodynamics is a general law
it is not a universal law. The level of disorder in the universe is both increasing and decreasing.
The ‘Total Universe’ moves from ordered behavior to random behavior, and back. In the ‘Total
Universe’

S 'TotalUniverse '  0 is not always true. In some areas of the ‘Total Universe,’ entropy is
constant or decreasing.
S 'TotalUniverse '  0

or,

S 'TotalUniverse '  0 .
Entropy is a measure of the disorder of a system. The total entropy of an isolated system is
said never to decrease. This is the second law of thermodynamics, entropy always increases.
However, in the ‘Total Universe’ this is not always the case entropy can increase, decrease, or
remain constant [Roos, 2003; Tegmark, 2004; Zindernagel, 2001].

Conservation of Energy is a General Law
in the ‘Total Universe’
If we consider a system that has N point particles of mass m, at positions r1…………rn,
and moves with velocities v1………vn. This system can then be subjected to external forces
described by a time-dependent potential  ext (r, t). An example of this is when atoms in the
bottom of a container are being heated from below. If we assume that Newton’s Law of motion
is valid and that the particles interact via pairwise additive forces which are derivable from a
potential, then Fk, l is given by
Fk,l = -

wu k ,l
wrk

(105)

where uk,l is the potential energy of interaction between molecules k and l and depends on the
molecular positions through rk — rl. The mechanical energy of this system, E, can be deﬁned as
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N
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(106)

k 1

The last term can be drop from the equation, and if E changes as the particles move around
under the action of Newton’s Laws, we have

dE
dt
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¦
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k 1

1 N N
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2 k 1 l 1k z l
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If we use the expression for Fk in the rate of change of E, then

dE
dt
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(108)

wI ext (rk , t )
) rk ,
wt

(109)

which leads to,
N

N

¦¦

N

¦(

(Fk,l + Fl,k) . vk +

k 1 l 1k z l

k 1

Newton’s third Law states that Fk,l = -Fl,k, which means that force k exerts a force on l that
is equal in magnitude and opposite in direction to the force l exerts on force k. So if we use this
information in equation (97), then

dE
dt

N

¦(
k 1

wI ext (rk , t )
) rk .
wt

(110)

In the absence of explicitly time-dependent external forces, the energy of our system of
particles does not change in time; it is conserved. However, in the ‘Total Universe’ there are
time-dependent external forces, so the energy is not conserved. Instead of equation (98), we
have

dE
dt

N

¦(
k 1

wI ext (rk , t )
) rk +
wt

N

¦(
m 1

wI ext (rm , t )
) rm
wt

(111)

Individual universes are being created in the ‘Total Universe’; in these areas of the ‘Total
Universe’ energy is not conserved. More energy is needed in some regions of the ‘Total
Universe’. The ‘Total Universe’ is an energy creating machine. The conservation of energy is a
general law because there are areas where external forces are being created, so the conservation
of energy would be invalid [Peebles, 1993; Roos, 2003; Dodelson, 2003; Kiefer, 2007].

Conclusions
As humanity discovers the ‘Total Universe’, the answer that we get tells us that time start
long ago, long before our universe even began. We can say that time has existed forever and
that time will always exist. Even long after our universe has come to an end, time will continue
on its way. The ‘Total universe’ will never end, universes contain within it will begin and end
but time will continue on. Each universe can expand and contract, but the ‘Total Universe’
is generally constant. In the ‘Total Universe,’ the second law of thermodynamics is violated.
The second law of thermodynamics can also be violated in each of the individual universes.
The second law of thermodynamics is a general law it is not a universal law. The level of
disorder in the universe is both increasing and decreasing. The ‘Total Universe’ moves from
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ordered behavior to random behavior, and back. Entropy is a measure of the disorder of a
system. The total entropy of an isolated system is said never to decrease. This is the second
law of thermodynamics, entropy always increases. However, in the ‘Total Universe’ this is
not always the case entropy can increase, decrease, or remain constant. Individual universes
are being created in the ‘Total Universe’; in these areas of the ‘Total Universe’ energy is not
conserved. More energy is needed in some regions of the ‘Total Universe’. The ‘Total Universe’
is an energy creating machine. The conservation of energy is a general law because there are
areas where external forces are being created, so the conservation of energy would be invalid.
In summary, in our universe (one of many), the energy remains constant, and entropy tends
to increase. In the “total Universe’, the energy is not conserved, and the entropy tends to be
increasing, decreasing, or constant [Feeney, 2011; Dodelson, 2003; Gemmer, 2009; Leslie,
1998; Hawley, 1998; Peebles, 1993].
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The main objective of the present article is the methodological analysis of the structures of physical
theories that could apply to the theory of quantum gravitation or the unified theory of all interactions
(other terms are the “Final Theory” or “the Theory of Everything”, TOE).
In the first step of this discussion, it is shown that, unlike widely believed, quantum theory, in
principle, allows representation by local classical hidden variables. The possibility of such
representation is proved by the possibility of an exhaustive simulation of quantum systems by means
of a local and classical device — the computer equipment plays a role of the local classical hidden
variables. Details regarding the realization of such a representation are discussed using the example
of an actual computer program simulating a correlation experiment using Eeinstein-Podolsky-Rozen
pairs. This example explicitly violates the theorems of impossibility for hidden classical variables in
quantum theory.
The fact that these theorems ignore the possibility for a situation, which, in this article, is
characterized as the splitting of the layers of reality, is the reason that a possible violation of the theorem
of impossibility for hidden variables exists. There are two such layers in the computer example — a
reality layer where computer equipment exists, and a layer for simulated quantum reality. The analysis
of this example results in a general idea about the layers of reality, which are the main subject of the
subsequent discussion.
The computer example plays a role of the existence theorem. It follows that, in principle, a
fundamental local and classical structure may exist behind physical quantum reality. However, such
a “local realism” leads to the idea that an immense “space container” exists for classical objects of
such a layer of reality. The problem is overcome if the fundamental ontology is classical, but nonlocal.
Then, a space container for it is not required. It is shown that such a classical, but nonlocal, structure is
very similar to a formal mathematical system. It leads to a thought that the ideal mathematical system
can be a fundamental ontology of the TOE, or it is reminiscent of something beyond mathematics — a
nonreducible pseudomathematical structure.
In this regard, the analysis of the nature of mathematics is given. It is shown that mathematics
are not only a result of the imagination of people, but that mathematical forms and all mathematics
holistically exist objectively. Moreover, the statement about the objective existence of mathematical
forms has an empirical status based on Popper’s criterion of falsifiability. It transfers a question
of objectivity for mathematics from the field of philosophy to the field of empirical science. Then, a
connection on the bases of mathematics and physics is established — namely, with the existence of the
classical sector of quantum theory and with a causal structure of space-time. In this sense, the existing
mathematics are not only objective, but they also possess physics. That is, mathematics, in a sense, is a
thing but it is not a thought, and this quality can be considered as an objective layer of reality that can
be a substrate of the physical world.
In the final part of this paper, several modern directions in the quantum gravity theory or TOE
(string theory, loop quantum gravity, and causal sets) are considered regarding, as far as these theories
© Panov, Alexander, 2017
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are concerned, the formation of an abstract mathematical substratum. It is shown that the tendency to
develop a of structure like an abstract mathematical substratum definitely exists. This means that a TOE
can be not just a physical theory, but rather an abstract mathematical structure.
Keywords: quantum gravity, Final Theory, Theory of Everything, local realism, mathematical
Platonism, basic ontology, emergence

Introduction
The last word in physics comes from two physical theories that have been extremely
successful so far — quantum mechanics and general relativity theory. Quantum mechanics,
together with its relativistic form, the quantum ﬁeld theory, has enabled the understanding
of microphysics, which includes atomic and nuclear physics, physics of the condensed state,
and elementary particle physics. Recently, it is possible to note the rapid development of
quantum informatics including quantum cryptography and quantum computing. Discovery
of the Higgs boson, which was predicted by quantum ﬁeld theory, became the triumph of
the so-called Standard Model of particle physics [ATLAS, 2012; CMC, 2012]. General
relativity gave the exact prediction for the strength of the bending of light in a gravitational
ﬁeld and the relativistic perturbations in celestial motions, also some ﬁne eﬀects predicted
for the precession of rotating bodies in gravitational ﬁelds were conﬁrmed. The eﬀects of
general relativity also plays a prime role in satellite navigation systems. A recent triumph for
general relativity, on an event scale comparable to the discovery of the Higgs boson, came
from a direct observation of gravity waves from the merging of two black holes [Abbot,
2016]. Use of the general relativity, together with quantum mechanics, recently allowed
the development of modern relativistic astrophysics, which has been extremely successful.
The quantitative cosmology and the so-called Standard Cosmological Model have been
developed. The Standard Cosmological Model contains only six tuned parameters, but it also
describes, very precisely, a wide set of the phenomena — ﬁne features of the anisotropy of
the cosmological microwave background, a distribution of matter in the Metagalaxy, etc. The
physics of such relativistic astrophysical objects, such as neutron stars and black holes, are
substantially understood. Along with numerous indirect pieces of evidence for the existence
of black holes, the mentioned above observation of the gravity waves from merging black
holes [Abbot, 2016] was a new conﬁrmation for the existence of black holes.
At the same time, quantum theory and general relativity have absolutely diﬀerent
conceptual bases and are fundamentally incompatible with each other. The formulation
of quantum theory demands a smooth static background, which role is played by a ﬂat
Minkowski space in quantum theory. On the contrary, the dynamical nature of space-time
geometry and the idea of an absence of static background in the theory are the cornerstones
for general relativity — general relativity is the so-called background-independent theory
(unlike quantum mechanics). At the same time, general relativity is, in essence, a classical
theory in the sense that classical behavior is characteristic of all the observables — they,
in principle, can be measured with any accuracy without their perturbation. There are two
important issues here. First, general relativity, being a classical theory, does not allow the
calculation of gravitational ﬁelds for a quantum particle whose state is characterized not by
coordinates and momentum, but by a wave function. The state of the gravitational ﬁeld for
a quantum particle must be described in a quantum way that general relativity, as a classical
theory, does not allow. Therefore, general relativity must be quantized. Secondly, quantum
mechanics says that any dynamical system must be quantized. In general relativity, space and
time are dynamical ﬁelds; therefore, the smooth behavior of space-time must be replaced, at
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the microscale, with a picture of chaotic quantum ﬂuctuations or another quantum description.
It follows that the static space background, on which the quantum theory is formulated, is only
a low-energy approximation, and at the fundamental level, it is simply absent. This means
that quantum mechanics loses its conceptual basis and must be considerably reformulated.
Despite these contradictions, the nature is uniform; therefore, both quantum theory and
general relativity are “actually” somehow coordinated among themselves in nature. It is
necessary to guess how it is arranged. Modiﬁcation of both theories or a reduction of both
to some common basis should be possible. The required theory has to describe, in a uniﬁed
manner, both quantum space-time and all quantum ﬁelds, which is frequently called the
“Theory Of Everything,” the “TOE,” or the “Final Theory.” The last term means that all other
levels of existence for matter, in principle, must be deduced as special solutions of the TOE.
TOE must be a quantum theory of gravitation that must also include the quantum theory
for all types of particles and interactions. The search for a quantum theory of gravitation has
an old history, which we will not be elaborated upon here, and now this science includes a
variety of directions. Among those that are considered, at the subjective view of the author,
to be predominant, include: string theory [Zwiebach, 2009]; loop quantum gravity in two
forms — as result of a canonical quantization of general relativity [Rovelli, 1998] and as
the theory of “spin foam” [Baez, 1998] based on the Feynman path integral; casual sets
theory [Rideout, 1999]; several forms of the theory of dynamic triangulation [Ambjorn,
1995; Ambjorn 2001]; Regge calculus [Ponzano, 1968; Bittner, 2003]; and several forms of
“toy models” such as “quantum graﬃti” [Konopka, 2006]; and many others. It should also
be noted the one of the ﬁrst historical approaches to quantum gravity is known as quantum
geometrodynamics, which was proposed by Wheeler-DeWitt [DeWitt, 1967]. This direction
is now used generally in the simpliﬁed quantum cosmological models based on the so-called
mini-superspaces, but the most important ideas that appeared in it were included into more
modern constructions. An example is loop quantum gravity.
Many theories have led to many interesting and deep results, but there is still not yet a selfconsistent quantum theory of gravity despite enormous eﬀorts spent searching for it within
the last several decades. It seems that various theories grasp separate details of the true TOE,
but in general, the advances in the direction of the Final Theory are surprisingly sluggish.
It is diﬃcult to move past the impression that an intellectual jump, which will change the
available understanding, is necessary for overcoming the diﬃculties that occurred during
the creation of the special, and then, the general relativity theory or quantum mechanics.
Perhaps there is a lack of a new fundamental principle that can reveal the limitations of the
used approaches.
In the present paper, a methodological analysis is carried out, which shows that the
problem stems from the modern notion of what is a physical theory at the most fundamental
level. This notion may be somewhat limited. Discussion begins with one special physical
problem — the problem of correlating the measurements of the spins of entangled EinsteinPodolsky-Rozen pairs of particles (EPR pairs), and Bell’s theorem combined with the
problem of hidden variables in quantum theory. A counterexample to the Bell’s theorem
is construcyed, which leads to some interesting new concepts, and, at the same time, does
not use of any essential hypotheses or speculation. However, the attentive analysis of these
results lead to a range of hypotheses and opportunities for a signiﬁcantly more speculative
nature, but, at the same time, they have a direct bearing on the possible nature of quantum
gravity or the Final Theory.
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Violation of Bell’s theorem in quantum virtual reality
Let us begin with a short reminder of the correlate experiment with EPR-pairs of spin
and the related Bell’s theorem [Grib, 1984; Bell, 1966]. When the initial states of pairs for
quantum particles A and B, with spins of 1/2, are prepared so that the particle spins are
directed precisely to opposite directions, then the complete spin of the particle pair is equal
to zero. Nothing else about the initial state of the system is known, such as a state called
the spin singlet. After the preparation of the initial state, the particles can be divorced over
an arbitrarily long distance. The experiment consists of measuring the projections of spin
for particles A and B in various directions. For each particle, each measurement may have
only two possible outcomes: either the spin is directed in the chosen direction, or the spin is
directed against it (because the spin of a particle is equal to 1/2, while for greater values of
spin, the number of outcomes would be greater). If the spin is directed in the chosen direction,
then the value of +1 is the measurement result; if the spin is against the chosen direction, then
a value of –1 occurs. Correlations of the observed results for measuring the spins of particles
A and B in various directions are deﬁned. In this experiment, these correlations represent
mean values of the products with observed values of +1 or –1.
Let two frames, (X, Y, Z) and (X’, Y’, Z’), represent the measurement of spin projections,
while frame (X’, Y’, Z’) concerns system (X, Y, Z) when angle Q is counterclockwise around
the Y axis, and the directions of the Y and Y’ axes coincide with one another. For deﬁniteness,
we assume that the system (X, Y, Z) is related to the device measuring the spin of particle A,
and that the system (X’, Y’, Z’) is related to the device measuring the spin for particle B. Let
be the result of measuring the spin of a particle A along the Z direction, etc. Then, Bell’s
theorem states that, if the measurement results are determined by local hidden variables, the
following inequality must be satisﬁed, where the angular brackets denote averaging (or the
correlation of the measurement results).
ۄܤ
ۄܤ
|ۄ ܤ ܣ ۃ ۄ ܤ
|ɋ| = |´ܼܵ ܣܼܵۃ
+ ´ܺܵ ܣܺܵۃ
+ ´ܼܵ ܣܺܵۃ
– ܼܵ ܵܺ´  2

(1)

Quantum mechanics, however, predicts the following result for quantity C in Equation (1):

(ܥ) = 2ξ2 sin( – ڧɎ/4)

(2)

Obviously, at some Ɵ the absolute value of C (Ɵ) is greater than two and inequality (1) is
violated. Experiments conﬁrm the prediction made using quantum mechanics (2).
In the above formulations, the term “local hidden variables” was used. The introduction
of local hidden variables is one of the ways to explain the statistical nature of quantummechanical measurements. It is assumed that, behind the wave function of a particle, in fact,
lies a statistical distribution of some classical quantities, and that the random nature of the
measurement results is determined by the randomness of the sample from this distribution.
In this case, the variables are local in the sense that the result of measuring the ﬁrst spin state
cannot, in any way, aﬀect the measurement result for the second spin state. Indeed, if this
were possible, then, for measuring moments of time separated by a spacelike interval, this
would mean transferring information faster than the speed of light, which is fraught with a
violation of causality. The presence of local hidden variables “behind the scenes” of quantum
dynamics is sometimes called “local realism.” From the mathematical point of view, the
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presence of local realism means that mean values, like those used in Bell’s formula (1), can
be represented in the following form [Grib, 1984]:

 = ۄ ܤܾܵ ܣܽܵۃන ߩ(ߣ)ܽ(ܣ, ߣ) ܾ( ܤ, ߣ) ݀ߣ

(3)

where l is a set of hidden variables appropriate for the system, r(l) is a probability
distribution of the hidden variables described by the initial state (in other words, a common
past of the particles), the parameters a and b describe the condition of the measurements on
A and B respectively (the direction of the axes relative to the measured projection of spin),
and functions A (a,l) and B (b,l) describe the measurements themselves. Locality means the
function A (...,l) cannot depend on parameter b, and the function B (...,l) cannot depend on
parameter a.
The fact that quantum mechanics, according to Equation (2), predicts the violation of
Bell’s inequality, which is conﬁrmed through experimentation, is interpreted in such a way
that local realism in quantum mechanics is excluded. Now, we will construct a meaningful
counterexample, which shows that the interpretation of Bell’s theorem is not so simple.
A good example of a system with local realism is a classical (not quantum) computer. A
state of the computer is described by a set of states in its memory cells. Each memory cell
can be in a state of 0 or 1, and these states, in principle, can always be measured without
disturbances because of the classical nature of the computer. Moreover, measurement over
one particular cell of memory does not depend on the measurements performed on any other
cell, and it does not aﬀect them. The state of the computer, at some point in time, completely
determines its state during the next step of time; therefore, its evolution is completely classical
and deterministic.
Now, however, it is not diﬃcult to understand that the evolution of any quantum system,
in principle, can be reduced to the operation of some classical computer.
All mathematical problems are divided into algorithmically solvable and algorithmically
unsolvable ones. An example of an algorithmically solvable problem is the search for the
greatest common divisor of two integers — it may be solved using the well-known Euclidean
algorithm. An example of an algorithmically unsolvable problem is the solution to a general
Diophantine equation (Hilbert’s tenth problem) [Matiyasevich, 1993]. An algorithmically
solvable problem can always be solved by a computer in its automatic mode.
The problem of computing quantum evolution, along with simulations to produce results
for the quantum measurements, is algorithmically solvable. More precisely, quantum evolution
can be described in an algorithmically solvable way with an arbitrarily high accuracy, which
is equivalent to an exact computing. It is easy to understand why this happens.
Indeed, the states of quantum systems are represented by vectors in Hilbert space. A
vector in Hilbert space is a well-understood object that can, in principle, be represented in
a computer with any given accuracy, even if the Hilbert space has inﬁnite dimensions. In
principle, this situation is like the representation of ordinary continuous classical ﬁelds in
a computer with the required speciﬁed accuracy. From a formal point of view, a vector in
Hilbert space, for a computer, is simply a chain of complex numbers.
The evolution of systems in quantum theory is represented by unitary transformations of
system states, such as vectors in Hilbert space. From a formal point of view, such a unitary
transformation is either a multiplication of a column vector, which represents the state of
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the system, by a unitary matrix, which represents the transformation corresponding to the
evolution, or the result of solving some linear diﬀerential equation with initial conditions.
Nothing is impossible when carrying out such operations for a conventional classical
computer.
Finally, the third and last component of quantum theory consists of measurements.
The measurements are characterized by the probabilities of obtaining, as the output of a
measurement procedure, certain values for the observed quantities, and the probabilities
themselves are determined by the Born-von Neumann projection postulate. To calculate the
probabilities, it is not necessary to calculate anything more complicated than a scalar product
of the vectors in Hilbert space. Again, this is an algorithmic procedure that can be easily
executed on a computer. These probabilities cannot only can be calculated, but, if necessary,
the corresponding probabilistic behavior of the measurement outcome can be simulated using
random number generators. Statistical properties of the random number generator can be
made arbitrarily close to any predeﬁned requirements (this situation is like the approximation
of continuous ﬁelds and functions by discrete computer memory states).
Because simulating quantum evolution is algorithmically solvable, the computer program
can force itself to behave exactly like any quantum system. Because the computer is a system
with local realism, then we get that computer to play a role in the hidden local realism,
or with the local hidden variables in relation to the simulated quantum reality. This is a
counterexample of Bell’s theorem.
The fact that the quantum reality of our example is virtual, and not real, does not cast
a shadow over the constructed example. This is easy to understand if one imagines that
simulated quantum reality is so rich that an observer is simulated within it. Then, an observer
will have no reason to suspect that he is “not real.” And yet, the deep ontology of his quantum
world will be the local realism of the computer that simulates the observer’s reality. Although,
it is, in principle, impossible for an observer to be simulated on a classical computer (which
will be discussed below), it is possible to simulate relatively uncomplicated measuring
devices along with the quantum systems that they measure, and the behavior of such devices
will not be defective in comparison to the behavior of real devices.
The constructed counterexample shows that some essential link in the arguments leading
to the conclusion that local realism is impossible in quantum mechanics was omitted. What
could it be? To understand this issue in detail, the author of this article wrote and debugged
a simple computer program — a simulator measuring the spins of entangled EPR pairs.
Such a program should accurately simulate quantum mechanical measurements, and at the
same time, its structure should be so simple that it can be studied in detail so that it can be
understood how quantum behavior can combine with the local realism of a computer. Some
details of the program’s implementation are given in our article [Panov, 2014].
A detailed analysis of the algorithm’s operation showed that the correlators of the spin
measurements are indeed described by an expression of type (3), where the role of parameter
l is played by the value of the random number generator. However, the functions A (...,l) and
B (...,l) are “incorrect:” parameter b, which characterizes the direction of the measurement
axis over spin B, appears in function A (...,l), and vice versa. That is, we get the following
picture. The functions A (...,l) and B (...,l), in the “computer reality,” are represented by
states of classical memory cells, and therefore, are expressed completely in terms of the
local realism. However, from the point of view of “virtual reality” itself, the same functions
reﬂect the nonlocal nature of quantum entanglement — the function A (...,l) is somehow
“mystical” (from the virtual reality point of view) depending on the “remote” parameter b,
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and vice versa. Thus, the same reality of a computer with diﬀerent points of view turns out to
be diﬀerent: it is local from the point of view of the computer, while it is not local from the
point of view of the simulated virtual reality. There arises the relativity of locality to some
diﬀerent points of view, which are omitted in the initial analysis of the corollaries for Bell’s
theorem. This understanding gives an interesting correction to the usual analysis of Bell’s
theorem and explains the possibility of constructing counterexamples. For us, however, the
very possibility of diﬀerent points of view on locality is more important here. What is the
diﬀerence between these points of view?
This is a new formulation of the question, and we postulate that these are views from
“diﬀerent layers of reality.” The form of the answer to the question asserts that such things
as “diﬀerent layers of reality,” in general, can exist and be studied. In our concrete example,
we have exactly two such layers: the reality layer of the computer’s “hardware” and the layer
of virtual reality simulated by it. The computer layer plays the role of a substratum, where
a layer of virtual reality arises as an image in some emergent fashion. We have a substrateimage relationship between the layers of reality.
We have ﬁrmly stood with our feet on the basis of a real (computational) experiment,
which can easily be realized (and was actually implemented) simply in a table. In the analysis,
there was nothing but convenient new terminology. However, what we have done is, in fact,
a proof of the existence theorem, which says that the introduced terminology, which relates
diﬀerent layers of reality, is meaningful and non-contradictory. However, we now turn to a
somewhat more speculative generalization of this experience.

Quantum physics in the real world is based on the classical
substrate
So far, we have only discussed two layers of reality: a layer of virtual reality from a
computer program and a layer of “physical reality” from the computer hardware. However,
in exact analogy and just as the quantum dynamics was simulated by a computer program,
an emergent manifestation of the classical local realism of the computer-triggered circuits,
and the quantum dynamics of the “physical level of reality” observed by us in experiments
can, in principle, be an emergent manifestation of some deeper classical and local reality.
The previously presented examples prove the logical possibility of such a situation. In other
words, real quantum dynamics can have the meaning of an image constructed on some
substrate that is hidden from us, which can possess the properties of both classicality and
locality. Experimental observations for the violation of Bell’s inequalities and the theorem of
quantum mechanics, in regard to the impossibility of classical local hidden variables, do not
shut down local realism on a deeper ontological level, because these theorems refer only to
the reality of our “current” physical level of reality. They do not consider the possibility of
the existence of hidden substratum layers.
What is the nature of the hidden reality substrate?
First, it should be noted that the examples discussed above, which associate the
simulation of quantum dynamics in computer computational models, were only “stagings”
that conveyed the simplest way to conclude that quantum dynamics can be realized as an
image in a classically local substrate. In fact, there are other ways of constructing such an
image. For example, the dynamics of a wave function, in time, can simply be written to an
external classical information carrier, and this is completely local-classical and, moreover,
the static record also adequately represents quantum dynamics, because the time simulation
and this static record are in a one-to-one correspondence. In this case, not only will the
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quantum behavior of reality be emergent, but time will too. We can say that our sense of the
current time, along with all the other dynamics, can be recorded in a static timeless substrate
and is an illusion of the internal, “frog” point of view of an observer, which is unlike the
external, “eagle” point of view. In accordance with the eagle’s perspective, all the living,
unfolding time in the world can be a static object. One can imagine that such a record is
generated by the ﬁxation of successive states of the computer, which are actually simulated
quantum dynamics, but this is not necessary at all. The record can have an arbitrary origin
and it is important only that the evolution of a quantum wave function can be represented
by text on a classical storage carrier. Thus, there is a wide class of diﬀerent possibilities for
representing quantum dynamics as an image in a local-classical substrate. You can consider
some mixture of both possibilities considered above, or, for a change, you can imagine,
instead of a symbolic record, an analog record like recording sound on magnetic tape. Note
that a computer simulation does not have to be digital; it is possible to imagine a simulation
for quantum reality that is analog, but for a classic computer. All this does not change the
essence of the discussion.
Although we concluded that a locally classical substratum for physical quantum dynamics
is logically possible, but the real local-classical substratum of quantum theory, if one exists,
does not have to resemble of a classical computer or a classical information record. The
examples demonstrate only the logical possibility of a classically-local substrate, but nothing
beyond this. Moreover, an analogy that is too straightforward compared with our examples
have unpleasant consequences.
If we try to imagine the quantum world as a simulation in some classical automaton, or
that it is a “static” record in a local-classical substrate, then we will have to assume that there
exists some immense spatial container for such devices or information carriers. Indeed, even
to simply record, with reasonable accuracy, the wave function of the electron shell of just
one multielectron atom, e.g., the uranium atom, the volume of the entire visible universe
would not suﬃce, even if one bit of information is placed in each Planck cell of space. The
conﬁguration space for 92 electrons from the uranium shell has a dimension of 92×3×2=552
(for a nonrelativistic description with electron spin considered), and if we require at least
1000 nodes in the coordinate grid along each coordinate to write the wave function, then a
memory of 1000552 = 101656 complex numbers would be required. At the same time, in the
visible part of the universe, there are only about 10153 Planck cells of space (each is 10–33 cm
in size). Apparently, about 1,500 orders of magnitude are still missing. For this reason, real
classical computers, although true, can simulate the dynamics of quantum systems without
any damage, but there are very limited systems in terms of the complexity that could be
modeled with exhaustive accuracy. For example, quantum computers can be simulated by
classical computers, but only very small quantum computers that contain no more than about
30 qubits of quantum memory. For the same reason, it is very diﬃcult to imagine a computer
simulating a quantum world containing a thinking observer. One can, of course, imagine the
very high dimensionality of the “spatial container” of the universe computer, but such steps
seem somewhat artiﬁcial.
Thus, if a local-classical substrate of our quantum world exists, then it is unlikely that
the locality in it could be understood in a primitive-spatial manner. A more interesting
possibility is that the substrate can possess features of classicity, but not locality. In particular,
it better resembles abstract information or a mathematical structure rather than a physical
system located in some kind of space. In this case, the above unpleasant question about
the “container” for the existence of such a monstrously complex structure is automatically
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removed, because the corresponding mode of existence has, in some sense, a completely nonspatial character, where it does not require “space.” Objective existence is not identical with
existence in space and time.

Mathematical and pseudomathematical substrates
Mathematics has some interesting features that relate it to a classical, but non-local
system.
Some analogy of physical measurement or observation is, in mathematics, a calculation of
the values of mathematical objects (this analogy will be discussed in additional detail below).
Very remarkable is the fact that the calculation of the value of a mathematical object does not
aﬀect the results of subsequent calculations for the same object. That is, the calculations have
an undisturbed character, such as with an ideal measurement of classical physics. This is the
classicism of mathematics. The classicity of mathematics is by no means a banality as it is
easy to give an example of a system resembling mathematics, but that does not possess the
property of classicity. This example is given, for example, by the mental world of man. Like
mathematics, it has an “ideal” nature, but let us try to follow the course of thought — this
will immediately change the content of the thought process. The classicity of mathematics
is our happiness, because only this property allows us to create stable mathematical models,
which provide a deﬁnite contribution to the “unreasonable eﬀectiveness of mathematics in
the natural sciences” [Wigner, 1960].
The nonlocality of mathematics corresponds to the fact that mathematical objects do not
have a space-time binding, nor do they require any “container” for their existence. From
the formal point of view, the nonlocality of mathematics also follows from the fact that any
computation is equivalent to the operation of some Turing machine, but the description of a
Turing machine does not provide for any space-time binding of this device — it is a purely
logical construction. In particular, the one and the same Turing machine can have diﬀerent
physical implementations that result from the Turing machine’s work when there is no way
to guess how the machine was implemented “in hardware.”
Although mathematics, as we can see, possesses some interesting features characteristic
of possible classical, but nonlocal substrates, this, generally speaking, does not mean that the
exactly mathematics as understood in the standard way is really a substratum. In the general
case, one should keep in mind the possibility of the existence of a substratum somewhat similar
to mathematics, but not necessarily being mathematical in the literal sense (such an example is
suggested, in particular, by the above mentioned example of the mental world). Hypothetical
substrates for this type will be called pseudomathematical. Here, clariﬁcation is needed. There
is a possibility that a structure, which, in the depthless analysis, appears as pseudomathematical,
but actually admits a mathematical description. This case is not of interest to us, because
pseudo-mathematical character of the structure are seeming in such a case. We mean the cases
when a pseudomathematical structure is irreducible to a purely mathematical structure. Of
course, the assumption for such structures is pure speculation, but such an opportunity should
be borne in mind for the sake of generalizing the analysis. However, if the actual substrate
is irreducibly pseudomathematical, which apparatus should be used to study it? We have no
answer. Ultimately, there is no guarantee that nature is knowable up to the very end.
Despite the possibility of encountering an irreducible pseudomathematical structure,
the standardly understood mathematics, in any case, remains an interesting paradigmatic
example of general pseudomathematical substrates, so it makes sense to discuss, in more
detail, the nature of mathematics.
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About the nature of mathematics
The empirical status of the objective reality for the world of mathematical forms
Probably the most signiﬁcant objection to the fact that mathematics can be an element of
objective reality that plays the role of a substrate in a mass-energy world, where the mathematics
exist only in the imagination of people and has, therefore, a purely mental nature. It is not an
objectively existing thing, and there is only the property of human consciousness, which is its
way of processing information about reality. An essential alternative to this view is provided
by various forms of mathematical Platonism according to which the mathematical forms
exist objectively, but they are only known by man. Between these extremes, there are many
other philosophical positions and shades of positions regarding the essence of mathematics.
Our position is that mathematical Platonism is not only a reasonable philosophical position,
but the question about the objective existence of mathematical forms can be reduced to an
experimental test, and therefore, in fact, is moved beyond the limits of philosophy and is
introduced into the framework of empirical science. The point of view that will be presented
below is an extremely strong mathematical Platonism, which could be called empirical
mathematical Platonism (not to be confused with mathematical empiricism).
Consider some “computable mathematical form,” for example, the trillionth decimal digit
of the square root of 4711. It can be computed. However, the value of this decimal digit is
unknown to anyone at the time of writing this article, and it is not ﬁxed anywhere; therefore,
it cannot be considered as an element of someone’s consciousness, or as an element of culture
in any form. However, regardless of whomever and whatever method initiates the calculation
of this value, the result will be the same (if the calculation is correct1). This reﬂects the simple
fact that its value existed even before someone calculated it, and it does not depend upon any
subject. The only sign of the objective existence of an object is its objective cognoscibility.
This is the case here: the value of the trillionth digit of the decimal decomposition for the
square root of 4711 is objectively knowable, and therefore, it objectively exists.
This, however, is still only a philosophy, while the issue of the objective existence
of computable mathematical forms can be given a much more rigorous empirical status.
Speciﬁcally, the idea of the objective existence of the value of a computable object leads
to a veriﬁable prediction that any correct calculation of the value of a computable object
will lead to the same value. That is, it leads back exactly to the one that existed before any
practical calculations were initiated. Moreover, the objective existence here turns out to be
falsiﬁable according to Popper. Indeed, it is possible to falsify an objective existence based
on the value of a computable object: it is suﬃcient to present two correct calculations with
diﬀerent results, and the objective existence will be falsiﬁed. Where Popper’s criterion is
applicable, the philosophy ends there and empirical science begins. An objective existence of
computable mathematical forms then enters the sphere of empirical science.
To avoid misunderstandings, we note that, under computable mathematical forms, one
should understand not only simple objects, such as the digits of a decimal expansions for
a given square root. Computable mathematical forms are also all provable mathematical
theorems. The formulation of a theorem is a logical expression that has the truth values
of “true” or “false.” The proof of the theorem from the formal point of view is no more
than a calculation of this value. Another class of computable objects are diﬀerent complex
fractal sets on a plane, such as, for example, the Mandelbrot set, which was the favorite
1
Note that checking the correctness of a computation is an algorithmically solvable problem, so
the question of whether this computation is correct or incorrect can always, in principle, be given an
unambiguous answer.
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example of the famous mathematical platonist, Roger Penrose [Penrose, 1989, p. 92-93]. The
Mandelbrot set has an incredibly complex structure at all arbitrarily small scales so that it
cannot be completely computed; nevertheless, it exists quite objectively, and any fragment of
it could be reproducibly studied in any detail.
Let us consider two possible objections to the above arguments.
First, everything here is reduced to mathematical proofs and calculations, but how
objective is the method of mathematical proofs or calculations? After all, these were invented
by people.
It can be argued that the ordinary empirical method of the cognition of nature also was
invented by people, and in this sense, the method of mathematics is no worse than the
empirical method for the natural sciences. The question of trust in both of these methods is
a question of convention, or, phrased in another way, the question of practice, but the reality
of mathematics, in this sense, is justiﬁed in a similar manner as the reality of the surrounding
mass-energy world.
The second objection may be that the prediction of the uniqueness of the results for
correct calculations for the same mathematical form is in fact trivial. If diﬀerent correct
calculations lead to diﬀerent results, then, by deﬁnition, that system, where the calculations
were performed, is contradictory. Therefore, if our mathematics are consistent, then such
results will always be trivially the same. However, how do we know that our mathematics
are consistent? This fact has not yet been proved, and there is Gödel’s second theorem on
incompleteness [Kleene, 1952: 204-217] to consider, which states that, if mathematics are,
in fact, consistent, then this fact cannot be proved. Nature forbids us precise knowledge of
the consistency of mathematics. The consistency of mathematics must be taken for granted,
or, more precisely, consistency must be an empirical fact. It is appropriate to quote Nicolas
Bourbaki [Bourbaki, 2004: 13]: “To sum up, we believe that mathematics is destined to
survive, and that the essential parts of this majestic ediﬁce will never collapse because of
the sudden appearance of a contradiction; but we cannot pretend that this opinion rests on
anything more than experience.”
Predicting the unambiguity of the results of computations is equivalent to the assertion
that the consistency of mathematics is true. Thus, the statement about the objective existence
of computable mathematical forms is equivalent to the assertion regarding the consistency of
mathematics. However, neither is trivial because of the existence of Gödel’s second theorem
on incompleteness.
We have, so far, conﬁned ourselves to the objective status of the reality of computable
mathematical forms. But there are mathematical forms of a diﬀerent kind. These are entire
mathematical systems, such as a system of natural numbers, systems of real and complex
numbers, abstract Euclidean and Riemannian spaces, groups, etc. They are not simply the
results of some computations, but the experience associated with computable forms suggests
that these systems exist in some objective sense as well. From a purely philosophical point of
view, their objective existence can be justiﬁed by the fact that their structure can be studied
in any detail by an objective method, such as through calculation or with a proof. This makes
them look like computable objects like the Mandelbrot set. But there is no complete analogy
here, because, unlike the Mandelbrot set and similar structures, the notion of an “internal
structure” of a natural number system, for example, is too vague.
It is possible to follow a diﬀerent path that much more clearly emphasizes the essence
of such mathematical sytems. With each system, one can unambiguously associate the
proposition about the consistency of the system of axioms describing the given system. We
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have already seen (and it was clear, at least from the work of Hilbert and Bernays [Hilbert,
1968]) that the concept of existence and consistency in mathematics is essentially equivalent.
Each proposition of consistency has a clear mathematical meaning, and is formulated as a
logical expression, which must have a certain truth value. In this sense, the problem is reduced
to the existence of computable mathematical forms. However, there is one essentially new
circumstance. According to Gödel’s second theorem on incompleteness, which is true for
most of the interesting mathematical systems, if the system is consistent (and thus exists),
then the truth value for the expression characterizing its consistency cannot be calculated by
the means available within this system. Therefore, the consistency of such systems, and at the
same time their objective existence, although it has a clear meaning, should be regarded as a
purely empirical fact. Here, however, it should be noted that there are notrivial mathematical
systems where the action of Gödel’s second theorem does not extend. Examples include
arithmetic without multiplication, as stated by Presburger [Kleene, 1952: 204], arithmetic
without the principle of induction, and some others. For such systems, consistency may
be proved by the simplest means of ﬁrst-order logic, and thus, the objective status of the
existence of such systems is computable for as simple computable mathematical forms.
Another type of object is the “nontrivial mathematical truth” that exists within the
framework of Gödel’s ﬁrst theorem on incompleteness [Kleene, 1952: 204-217]. For any
suﬃciently complex mathematical system, the so-called Gödelian statements can be
formulated. These statements have a clear mathematical meaning, but which can neither be
proved nor disproved within the framework of this system. In practice, such true statements,
in an absolutely incomprehensible way, are sometimes guessed by people using the “direct
vision” method, and among such statements, there are sometimes very interesting objects.
For example, in relation to standard arithmetic, the Gödelian statement is a highly nontrivial
Goodstein theorem. Although it is not contained in formal arithmetic, it turned out that it
can be proved if we additionally involve the so-called principle of transﬁnite induction
(which is rather nontrivial). Until the status of the objective existence of such objects is
clariﬁed with the help of additional, specially invented methods, such as a proof (as with
the case of Goodstein’s theorem), it largely resembles the status of the existence of complex
mathematical systems like the system of natural numbers and is purely empirical or even
hypothetical.
Although the question of the objective existence of mathematical forms, in the general
case, is rather confusing, in all cases, it has a solid empirical basis in the sense that their
objective existence is falsiﬁable by representing counterexamples that show the inconsistency
of objects or systems containing these objects. Thus, statements about the objective existence
of mathematical forms can be either true or false, but their status is not a matter of convention
or philosophy. These are questions from the sphere of empirical science.

The physical foundations of mathematics
The world of mathematical forms not only exists objectively, but, irrespective of the
fact that it can be a classical nonlocal substratum of the mass-energy world, the world of
mathematical forms has some simple connections with the mass-energy world. Several types
of such links can be identiﬁed.
All calculations and mathematical proofs can be considered as some process of information
transformation.
To organize the process, at least some material carrier for this process is needed — an
object where this process, in fact, is happening. To perform calculations, such objects must be
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classical, which only allows one to follow the calculation in which they participate. We will
call such objects calculators. The existence of classical calculators is a necessary prerequisite
for the possibility of organizing processes, called calculations, without which, the concept of
computation has no operational sense. The classicality of calculators is inextricably linked
to the existence of a classical limit of quantum behavior. The existence of a classical limit
in quantum physics is a very subtle and completely untapped property of quantum theory.
It is exactly the existence of this non-trivial classical limit of the quantum world that allows
mathematics to possibly exist, or, more precisely, it allows us to possibly contact our physical
world and the world of mathematical forms, which are inextricably linked.
To organize the computational process, which is a linear sequence of logically related
steps, the linear one-dimensional causality of our world is also important, which is related to
the one-dimensionality of time and to the Lorentz causal structure. Thus, the second physical
root of mathematics is the causal Lorentz structure of the world. Regardless of whether our
time is multidimensional or the causal structure of space-time, the concept of linear causality
could not have formed, and with it, the concept of the causal process and the notion of
computation, as a particular case of such a process, would be meaningless.
The concept of information suggests that information can be presented on some material
carriers for its use. Information carriers should also behave like classical systems to ensure
the possibility of reading and copying information without disturbing. This, again, brings us
back to the existence of the classical limit of quantum dynamics. Without classical calculators
and information carriers, and without the Lorentz causal structure of space-time, mathematics
could not have an operational sense in our world.
One can note a deep analogy between measuring a physical quantity and using
calculations (or proofs) in mathematics. Indeed, to measure a physical quantity, you need to
use a physical setup. This is a measurement device that performs the prescribed procedure to
obtain the value of the physical quantity, which is the result of the measurement. To perform a
calculation, you need to use a physical setup. In this case, a calculator executes the prescribed
procedure and gets the value of the calculated mathematical form, which is the result of the
calculation. It is easy to see that the procedures are almost identical. Formally speaking,
computing is simply a kind of physical measurement. Moreover, for some calculations, the
procedure reduces to performing a complex physical experiment. For example, the procedure
for decomposing a large integer into prime factors, which can only be done with the help of,
so far, a hypothetical quantum computer, must require a very complex physical experimental
setup.
There are diﬀerent deﬁnitions of what mathematics is. For example, the program by
Nicolas Bourbaki is based on the notion that mathematics is a meaningful study of the
structures on sets using the apparatus of proofs based on mathematical logic [Bourbaki,
2004]. The concepts that are directly related to physics are emphasized using italics.
Structures are informational in nature and, therefore, their ﬁxation requires the existence of
a classical information carrier.
A proof relates to the existence of the classical sector of quantum theory, where causality
has already been discussed above.
The notion of a set is also directly related to the existence of the classical sector of the
quantum physics. If, in nature, there were no classical objects possessing qualitative certainty,
then the concept of a set would simply not be formed. A counterexample is given by systems
of quantum particles, such as photons, where it is often impossible to uniquely determine
how many there are and the type of particle that they belong to. The concept of a qualitatively
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deﬁned element of a set loses its meaning in this context. One could even say that a set is the
most general physical model, namely, it is a model of the existence of qualitative certainty
for objects in the classical sector of physics. Finally, mathematical logic is, in fact, classical
logic as described by Aristotle, which is based on the law of exclusion of the third and on
the rule of inference from modus ponens. However, classical logic is not a priori at all.
It is consistent with everyday macroscopic practices associated with the classical interface
between information processing systems, such as the consciousness of humans and animals,
and the quantum universe. The classical sector, again, plays a key role here. In addition, the
concept of logical consequence or deduction is an abstraction from the concept of linear
causality, and, in fact, is the ultimate general model for the linear causality of the real world
just as a set is a model of classical certainty.
It should be noted that the direct connection between the concepts of a set and logic
pertaining to the existence of the classical sector of physics was understood long ago
[Birkhoﬀ, 1936]. This spawned numerous programs for quantum logic and even quantum
mathematics; some of which are now used to search for models of quantum gravity [Doering,
2011; Dahlen, 2011].
Finally, it is necessary to note the mystical “unreasonable eﬀectiveness of mathematics
in the natural sciences” [Wigner, 1960], which also represents a certain connection between
mathematics and physics. In fact, this “unreasonable eﬃciency” means that the processes of
the real physical world are maps, with good accuracy, of consistent mathematical models.
The reason for this is not yet clear (we will return to the discussion of this problem below),
but it is obvious that some contribution to this unreasonable eﬀectiveness stems from the
foundations of mathematics, which, in fact, represents the most common physical models
of classicality and causality, which was explained above. They are by no means a priori and
they are not arbitrary.
Thus, the world of mathematical forms not only has an objective existence, but it also is
not purely ideal in the sense that there are numerous connections between it and the material
world and physics. The concepts of calculation, proof, set, and logic are connected to the
possible existence of the classical sector of physics and with the linear causal structure of our
world. The foundations of mathematics (set and logic) are not a priori, and it represents the
most general model of the classical causal sector of physics. This suggests that mathematics
is as much a real part of nature as physical (mass-energy) reality, although it exists in a
diﬀerent way. Existing objectively for something does not necessarily mean that the object
must be placed in space-time.

The structure of quantum gravity models
and mathematical substrates
Let us sum the subtotals. We have seen that reality can be divided into layers that are related
to each other by a substrate-image relationship. We also saw that, in addition to the massenergy reality, there is an objective reality of the world based upon mathematical forms, which
is nontrivially related to the physics of the mass-energy world. What is the relation between
mathematical and physical realities? Mathematical reality has some features that make it
an interesting candidate for the role of the classical, but nonlocal substrate of the physical
world, and the world of mathematics and physical reality may be related by the substrateimage relationship. More precisely, when existing objectively, not all mathematics, but some
mathematical structures can be a substrate of the physical world. Then, the “fundamental
ontology” of reality itself may not be “physics,” but to represent, in a certain sense, an ideal
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information structure. The natural number set or the concept of a group in mathematics exists
by virtue of logical, because these systems are consistent. The mathematical structure that
provides the fundamental ontology of the real world can exist for the same reason. In this
sense, our entire observable world exists because of logical necessity.
Here, it is necessary to dwell, on the one hand, on the subtle methodological distinction
between commonly understood mathematics, and, on the other hand, on the mathematical
structure as a substratum of the physical world. All mathematical structures for theoretical
physics (and, in general, the natural sciences) are models of fragments of physical reality.
Very often, a mathematical structure appears in mathematics as pure abstraction from some
internal mathematical needs, but later, it is in demand as a mathematical apparatus for solving
practical problems. However, the mathematical structure, as a fundamental ontology or as
a substrate of the physical world, is not a model for anything other than, perhaps, itself.
Actually, it distinguishes itself from mathematics in the usual sense, so much so that such an
object deserves a special name. The fundamental mathematical ontology is an adequate term.
The fact that the fundamental mathematical ontology is a substratum of physical reality
can be an explanation, or part of an explanation, for the “unreasonable eﬀectiveness of
mathematics in the natural sciences.” There is no mystical connection between physics and
mathematics, because mathematics and physics are simply one and the same thing at the level
of fundamental ontology.
However, as we have already mentioned, everything can be somewhat more complicated
in the sense that a fundamental ontology may not be a mathematical, but an irreducible
pseudomathematical structure as deﬁned in the section “Mathematical and pseudomathematical
substrates.” Then, such a fundamental structure begins to play the role of a common root
for all physics and mathematics in the ordinary sense, which grew out of this root in the
“low-energy limit.” Physics and mathematics are simply diﬀerent manifestations of one
fundamental “quasi-information” entity — these are its two diﬀerent sides. This may also
help explain the unreasonable eﬀectiveness of mathematics in the natural sciences, but, as
we see, in a slightly diﬀerent way. Mathematics and physics are united by a common origin.
If the entire physical reality is an image in a mathematical (or pseudomathematical)
substrate, then this substrate is nothing else than the desired TOE, which is also quantum
gravity plus a uniﬁed theory of all interactions. In this case, it turns out that quantum gravity
is not quite physics. Researchers of quantum gravity usually mean that they are looking for
some physical theory, and because of this, they sometimes act by analogy using already known
theories. However, as you can see, quantum gravity may not be exactly where it is sought. In
this sense, it is interesting to see if there is an indication of such a purely mathematical or, better
yet, an informational nature behind the modern theories for quantum gravity.
Currently, there are many ways to search for the quantum theory of gravity. We will dwell
on string theory, loop quantum gravity, and the theory of causal sets.
String theory claims that it is the uniﬁed quantum theory for all interactions; therefore, it
describes the quantum of gravitational interaction as a graviton. Hence, in an explicit form, it
is a quantum theory of gravity. From general considerations, because of the dynamic nature
of general relativity, the smooth structure of space-time must be violated at scales on the
order of a Planck — 10–33 cm, 10–43 s. How this violation should occur is unclear. Perhaps
instead of a smooth manifold, there will be some discrete structure or “space-time foam,”
that will be discovered. In fact, in diﬀerent theories, both of these possibilities and their
various combinations are realized, but it is quite clear that there cannot be a smooth manifold.
Nevertheless, in string theory, it is assumed, from the very beginning, that objects on the order
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of the Planck scale — strings or superstrings — move in a smooth space-time background.
String theory, in fact, studies the quantum dynamics of strings in this context. Then, it turns
out that, for the self-consistency of the theory, it is necessary for this space-time background
to be ten dimensional. From this, a widely-circulated statement occurs, where string theory
leads to the conclusion that our space-time has more than four dimensions.
However, it is impossible to speak about any smooth space-time manifold on the scale
of strings. What, then, is this smooth multidimensional manifold, where the dynamics of
strings could be studied? In our opinion, the answer is simple: this manifold has nothing to
do with our physical space. This is a purely formal background, where, using pure formality,
something that looks like the dynamics of one-dimensional objects, such as strings, is studied.
Our physical space, together with all the real dynamics of the ﬁelds and particles within it,
should turn out to be an interpretation of these formal dynamics. Real physics must have
an emergent character with respect to purely formal string dynamics, so, in this case, the
substrate-image relationship is explicitly realized. String theory could be a mathematical
substrate of the physical world if string theory is true.
Judging by the current state of string theory, it is still very far from understanding the
detailed structure of this map. String theory is still developing primarily as a perturbative
theory, and by analogy to conventional quantum ﬁeld theory. In this way, it is probably
necessary to sum all the orders of perturbation theory to obtain a coherent state of gravitons,
which (maybe) can be interpreted as a real physical space. However, even the ﬁniteness
of string theory, with all its orders of perturbation theory, has not yet been proven, so it is
diﬃcult to even pose a question about summing the series.
Loop quantum gravity is a more-or-less consistent attempt to ﬁnd the canonical form for
the quantization of general relativity. To perform this quantization, the theory of gravitation
is reformulated as the so-called loop variables, hence the name of the theory. Loop gravity,
from the very beginning, was a nonperturbative theory, and it is also a background-independent
theory (in contrast to string theory, which is devoid of both qualities). The result of quantization
is that a structure is purely combinatorial in nature. This is the so-called abstract edge-labeled
graph. Quantized elements in the volume of space are placed at its vertices, where the edges
represent the quantized elements of surfaces that delimit diﬀerent volume elements. Although,
to each vertex of the graph, there corresponds a certain amount of volume, and, to each edge
- the area - these quantities are no more than numbers, and this abstract graph should not be
considered embedded to a metric space. It, we shall repeat, is a purely discrete combinatorial
structure. The edges of the graph correspond to numbers that run through the possible values of
the spin, e.g., 0, 1/2, 1, ... (the edges are labeled with these numbers); therefore, such graphs are
also called spin networks. The value of the spin attributed to the edge determines the quantum
of area corresponding to the same edge. The central role of the theory is played not so much
by the spin networks themselves, but by the amplitudes of the transition between diﬀerent
networks, which is coded the quantum dynamics of space-time. There are diﬀerent ways of
transforming loop quantum gravity, which, in its original formulation, is exclusively a theory
of quantum geometry in space-time, into a uniﬁed ﬁeld theory. This is achieved, for example,
by replacing graphs with so-called ribbon graphs by preserving a signiﬁcant part of the rest of
the formalism [Bilson-Thompson et al., 2007]. Ribbon graphs replace the edges of the graph
with ribbons, which can be twisted in diﬀerent ways, where an additional topological degree
of freedom arises in such a system. The twistiness of the ribbons encodes diﬀerent types of
particles that move in space-time. Such objects are still not metric because the topology of the
twists is determined in a purely combinatorial way.
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Thus, loop quantum gravity assumes that the fundamental ontology of physics is
something that has an almost purely abstract informational nature. It does not completely
have this nature because the theory retains the dynamics represented by the transition
amplitudes between diﬀerent spin networks, which are like the usual amplitudes of quantum
mechanical transitions. We are at a loss at how to say how much such a dynamic violates the
“abstractness” of the system, but some features of the abstract mathematical substrate are
obvious. All the observed physics and space-time appear, in theory, in an emergent fashion,
which is as it should be with respect to the substrate-image relation.
A very similar situation takes place in the theory of causal sets, although the ideas
embedded in this theory are diﬀerent. The theory of causal sets is not a consistent quantization
of general relativity, and from the very beginning, it assumed that space-time has a discrete
and, at the same time, a purely combinatorial nature based on causality. Speciﬁcally, it was
assumed that, at the fundamental level, space-time is a set of structureless objects (events) that
are related only to the causality relation: for each set of two events, either the ﬁrst causally
precedes the second, or the second precedes the ﬁrst, or the causal relationship between them
is absent. The causality relation establishes, for a set of events, a partial order relation from
which it is possible to obtain a surprisingly rich set of consequences. The theory of causality
sets is currently one of very few theories (perhaps the only one) that naturally predicts the
small value of the cosmological constant [Ahmed, 2004]. The metric space, as the foundation
of the theory, is absent, but it should appear emergently in the low-energy limit just as it
did for loop gravity. For the causal sets, quantum dynamics is determined in various ways;
for example, in terms of the Feynman sum of histories. Regarding the connection between
the theory of causal sets and the notion of information or the mathematical substrate for the
physical world, it is possible to repeat exactly the same thing that was said for loop quantum
gravity. The structure of the theory is very close to the deﬁnition of a mathematical substrate.
In quantum gravity, several more models can be found that give examples of the same
property: theories for diﬀerent types of triangulation, Regge calculus, and some others. All
this indicates is that the vast majority of quantum gravity theories demonstrate a general
tendency: the underlying structures become so abstract that they begin to resemble purely
mathematical combinatorial or informational constructs, which makes them related to the
concept of a mathematical substrate or to the concept of a fundamental mathematical ontology.
Although such terms are usually not introduced explicitly, but in fact, their movement is
rather close to this direction.
“It from bit” was said by John Archibald Wheeler [Wheeler, 1990], but this article only
heuristically substantiated one of the ways that one could come to this idea. Thought is not
new and it is present in modern literature through a variety of options. However, the ways
that diﬀerent authors lead to this idea are diﬀerent.
Wheeler came to this concept mainly through the concept of physical measurement —
mainly quantum measurements. He was looking for the answer to the question: what is
reality? Everything that is considered a reality by us is a stream of information that reaches
our consciousness, and the information ﬂow is decomposed into elementary acts of “observerparticipancy,” which are characterized by exactly one bit of information 0/1. Therefore,
the basis of reality is informational, and not just informational, but discrete informational.
Continuous space-time is an illusion — this should be followed by a discrete informationaltheoretical structure. String theory is an interesting physical theory, but it must also be
reformulated in discrete terms. The concept of the observer (or his consciousness) is also
central to this concept, without which, the very idea of the elementary act of participation
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by an observer becomes meaningless. The universe acquires reality through an act of selfobservation through the consciousness of the observer, and through elementary acts of
introspection.
The way to “it from bit” by Max Tegmark is very interesting [Tegmark, 2004]. He
considers the general concept of the multiverse and distinguishes 4 diﬀerent levels of
this category: multiverses levels I, II, III and IV correspond to their increasing “degree of
hypotheticality.” The ﬁrst three levels are, respectively: I — the causally independent areas
of our “local cosmological bubble;” II — diﬀerent universe-bubbles (possibly with diﬀerent
physics) in the sense of cosmological models for chaotic inﬂation; III — parallel classical
branches of the quantum universe from the perspective of the many-world interpretation
by Hugh Everett. A multiverse of level IV is a mathematical multiverse, which is the most
interesting in the context of this article.
The basic premise of Tegmark is the assumption that an ontological foundation of the
physical world can really be a mathematical structure in the sense that the real physical world
is simply isomorphic to this mathematical structure. In doing so, he emphasizes the diﬀerence
between the mathematical structure, which in some ways represents all aspects of the world,
and the usual mathematical models of physics, which describe only some approximately limited
situations. This exactly corresponds to the diﬀerence between the fundamental mathematical
ontology and the mathematical models, which also appeared above in our discussions. However,
if our physical reality is one of the mathematical structures (it is isomorphic to it), then this
entails a “fundamental, unexplained ontological asymmetry built into the very heart of reality,
which splits mathematical structures into two classes: those with and those without physical
existence” [Tegmark, 2004]. To overcome this problem, Tegmark introduces the notion of
“mathematical democracy,” where all non-contradictory mathematical structures are, in fact,
physical worlds. Thus, a level IV multiverse is simply a collection of all possible consistent
mathematical structures. Here, it is not so much “it from bit” as it is “it is bit.”
The concept of a level IV multiverse sheds light on two questions. Firstly, this is the
question of the “unreasonable eﬀectiveness of mathematics.” Mathematics is so unreasonably
eﬀective in describing the physical world because the physical world is some mathematical
structure up to isomorphism. Secondly, why is the universe exactly the way that we see it
(including the problem of ﬁne-tuning the constants)? The language for a level IV multiverse
is reformulated as a question of why this particular mathematical structure and not the other.
The answer to this question is easily given in the spirit of a weak anthropic principle: our
mathematical structure is simply one of those that are compatible with the existence of a
thinking observer in it. Considerations from measure theory suggest that this is most likely
one of the simplest structures of this type.
It is not diﬃcult to see that, within the concept of the pseudomathematical fundamental
ontology used in this article, there is much in common with the level IV multiverse
described by Max Tegmark. In both systems, there is a certain way of solving the problem
of the unreasonable eﬀectiveness of mathematics, but there are diﬀerences. In Tegmark, the
physical universe is a mathematical structure up to an isomorphism. We used the notion of
a substrate-image relationship, which, generally speaking, does not have to be reduced to
an isomorphism, and generally, it is not reduced to the notion of mapping. The emergence
that has a place here can be substantially more complex. For example, it may resemble the
appearance of the classical sector in quantum theory. Although the classical sector appears
emergently on the top of the quantum fundamental ontology, but the way it emerges is not
simply reduced to some mathematical map of quantum reality to classical things. In addition,
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a fundamental ontology may not be a mathematical structure, but something irreducibly
pseudo-mathematical. In this sense, our constructions have a somewhat higher generality than
Tegmark’s mathematical multiverse. On the other hand, following the way of Tegmark, we
can introduce the concept of pseudomathematical democracy. Then, Tegmark’s mathematical
multiverse is included in the pseudomathematical multiverse as its subset.

Summary
The idea that, behind the scene of the physical world, there may be some ideal information
structure is very popular, although diﬀerent authors came to it in diﬀerent ways. Our way
went through the idea of the сomputability of quantum theory and, then, through criticism
of locally classical substrates, which led to the notion of layers of reality and that nonlocalclassical substrates turned out to be very close to mere abstract mathematical structures.
Whatever the source of this idea, the results indicate that the fundamental ontology of
quantum gravity may not be completely physics. Awareness of this circumstance can aﬀect
the search for the Final Theory. A simpliﬁed scheme of the relations between the notions
introduced in this paper is shown in ﬁgure 1.

Figure 1. A simpliﬁed diagram of the relations between the notions introduced by this paper. Main
simpliﬁcation is that the Final Theory is considered to be mathematical, but not pseudomathematical.
In the last case the usual mathematics also should be a result of an image on the pseudomathematical
substrate and the mass-energy reality together with the mathematics have another meaning as “lowenergy” limits of the fundamental pseudomathematical structure.
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Section Two
LIVING MATTER
ЖИВАЯ МАТЕРИЯ
Living matter (Bazaluk’s definition) is the second (after inert) state of matter of our Universe, known
to a modern science. The evolution of living matter is carried out in three complementary and specifying
directions: 1) continuous and nonlinear complication of biopolymers and gene mechanisms (molecular
evolution), 2) continuousandnonlinearcomplicationoftypesofinteractions (development of functions),
and both continuous and nonlinear complication of environments of existence (evolution of ecosystem).
Abilities to selfreproduction (self-replication), self-organising and self-control have opened as a result
of natural planetary and cosmic processes in structures of living matter. Structures of living matter are
distinguished by ability of the active (continuous) and nonlinear (versatile) adaptation to environment
conditions, both in the near and distant future, at the molecular- genetic, cellular, organismal and
population-species level. Living matter on the Earth is represented by the form of the biological organisms
that diﬀer from the degree of complexity of the internal organization. The evolution of living matter
(biological evolution) forwards continuous and nonlinear complication of cosmic biospheres which of the
local planetary organizations pass to level of cosmic force and influence on the cosmic processes.
Живая материя (определение О. Базалука) — это второе (после косной) состояние материи
нашей Вселенной, известное современной науке. Эволюция живой материи осуществляется по
трём взаимодополняющим и взаимообуславливающим направлениям: 1) непрерывное и нелинейное усложнение биополимеров и генных механизмов (молекулярная эволюция), 2) непрерывное и
нелинейное усложнение типов взаимодействий (развитие функций), непрерывное и нелинейное
усложнение сред существования (эволюция экосистем). В результате закономерных планетарных и космических процессов в структурах живой материи открылись способности к самовоспроизведению (саморепликации), самоорганизации и саморегуляции. Структуры живой материи
отличает способность активного (непрерывного) и нелинейного (разностороннего) приспособления к условиям внешней среды, причём как в близкой, так и далёкой перспективе, на молекулярно-генетическом, клеточном, организменном и популяционно-видовом уровне. Живая материя на
Земле представлена в форме биологических организмов, отличающихся сложностью внутренней
организации. Эволюция живой материи (биологическая эволюция) способствует непрерывному и
нелинейному усложнению космических биосфер, которые из локальных планетарных организаций
переходят на уровень космической силы и оказывают определённое влияние на космические процессы.
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Section Three
INTELLIGENT MATTER
РАЗУМНАЯ МАТЕРИЯ
Intelligent matter (Bazaluk’s definition) is the third (after inert and living) state of a matter of
our Universe, known to a modern science. The evolution of intelligent matter is carried out in three
complementary and specifying directions: continuous and nonlinear complication of neural network
of subconsciousness and consciousness (neuroevolution), 2) continuous and nonlinear complication
of means and methods of communication, 3) continuous and nonlinear complication of sociocultural
environments (sociocultural evolution). Abilities to capture, process, store and transmit to future
generations environmental conditions as well as manage internal creative potentials in artificial
products activities have revealed as a result of regular planetary and cosmic processes in the
structures of intelligent matter. The structures of intelligent matter are distinguished by ability to
designing (creation, transformation and destruction) environment conditions. Intelligent matter on the
Earth is represented by the form of the human society (civilization), whose representatives diﬀer by the
level of mental development (neural networks of subconsciousness and consciousness) and, consequenty,
the ability to unconscious and conscious activity. The evolution of intelligent matter (noogenesis) gives
rise to continuous and nonlinear complication of cosmic noospheres which pass from the local planetary
organization to the level of cosmic force and have influence on the cosmic processes.
Разумная материя (определение О. Базалука) — это третье (после косной и живой) состояние материи нашей Вселенной, известное современной науке. Эволюция разумной материи
осуществляется по трём взаимодополняющим и взаимообуславливающим направлениям: 1) непрерывное и нелинейное усложнение нейронных ансамблей подсознания и сознания (нейроэволюция), 2) непрерывное и нелинейное усложнение средств и способов общения, 3) непрерывное и
нелинейное усложнение социально-культурных сред (социально-культурная эволюция). В результате закономерных планетарных и космических процессов в структурах разумной материи открылись способности запечатлевать, перерабатывать, хранить и передавать следующим поколениям условия внешней среды, а также реализовывать внутренние творческие потенциалы в
искусственных продуктах деятельности. Структуры разумной материи отличает способность
к конструированию (созданию, преобразованию и разрушению) условий внешней среды. Разумная
материя на Земле представлена в форме человеческого общества (цивилизации), представители
которого различаются уровнем развития психики (нейронных ансамблей подсознания и сознания)
и, соответственно, способностью к бессознательной и сознательной деятельности. Эволюция
разумной материи (ноогенез) способствует непрерывному и нелинейному усложнению космических ноосфер, которые из локальных планетарных организаций переходят на уровень космической силы и оказывают определённое влияние на космические процессы.
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and armed conflicts of the past, present and future. Novel hybrid wars take a respective place among
them. They involve using all available warfare, regular and irregular, cyber and those allowing for
the use of weapons of mass destruction, and also information, psychological and propaganda war
using the latest information and media technologies. According to the classical approach, the state is
the only subject of military actions, but today its role has changed dramatically under the influence of
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and armed conflicts from the polemological perspective it means the need to focus on social changes
in all the areas of human life, on considering various elements of the political, economic or even
technological context, which influence the war as a social phenomenon.
Keywords: Polemology, Philosophy of War, Hybrid Warfare, Information Manipulative Technologies,
Mass Consciousness, Mythology and Ideologues, Transgression

Introduction
In April 2017 the monograph, prepared by the international research team, entitled
“The Hybrid war: in verbo et in praxi” was published [The Hybrid War, 2017]. The
work is devoted to the methodological problems and manipulative mechanisms of hybrid
warfare. The authors include Ukrainian and Polish researchers of theoretical war studies
(Oleg Bazaluk, Volodymyr Mandragelya, Kateryna Novikova, Lykash Roman), information
and manipulation technologies (Roman Dodonov, Vitaliy Biletskyi, Hryhorii Kovalskyi,
Vіra Dodonova, Аlexandеr Shtokvysh), geopolitical and interfaith dimensions of hybrid
wars (Volodymyr Hurzhy, Ryslan Khalikov, Maryna Kolinko). Most of them work at the
Department of Philosophy of Vasyl Stus Donetsk National University, which became a victim
of the hybrid aggression itself in October 2014 and had to move from Donetsk to Vinnytsya.
This situation in many ways explains authors’ interest in the philosophy of war.
Only some generations of scientists happen to be able to witness and record the events,
which may be the turning points in the world history. The authors of the monograph believe
they must record schismogenesis and schism maturation, since this evolution once determined
certain expectations of Ukrainian citizens, changed the motives of their behavior and led
to the outburst of an armed conﬂict in Donbass. However, it is evident that the scope of
theoretical and practical issues, considered in the monograph, is not limited to the problems
of the hybrid war in the East of Ukraine.
Modern polemological (from Old Greek words πολέμιος — war and λόγος — study)
research focuses predominantly on two areas: the analysis of the international system and
the empirical studies of the phenomenon of war. The technological evolution of weapons,
orientation on mass destruction and prolonged wars were indeed thought-provoking.
On the one hand, the conditions of the mankind survival were rethought, on the other —
unprecedented nuclear weapons holding by few great powers worldwide and technological
aspects of the prolonged local conﬂicts were realized, e.g. in Arabic countries.
Theoretical studies of numerous researchers improved the awareness of the trends of
further transformations of wars and their nature in the 21st century [Kreveld, 2005; Toﬄer
& Toﬄer, 1993; Deleuze, 2010; Kaldor, 2012; Delanda, 2014; The War in Ukraine, 2015].
The product of the 21st century is the so-called hybrid wars, which are the symbiosis of
destroying the military and political system of the opponent by blackmailing, bribing,
subversions, defamation, information pressure, and the manipulations of public conscience.
The combination of military and non-military techniques using the social protest potential is
the core of the new generation wars.
A series of publications, dedicated to the hybrid war, have recently been published in Ukraine,
too. Special attention should be paid to the collective monograph of the National Institute of
Strategic Studies “The World Hybrid War: Ukrainian Front” edited by Volodymyr Gorbulin [The
World Hybrid War, 2017], monograph “The Theory of War and Peace: The Geophilosophy of
Europe” by Оleg Bazaluk [Bazaluk, 2017], “The conﬂict in the East of Ukraine in the mirror of
social and philosophical reﬂection” by Roman Dodonov [Dodonov, 2016], “Hybrid aggression
of Russia. Lessons for Europe” by Evgeny Magda [Magda, 2017].
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Monograph “The Hybrid War: in verbo et in praxi”, which is actually to be reviewed
in this paper, follows this intellectual tradition. Owing to the polemological approach the
authors managed to systematize and summarize the theories of war and peace, clarify
contemporary western concepts of warfare, outline the speciﬁcs of the Russian view on the
hybrid war concept, assess the signiﬁcance of information and manipulation technologies
for hybrid wars, analyze a number of geopolitical and socio-cultural dimensions of modern
hybrid wars.

Hybrid war concept in the context of evolution
of the theory of war
The ﬁrst part of the monograph “Polemology as a methodological basis for war studies”
opens with the background of polemology basics written by Polish researchers Lykash Roman
and Kateryna Novikova [The Hybrid War, 2017: 10-21]. In this context polemology is a
branch of science, which looks into war, violence and conﬂicts. This term shows the general
theory of war, aiming at the detection of hidden sources of human aggression and social
patterns, which trigger wars to be unleashed.
The French sociologist Gaston Bouthoul has been considered the founder of polemology
[Bouthoul, 1951]. He believed that to avoid wars the sociological analysis of various sources
may reveal the symptoms, pointing at the beginning of confrontation in the society. In general,
diﬀerent scientists focus their work on the war analysis thus creating speciﬁc discourses,
mixed theories, since war is a highly sophisticated social phenomenon. In the literature, it
is possible to ﬁnd various deﬁnitions of the ﬁeld of polemology. This is a branch of science,
which studies the nature of armed conﬂicts and wars, their role in time and space, cycles,
intensity, scope, scale, and causative relations and their classiﬁcation. Polemology deals
with the wars and armed conﬂicts of the past, present and future. Novel hybrid wars take a
respective place among them. They involve using all available warfare, regular and irregular,
cyber and those allowing for the use of weapons of mass destruction, and also information,
psychological and propaganda war using the latest information and media technologies.
At this moment, there is no generally accepted deﬁnition of the hybrid war. For example,
Nathan Freier from Centerfor Strategicand International Studies, one of the founders of
this concept, who used to serve in the US Department of Defense, singled out four major
types of the hybrid war combating: traditional clashes of regular armed forces, guerilla war,
catastrophic terror and destructive techniques that undermine the military beneﬁts of the
regular armed forces [Freier, 2009].
Polemological reasoning regarding the sense of a hybrid conﬂict is not only in conﬁrming
the signiﬁcance of this threat for the international environment or in the need of thorough,
detailed and complex research. Since territorial dimension of war has been replaced with
a multi-dimensional, multi-level range of military and non-military actions, designed for
simultaneous achievement of diﬀerent aims, polemologists even began claiming that all the
previous classiﬁcations and taxonomies of war and their actors had lost their weight and
scientiﬁc value.
Among the additional factors, which suddenly appeared in the foreground, it is necessary
to mention not only globalization or obvious eﬀect of advanced technologies, but also their
co-existence with the remnants of conventional wars. Hybridization may thus be considered
as co-existence of many incompatible elements, as the primitive means of warfare and
weapons are still used along with the military super-technologies, while the postmodern war
co-exists with the combat not only for areas, but also for minds, identities and values. Polish
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scientists Miroslaw Banasik and Ryszard Paraﬁanowicz stated that the hybrid nature may
also be manifested “in the confrontation between Eastern destructive-parasite and Eastern
Christian civilizations [Banasik & Paraﬁjanowicz, 2015: 7].
According to the classical approach, the state is the only subject of military actions, but
today its role has changed dramatically under the inﬂuence of other political and economic
supranational and trans-border factors. For the purpose of studying wars and armed conﬂicts
from the polemological perspective it means the need to focus on social changes in all the
areas of human life, on considering various elements of the political, economic or even
technological context, which inﬂuence the war as a social phenomenon.
The task of establishing a universal theory of war and peace is set by Oleg Bazaluk, based
on the general theory of evolution and geo-philosophical regularities. The history of creating
civilization loci, the direction of their development, endless change of locus boundaries form
the ﬁeld studied by geo-philosophy and the scientiﬁc philosophical grounds for establishing
the theory of war and peace. In most cases, the locus of civilization is understood as a
speciﬁc political or social community (people, nation, state). The endlessness of localization
is normally regarded as the types of civilizations and as the opposition of people, nations,
and civilizations. Political and social organizations, diﬀerent options of their interaction are
merely a top visible part of the social framework, created by human mind. Undoubtedly, they
partially reveal the features of forming the locus of civilization and the endless localization
process, but in fact they are merely external manifestations of content, but not the content
of a certain civilization locus itself. Thus, the “locus of civilization” is a continuous and
nonlinearly more and more complicated psi-space with the total of its products prone to
isolation on a separate geographical or imaginary (virtual) area.
Therefore, a war can be deﬁned as a violent invasion of one psi-space to the locus of
another psi-space, which causes signiﬁcant changes in its expression, whereas peace can be
understood as agreed interaction between psi-spaces, which means respect and promotion
of each other’s manifestations. The methodology of geo-philosophy deﬁnes war and peace
as endless and non-linear interaction among psi-spaces, which show up in the continuous
change of location borders on the surface of the Earth.
The empirical grounds for the theory of war and peace comprise of the facts and regularities
from the ﬁeld of neurosciences, psychology and social philosophy; geo-philosophy; military
history and the history of military art. Оleg Bazaluk lays the following axioms as the basis
of the general theory of war and peace: a separate locus of civilization and the person have
a single rhizome — evolving psyche; evolution is a continuous and non-linear complication
of the substance structure, types of relations and habitats, which is subject to three factors
and two reasons, universal for any material organization in the Universe. Hence, psi-space
complication is also continuous, stepwise and compliant with the dominant principle; nonlinear since it is a directed and hierarchical process; depending on the space, temporary and
reproductive isolation; under the eﬀect of the active source, laid in the basis of the psi-space
neuron structures from time immemorial; provided survival of the ﬁttest [Bazaluk, 2017;
Bazaluk, 2017a; Bazaluk & Blazhevych, 2016].
The basics of the theory of war and peace include ﬁve principles [Bazaluk, 2017]:
1. The rhizome of aggressive manifestations of the psi-space is in the pathologies, which
emerge as a result of continuous and non-linear complication of the structure and functions
of neuron ensembles of the unconscious and the conscious.
2. Favourable, provoking and supportive physical-chemical factors of the environment
inﬂuence the aggressive expressions of the psi-space.
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3. Provided in the perception of the psi-space the locus of civilization shifted from
geographical area to the condition of the world of historical ideas — it becomes sacred and
invincible. Contemporary wars are the combat of ideas.
4. The fall and integration of the loci of civilization are directly related to the world of
historical ideas updating and outdating.
5. The nature of psi-space endlessly and non-linearly encourages it to create the most
comfortable conditions for the full implementation of the internal creative potential.
Thus, the evolution of the psi-space is the story of its manifestations in the locus and
beyond it. The evolution of the psi-space and its manifestations is based on continuous
and non-linear complication of the structure and functions of the neuron ensemble of the
unconscious and conscious, as well as endless and non-linear complication of the physical
and chemical favorable, provoking and supportive environmental factors. The psi-space
complication is determined by universal factors and reasons for evolution. In this eternal
and non-linear complication process war and peace are the manifestations of the psi-space,
which enable to achieve a regular compromise between conﬂicting forces: the active part and
the natural kindness (or complicated structure of the neuron ensembles of the unconscious
and conscious and the environmental conditions). War and peace are the means of achieving
a compromise between the complicated needs of the psi-space and possibilities of their
satisfaction, between the declared idea, which unites the psi-space and the possibility of its
implementation.
Modern concepts of warfare and insights into the hybrid war in Ukraine in the research
of western experts are given in section by professor Volodymyr Mandragelya [The Hybrid
War, 2017: 58-93]. According to him, one of the most successful deﬁnitions of the
hybrid war belongs to Robert Newson — this is a combination of conventional, irregular
and asymmetrical means, which include continuous manipulation of the political and
ideological conﬂict, and also engagement of special armed forces and conventional troops,
intelligence agents, political provokers, mass media representatives, economic blackmail;
cyberattacks; proxy servers and surrogates, para-military, terrorist and criminal elements
[Newson, 2014].
The Volodymyr Mandragelya concept considers the hybrid war in the context of the
evolution of ideas on the warfare strategies. In particular, the Network-centric warfare /
The Revolution in Military Aﬀairs (RMA) concept rapidly entered the scientiﬁc discourse
after the success of the coalition forces headed by the USA in the military operation against
Iraq (1991), which had occupied Kuwait. The RMA features fundamental changes in the
basics of warfare, which was the consequence of innovative application of new technologies
along with radical changes in military doctrines, operative and organizational concepts. All
these profoundly changed the nature and procedure of military operations. At the same time,
contemporary experts frequently use the concept of “overrated technological optimism” in
their assessment of the eﬀectiveness of this concept. The armed conﬂicts in Afghanistan and
Iraq in the early 2000s proved that technological beneﬁts are a necessary, but insuﬃcient
condition to achieve political aims.
The concept of the Fourth Generation War by William S. Lind bases on the statement
of the loss of the state monopoly to violence, since there appear inﬂuential opponents like
Al-Qaeda, Hamas, and Hezbollah. Here the world turns to the combat between cultures, but
not countries only. The key reason for their outburst is understood by the researcher as the
universal crisis of state legitimacy, which creates pre-conditions for domestic conﬂicts and
civil wars [Lind, 2004].
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The concept of the Sixth Generation War was developed by Russian major general
Volodymyr Slipchenko and was grounded on the outcomes of the military actions of the USA
and the NATO in Kosovo in 1999, where the western coalition troops managed not to lose
nearly any lives. They are characterized by contactless military actions, application of highprecision and non-lethal weapons, other advanced technologies, computerization of armed
combat.
The concept of counter-rebellion military actions became the consequence of summarizing
the military actions of the USSR and the USA in Afghanistan and American troops in Iraq.
Military victories, seizure of territories, removal from oﬃces of the most notorious dictators,
attempts to force and impose democratic principles in some societies failed. Accordingly,
counter-rebellion military actions may be deﬁned as comprehensive eﬀorts of the military
and civilians to simultaneously defeat rebellions and their main reasons.
The concept of asymmetrical military action became signiﬁcant after terror attacks of AlQaeda on September 11, 2001 in the USA. Catastrophic attacks in New York and Washington
were so expressive, that it was absolutely clear: conventional (traditional) warfare is in the
past. To defeat a novel opponent it is required to use new forms and methods of counteraction,
where the foreground is occupied by the active forms and methods of secret services activities,
new means of technological control and observation.
The speciﬁcs of the Russian vision of the goals, content, measures and forms of hybrid
war are discussed by Roman Dodonov. He aﬃrms that the Russian military science critically
reconsidered theoretical provisions of a number of western works — concepts of “a lowintensity conﬂict”, “degenerate”, “net-centric”, “non-linear”, “asymmetrical”, “surrogate”
wars, “transformer war”, “nesting-doll war” etc. These notions also include the concept of
a “hybrid war”, but in the dedicated literature Russian researchers avoid using this term,
though actually they work in the respective conceptual framework [The Hybrid War, 2017:
94-133].
In the fullest way, the principles of the Russian invariant of the hybrid war concept were
described in the so-called Gerasimov doctrine. It is characterized by the recognition of the
role of non-military means to achieve strategic goals, as eﬀective as military violence; shifting
the accent towards political, economic, information, humanitarian activities carried out using
public protest potential; aggressor technological eﬀect on the public conscience, including
information, in particular, cyberattacks. The transition to the open use of military force is,
normally, at the ﬁnal stage of the conﬂict — to conﬁrm the success. Some elements of the
above doctrine, naturally, operated before. Available historical experience of the Russian
Empire ﬁght for the psi-space of surrounding areas does not allow us to make a conclusion
on the fundamental novelty of the hybrid war concept provisions, but in the conditions of
the 21st century information society they were a consistent and foreseeable form of war
transformation.
The Russian view on hybrid war signiﬁcantly “mirrors” that of the American invariant.
The latter features the focus on color revolutions, which are allegedly inspired by the
USA worldwide, and the need of information combat and importance of peace-keeping
operations. Having selected the well-known tactics that “oﬀense is the best defense”, Russian
propagandists fully shed responsibility for the aggressive behavior with the RF, shifting it to
the USA and its allies in Europe. Therefore, when Russian mass media write about the hybrid
war, they mean the war of the West against Russia.
Theoretical ﬁndings of the experts of the Russian Academy of Military Sciences found
immediate practical approbation and respective correction during the conﬂicts on the post102
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Soviet territory and the Middle East. The practice showed the eﬀectiveness of Russia’s use of
the information combat techniques, which change and improve continuously. The intensity
of the information inﬂuence of the Russian mass media on the opponent’s psi-space provides
grounds for incorrect idealization of this aspect and even the strive for identifying hybrid war
exclusively with the information one.
Owing to large-scale hybrid activities opponent’s psi-space bodies are aﬀected, including
public conscience, historical memory, image of historical justice etc. Actually a certain
virtual reality is formed. It meets the interests of hybrid aggression. It is typical that the
methodology, widely used by the Russian propaganda, was philosophically substantiated
by post-modernistic thinkers. The initial protest of the postmodernism founders against the
totality, rigid control of the state, imposition of the single narration was accompanied with the
development of the basics of public ideal, where the pluralism of views would reign, and each
minority would be assessed individually. In fact, these methodological ﬁndings transform
into the propaganda weapon of the hybrid war. Thus, the in Russian military science the idea
of the “hybrid” nature of modern wars has passed the full way from its conceptualization to
the practical approbation and conﬁrmation in strategic national documents.

Information and manipulation means of hybrid warfare
The second part of the work is dedicated to the discussion of the modern warfare
instruments. The speciﬁc features of the information combat against Ukraine are described
by Hryhorii Kovalskyi. The military aggression against Ukraine is called diﬀerently. From
the theoretical warfare viewpoint it is a hybrid war, a “controlled chaos” war etc. On the other
hand, the war gains the features of a “domestic political crisis” or a “civil war”. Unavailable
real assessment of the situation in Ukraine, conﬁrmation of this reality legally prevents from
fast settlement of social controversies, which are heated up externally, rapid settlement of the
military aspect of the problem, quick overcoming the consequences in the environmental,
economic, cultural, social, and other Ukrainian life domains. The use of some terms has also
become an element of the hybrid war. The diﬀerence between the notion of a “conﬂict” and a
“war” is in scaling the conﬂict, understanding international legal obligations by third persons
and parties thereto. Therefore, these events should be referred to as the “war”.
Clariﬁcation of the deﬁnitions of these notions will enable actual, and not imaginary
understanding of the confrontation, methods of counteraction, methods of destruction, drivers
and immediate participants of these processes, destructive not only for Ukraine but also for
the global security space. Today the global community stays on the grounds of the concept of
inviolability of national borders, speciﬁed in Yalta-Potsdam system of international relations.
By signing, the Association Agreement with the EU Ukraine made its cultural and ideological
choice of the civilization development direction. The new geopolitical reality of the postSoviet space is Ukraine as the centre of consolidation and the source of European values for
the western Eurasian territory. The establishment of the Ukrainian concept is based on the
national features of the Ukrainian people [Kovalskyi, 2015].
External value orientation is on the other side of the military activities and assists in
understanding the reasons of the conﬂict, bring it to the level of inter-civilization confrontation
[Kovalskyi, 2017: 5-14]. The rapid development of the global society, the appearance of a
great diﬀerentiated world of values, complication of value relations person-person, personstate, state-state have become a catalyst of the crisis of value orientations not only in Ukraine,
but also in all Eastern Europe. Somewhere the crisis shows up being perverted in, e.g.
indoctrination of criminal ethics, experiments with imposing the values, which are erroneous
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and atypical of contemporary Ukrainian society. Deformed information is an instrument of
recoding new senses in respective electoral groups. Changes in the connotation of terms,
events and phenomena brought public discourse from the rational into the emotional domain,
thus depriving it of the alternative assessment.
This topic is continued and deployed by Vitaliy Biletskyi, who analyzes the aggressor
technological inﬂuence on public conscience based on the Eastern Ukrainian conﬂict [The
Hybrid War, 2017: 175-236]. The key public conscience manipulation tool is in seeking to
build and most powerfully translate an integrated information work — “the mythology of
hybrid war”. Consisting of ﬁve basic interrelated basic elements, it forms either erroneous
or mystiﬁed image of opposition forces, as well as the social background. At the same time
mythology may actively change and assimilate any fact, event, politician’s statement etc.
Being transformed, all these become parts of the mythology background — a mythologeme.
This manipulation tool is translated and inspired in a number of ways, including the channels
of delivering political myths, and technological tools of inﬂuencing public conscience. The
channels are distorted to the dysfunction of the political propaganda social institutions of
education, religion and arts.
However, the main information channel of hybrid wars is ТV and other mass media,
which do not provide for independent and free search for information by the recipient.
Instead of the pluralistic information there is fabrication of non-existing news, comments
on these simulacra and inspiration of the pre-set mythologemes. Thus, suggestion pursues
two main principles — in the way preferred for the manipulator, but generally depressively,
inﬂuence the language, thinking and public distress area. This destruction of the cultural
core is addressed to a number of communities: the society of the victim state must, after
manipulation, either signiﬁcantly weaken the state, or loyally perceive the seizure of its
land, or at least make minimum resistance. To implement these principles the channels of
manipulation translate a wide range of means: rhetoric and linguistic, including, pre-language
associative tools, whose continuous and insisting inﬂuence creates synergetic eﬀect and the
eﬀective ﬁelds overlap.
The use of discourse in the warfare is discussed on the example of Donbass by professor
Vera Dodonova [The Hybrid War, 2017: 237-272]. In the information discourse she pointed
out the essential messages of the residents of Ukrainian occupied territories, which may be
formulated as follows: legal voluntarism of the Ukrainian power and making decisions based
on revolutionary practicability; inacceptable organization of the Ukrainian political domain
and assault on the value constants of the “Russian World”; violation of the basic human
right — the right to life: ﬁre in towns, restriction of freedom of movement and the introduction
of checkpoints to the ATO zone; incompliance with Minsk agreements by Ukraine; attack on
sacred, mythologized events of the past; economic blockade of LNR / DNR; non-payment
of pensions in the republics. The study of the Donbass claims against Ukraine, the analysis
of their actual bases do not contradict the fact of aggression against Ukraine, the fact of
interfering with internal aﬀairs of an independent state, the fact of weapons and ammunition
supplies to the territory of established republics, which continuously heat this conﬂict.
However, the political actions of the Ukrainian leadership also include a lot of those, which
do not promote fast settlement of the conﬂict. Rationalization of these claims will prevent
their shift into the public unconscious and will help to build healthy relations in the future
[Dodonova, 2015].
The subject of Аlexandеr Shtokvysh’s research is the modern myth of the Great Victory
and its manipulative potential [The Hybrid War, 2017: 273-321]. As a means of public
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conscience manipulation, contemporary attributes of myth-making were considered. The
aggressor mentally attacks Ukraine, applying a sophisticated system of public conscience
manipulation using artiﬁcially revived myths, in particular, the one on the Great Victory. It
transforms Ukrainians on temporarily controlled by it territories into an easily manageable
political force, makes political vectors inside Ukraine chaotic, misinforms own people and
global community by electronic mass media.
The described above mechanisms and techniques are individual cases and speciﬁc historic
manifestations of general regularities of the hybrid warfare.

Polemological dimensions of hybrid wars since the beginning
of 21st century
In the third part of the monograph authors move on to describing the general global
polemological dimensions of hybrid wars of the 21st century. For example, the paper by
Ryslan Khalikov deals with the features of geopolitical speciﬁcs of hybrid wars in the Middle
East along with establishing religious and political coalitions, engagement information and
manipulation tools, creation of geographical and ethnical borders by all the states involved
[The Hybrid War, 2017: 323-338].
In particular, the scholar suggested considering the confrontation in Syria and Iraq,
provided we step beyond the level of confrontation between the government and rebels, as
the ﬁght for the leadership in the Islamist project between Sunni, but secularized Turkey, and
Shia, but secularized Iran. However, all the existing geopolitical projects (Western, Russian,
Chinese, Islamist) to a certain extent ignore the principle of non-interference with the internal
aﬀairs of another country, because of which they rather easily decided to get involved in the
Syrian conﬂict and turn it into the arena for global transformations, disregarding aspirations
of the local population. It should be noted that despite anti-Western orientation of the Russian
and Islamist projects they did not unite to ﬁght against the West, but stand their own grounds,
trying to ally with the West when beneﬁcial for them. This may show the inability of each
of these alternative projects to ﬁght against the Western world by themselves, and also the
unwillingness to have allies in this combat, which would mean to share the glory in case of
the Victory. Instead, the West so far has enough forces to achieve its goals in any of its former
colonies, though it is not able to fully control them any more.
Volodimir Hurzhy devoted his part to studying the ideologeme of the Russian World in
modern hybrid wars [The Hybrid War, 2017: 339-362]. According to the scholar, the socalled “Russian spring” stays a highly painful fact of the recent past not only in the political
but also in the scientiﬁc discourse. The world view and value potential of the Russian World
may be used to mobilize anti-Western movements, giving them the grounds for theoretical
substantiation of their own beliefs and non-practical development benchmarks. Currently the
Russian dominant thought is that following the Western development model is not justiﬁed,
the introduction of these senses will not ensure sustainable development of the country, since
many western values may change in the upcoming years. In their works, Russian researchers
and ideologists came to the conclusion that the RF has its history, despite being terrifying in
parts, but it is its history that enables the country to understand itself and its civilization role
in the global world.
The Russian World concept, which in this or that way played the self-identiﬁcation role
for the Moscow and Russian state in their relations with the West for centuries, has acquired
a new form today. Revived after the devaluation of the communist ideology, this ideologeme
has transformed a competitive tool in the game on the global arena. Whether this project in
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its novel incarnation was intended to be the weapon of ideological and common wars (some
evidence for this statement were given above), or whether it matured as a way of maintaining
Russian identity and culture, but has turned today into an active religiously motivated
alternative of the global development project, which was created by the West. It can well be
expected that under any circumstances the way of thinking, which opens under the Russian
World paradigm — considering its highly demanded in contemporary Russia consolidating
resource and inﬂuence on the perception of current and interpretation of historic events —
will stay an important factor in forming the Russian policy for the coming years.
The ﬁnal part of the monograph, written by Maryna Kolinko, studies the life experience
of the displaced persons in the conditions of the hybrid war in Donbass from the standpoint
of the everyday routine transgression [The Hybrid War, 2017: 363-379]. The scholar
deﬁnes transgression as a form of humane attitude. Transgression ﬁts the society as various
sociocultural practices and has to be implemented as human experience on the borderline of
existence. It is required to know the risks, but not to “close doors” fearing the diﬀerent, stay
on the edge of friendliness and autonomy. Being civilized people, we deny xenophobia by
default, but at times, we conceal our intolerance to the diﬀerent by interpretation pragmatism,
rationalism or realism, which is in fact a doubtful practice, which aﬀects more than beneﬁts.
The principal diﬀerence between an internally displaced person and a refugee is in the absence
or presence of a foreign citizenship. An internally displaced person is a citizen of Ukraine,
while the status of a refugee in Ukraine may be granted to a foreign citizen. A refugee is the
subject of international law, whereas the internally displaced person is the subject of the state
migration legal relations.
The transgression, as a form of denying some reality, performs an important social
function. It draws attention to the objection of the cultural subject to follow given norms,
which restrict his or her freedom. Everyday conscience refers transgression to the marginal
practices alongside amorality and law breaking, while the transgression agent is an asocial
element, but this is an erroneous, simpliﬁed interpretation of the phenomenon. The
transgression agent seeks to get beyond his or her cultural ﬁeld to the common, towards the
integral life, unlimited by mono-cultural rules, which is inaccessible in the domestic culture.
The biggest danger of the home world restriction is when it is embraced with propaganda
network of external aggressor and is subject to the active information treatment.
The transgressive experience of moving as taking an alternative way of their routine
life opens understanding of their existence reality. The social meaning of the migrants’
transgressive experience is also in the fact that the mechanism of violation becomes a form
of sociocultural order renovation. The IDPs’ movement encourages law democratization,
leads to changes in the social structure. However, transgression agents may destructively
inﬂuence the recipient culture as well: the growing crime rate, higher poverty level, providing
dislocation of social marginal due to the military operations.

Conclusion
To realize the sense of hybrid wars, understood as a combination of conventional,
irregular and asymmetrical means, which include continuous manipulation of political
and ideological conﬂict, also engagement of special armed forces and conventional troops,
intelligence agents, political provokers, mass media representatives, economic blackmail;
cyberattacks; proxy servers and surrogates, para-military, terrorist and criminal elements, the
authors applied elements of polemological paradigm. It enabled to formulate the provisions
of the general theory of war and peace:
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1. The regular process, based on universal factors and reasons for evolution, is the mosaic
pattern of the anthroposphere, i.e. endless localization of the Earth space, which means its
continuous presence over the humanity existence period.
2. Manifestations of the psi-space become more complicated along with the structures
and functions of the very psi-space, including warfare and peace-making. Therefore, the
attitude to war and peace and their resources are directly related to the degree of psi-space
development and its manifestations.
3. War and peace are the main ways of extending the possibilities of the locus of
civilization. For the continuous and non-linear complication of the internal structure and its
manifestations, the psi-s-pace often lacks material, labor, energy and information resources
of its locus. To solve this problem the psi-space unleashes a war or uses peace prospects. In
today’s world, several ideological projects, seeking to gain the global scale, may be observed:
Western secular (post-Christian) project oriented on liberal secular values; so-called Russian
(Russian World ideology); so-called Chinese (related to the core values ideology); and the
so-called Islamic one.
4. Aggression of the psi-space tends to be hugely intensiﬁed through the growth of its
application. Experiments carried out by Stanley Milgram and Philip Zimbardo reveal the
content of the Roman idea, concentrated in the saying by Roman historian Cornelius Nepon
“Si vis pacem, para bellum”. The impunity of aggression intensiﬁes aggressive expression
of the psi-space.
5. The role of leader in psi-space choosing either war or peace is crucial. The more powers
in ruling the psi-space leaders have, the stronger psi-space development dependence is on
the orientation of their creative potentials. The typology of political leaders by Machiavelli
where lions and foxes are singled out and they correspond to the typical forms of behavior
when settling issues — ether war or peace.
Thus, the hybrid form of the civilization expansion was chosen by the RF leaders
deliberately, since the Russian society still has the feeling of the national defeat in the Cold
War, USSR collapse and the loss of the great power status. The ﬁrst victims of the hybrid
aggression were the countries of the post-Soviet area, which are the RF closest neighbors.
The goal was to destroy the ability of the state system to defend by widely using initiated
public protest moods, introduction of an information virus in the value axiological element of
the public conscience, discrediting military political leaders of the country etc. The concept
of the Russian hybrid war invariant was documented in the Gerasimov doctrine. The strategy
described in the doctrine provides for acknowledging the leading role of non-military means
in achieving strategical aims; shifting emphases towards political, economic, information,
humanitarian actions, implemented with public protest potential; aggressive technological
inﬂuence on the public conscience, including information and cyberattacks. According to the
doctrine, the transition to the open use of military force is at the ﬁnal stage of the conﬂict,
usually, under cover of peace-keeping.
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The author of the article reveals the possibilities of psycholinguistics in the identification
and interpretation of languages and texts of Alien Civilizations. The author combines modern
interdisciplinary research in psycholinguistics with the theory “Evolving Matter” proposed by Oleg
Bazaluk and concludes that the identification of languages and texts of Alien Civilizations, as well
as the communication of terrestrial civilization with Extraterrestrial Intelligence, is in principle
possible. To that end, it is necessary to achieve the required level of the modeling of neurophilosophy
and to include these achievements of modern psycholinguistics studies: а) language acquisition; b)
language comprehension; c) language production; d) second language acquisition. On the one hand,
the possibilities of neurophilosophy to accumulate and model advanced neuroscience research; on the
other hand, highly specialized psycholinguistic studies in language evolution are able to provide the
communication of terrestrial civilization with Extraterrestrial Intelligence.
Keywords: psycholinguistics, neurolinguistics, neuroscience, neurophilosophy, neuroevolution,
text, language, evolution of language, SETI, Alien Civilizations, extraterrestrial intelligence.

Introduction
In this article, we combine the current achievements of psycholinguistics and
neurophilosophy and answer the question: how psycholinguistics is able to help us in our
search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI).
The author draws attention to, ﬁrst of all, the relationship between psycholinguistics and
neuroscience, cognitive science, linguistics, and studies it with a focus on neurolinguistics.
The author is more interested in the achievements of psycholinguistics and neurolinguistics,
by studying the brain processes language, as well as the evolution of language features at the
scale of the Earth. The following research areas are important for us in psycholinguistics:
a) language acquisition; b) language comprehension; c) language production; d) second
language acquisition. The book “The Oxford Handbook of Psycholinguistics” brings together
the views of the seventy-ﬁve leading researchers to provide a review of the current state of
the art in psycholinguistics [The Oxford Handbook, 2007].
Currently, there are several understandings of neurophilosophy. The ﬁrst understanding
concentrates on the traditional research of the philosophy of mind, studying the causal
relationship between brain and mind. The modern achievements in this ﬁeld are collected
and analyzed in the book “LOT 2: The Language of Thought Revisited” by Jerry A. Fodor
[Fodor, 2008]. In the book, Fodor provides an update on his thoughts concerning a range of
topics, including The Representational Theory of Mind (RTM).
© Krotenko, Lidija, 2017
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The second understanding of neurophilosophy is based on the analysis and synthesis of
neuroscience achievements. It is more the philosophy of neuroscience than the philosophy
of mind. Patricia S. Churchland’s works are considered signiﬁcant in this area. For example,
the book “Brain-Wise: Studies in Neurophilosophy” gives an up-to-date perspective on the
state of neurophilosophy. According to Churchland, neurophilosophy should be drawing on
the results of the research at the neuronal, neurochemical, system, and whole-brain levels
[Churchland, 2002].
In this article, we present the achievements of neurophilosophy in the traditions that were
laid by Francis Crick [Crick & Koch, 1990; Crick & Koch, 2003], Patricia S. Churchland
[Churchland, 2002], Christof Koch [Crick & Koch, 2003; Quiroga et al, 2005] and others,
i.e., with a focus on the study results in neuroscience. At the same time, taking into account
the particularities of the journal and the declared topic, we will base our reasoning on Oleg
Bazaluk’s research [Bazaluk, 2014; Bazaluk, 2015; Bazaluk, 2016]. Bazaluk projects the
modern achievements in the philosophy of neuroscience on space exploration. Furthermore,
he considers neurophilosophy as a key discipline that summarizes the achievements of
neuroscience on the planetary and cosmic processes. [Bazaluk, 2016].

The Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI)
and Language
The modern achievements in the search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence are presented,
for example, in the works of Lev Gindilis [Gindilis, 2004], Alexander Panov [Panov, 2008],
Paul Shuch [Shuch, 2011], etc. One of the main problems of SETI is the identiﬁcation and
interpretation of languages and texts of Alien Civilizations. The basis for communication
between terrestrial and extraterrestrial civilizations is to ﬁnd a common, understandable
language. However, we have already established that the identiﬁcation and interpretation
of languages and texts are the major area of research in psycholinguistics. Psycholinguistics
possibilities of identifying and interpreting texts in the anthropocentric paradigm have been
reviewed in a number of works [Krotenko, 2012; Krotenko, 2012a; Krotenko, 2016]. The
author believes that the experience and achievements of psycholinguistics in the identiﬁcation
and interpretation of languages and texts of early terrestrial civilizations should be used for
the identiﬁcation and interpretation of languages and texts of Alien Civilizations, to establish
a language of communication with them.
We need to make a connection between psycholinguistics and SETI. At ﬁrst view, they
are completely diﬀerent areas of research. We need to determine the initial research space,
recognized by scientists from both the ﬁeld of the Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence and
the ﬁeld of psycholinguistics.
The author suggests considering such a space as the field of neuroevolution.

Neuroevolution and the Evolution of Language
In the article “The Faculty of Language: What Is It, Who Has It, and How Did It Evolve?”
the authors submit “that a distinction should be made between the faculty of language in the
broad sense (FLB) and in the narrow sense (FLN). FLB includes a sensory-motor system, a
conceptual-intentional system, and the computational mechanisms for recursion, providing
the capacity to generate an inﬁnite range of expressions from a ﬁnite set of elements. We
hypothesize that FLN only includes recursion and is the only uniquely human component of
the faculty of language. We further argue that FLN may have evolved for reasons other than
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language, hence comparative studies might look for evidence of such computations outside
of the domain of communication (for example, number, navigation, and social relations)”
[Hauser et al, 2002].
At present, the Evolution of language is a widely studied subject ﬁeld. For example,
in the book “Approaches to the Evolution of Language: Social and Cognitive Bases,” one
of the ﬁrst systematic attempts to bring language within the neo-Darwinian framework of
modern evolutionary theory was made. It presents the studies by linguists, phoneticians,
anthropologists, psychologists and cognitive scientists explore the origins of the complex
structure of human language, emphasizing its social (as opposed to purely practical) bases,
and showing the mechanisms by which this structure emerges, is maintained, and develops
[Approaches, 1998]. “The Oxford Handbook of Language Evolution,” published in 2012,
presents critical accounts of every aspect of the ﬁeld. The book’s ﬁve parts are devoted to
insights from comparative animal behaviour; the biology of language evolution (anatomy,
genetics, and neurology); the prehistory of language (when and why did language evolve?);
the development of a linguistic species; and language creation, transmission, and change
[The Oxford Handbook, 2012].
Studies in this area prove that the evolution of language is, in essence, a particular case of
neuroevolution. This is especially evident in the theory “Evolving Matter” by Oleg Bazaluk,
who studies this issue from the point of view of the theory of evolution. Bazaluk considers
neuroevolution not only as a logical stage of continuous and nonlinear complication of the
Earth’s biosphere but also as a natural stage of the complication in the Universe. From the
theory “Evolving Matter” it follows that [Bazaluk, 2016]:
1. Neuroevolution at the scales of Earth is a continuous and nonlinear complication
of neurons in neuronal populations, systems and ensembles. At the scales of the
Earth, this complication covers a period of hundreds of millions of years.
2. It is through neuroevolution that the mammalian brain was formed, and then the
transition from the brain of mammals to hominids occurred.
3. The human brain was formed through neuroevolution: at ﬁrst, a neural ensemble
of the subconscious, and several hundred million years later - a neural ensemble
of consciousness.
4. Neuroevolution is a complication of the key Wernicke’s and Broca’s speech areas
in the evolution of the language, as well as the prefrontal cortex.
5. Neuroevolution is a process, which naturally occurs at any point of the Universe,
in which certain physical and chemical conditions are met.

The identiﬁcation and interpretation of languages
and texts of Alien Civilizations
The understanding of neuroevolution, which follows from Bazaluk’s evolving theory,
and in which the evolution of language is presented as a special case, allows us to draw the
following conclusions:
1. Marc Hauser, Noam Chomsky, and W. Tecumseh Fitch have noted that in the
evolution of language there are actually many “uniquely human components of the
faculty of language,” which can hardly be transferred to the forecast, study, and
interpretation of the cognitive, aﬀective, and behavioral aspects of extraterrestrial
organisms [Hauser et al, 2002]. About the features of understanding extraterrestrial
intelligence (ETI), Albert A. Harrison wrote in his early articles [Harrison & Elms,
1990]. We agree with the conclusions of these authoritative scholars; however,
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we believe that the problem of language evolution should be considered from a
more general viewpoint, studying it as the evolution of language of the Intelligent
Matter, as it follows from Bazaluk’s theory “Evolving Matter” [Bazaluk, 2016].
2. Bazaluk’s theory of “Evolving Matter” indicates the universal nature of processes
that occur at the scales of the Earth and the admissibility of their transfer at the
scales of the Universe. Bazaluk’s evolving theory asserts that we can use the main
features of the evolution of language at the scales of the Earth for the identiﬁcation
and interpretation of languages and texts of Alien Civilizations. As a special case,
this provision is conﬁrmed, for example, by the promising model for extrapolation
from terrestrial to extraterrestrial life [Harrison, 2002]. We can assume with a
high degree of probability that neuroevolution and the evolution of language of
all cosmic civilizations can in principle have common identiﬁcation markers. This
allows us to use the research results in psycholinguistics and neurolinguistics for
understanding neuroevolution of Alien Civilizations.
3. Bazaluk argues that the main space for self-realization of the human brain is
the logosphere. He writes: “Starting from quipus and ﬁnishing with modern
multi-billion book editions, IT technologies, the internet and others, the virtual
material method of transmission of the artiﬁcial products of human activity
denotes with the help of symbols, gives meaning, stores and transmits diﬀerent
semantic structures, namely, memes” [Bazaluk, 2016: 116]. The term logosphere
is synonymous with the term semiosphere, which was coined by Yuri Lotman
in 1982 [Lotman, 2001]. Bazaluk uses the term logosphere, arguing that: a) the
concept of the logosphere contains more history of language, which starts with
the ancient Greeks; b) the logosphere is a product of noogenesis; therefore, it
unites much more meanings than a highly specialized concept of the semiosphere.
The achievements in neuroevolution, sociocultural evolution and evolution of
technology, i.e. from all areas of human activity are presented in the logosphere.
In the logosphere, the products of neuroevolution, socio-cultural evolution and
the evolution of technologies generate, accumulate, systematize and transmit by
inheritance the meanings of ideas, values, and ideals. In the logosphere, also,
evolution of language products accumulate, which reveal the history of civilization
development, its modern level of development, and also allow making certain
forecasts for the future.
4. The current state of the logosphere of Earth allowed John Elliott to implement
inter-language analysis by incorporating languages from all the major languages
families and on its basis to propose the design of the language, which ultimately
will be made available to SETI [Elliott, 2011]. Elliot has done a great deal of work
and his results worth studying.
However, in our view, Elliott’s results have an inherent error about which Marc Hauser,
Noam Chomsky, and W. Tecumseh Fitch warned [Hauser et al, 2002]. The results obtained
by Elliott depend too much on the features of human development at the scales of Earth and
are not as abstracted as Bazaluk’s evolving theory requires. Our research shows that there is
no sense to use words and phrases, by establishing contact with alien civilizations. One can
assume with a particularly high degree of probability that extraterrestrial intelligence will
perceive words and phrases as a set of sounds, as the baby’s brain does, or a man who does
not speak a foreign language. It is through the connection of neuroevolution with the history
of culture, or according to Bazaluk’s terminology — noogenesis, a man is able to identify
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and interpret the meanings of his language and texts. Neuroevolution of Alien Civilizations
is connected with its cultural history, so the meanings that it includes in its language and
texts will be completely incomprehensible to a man. In general, we support the conclusions
of John Elliott and agree that “Using a combination of knowledge gained from devising
methods for detecting and decoding language, communicating with lost tribes, and Corpus
linguistics, it is believed a comprehensive framework for natural language can be designed
for communicating with an extraterrestrial civilisation and thereby be an integral part of any
interstellar message” [Elliott, 2011: 423]. However, in our view, the research results obtained
by Elliott cannot be used for the initial contact. They are, for the most part, applicable to closer
and more continuous attempts to establish communication with extraterrestrial civilizations.
Our study showed that at the initial contact with alien civilizations “a corpus of at least
20,000 words,” proposed by Elliott [Elliott, 2011: 423], will be perceived by extraterrestrial
intelligence as a set of sounds, but not as a set of meanings that are important to establish a
favorable interpersonal relationship.

Conclusions
Our study of the possibilities of psycholinguistics in the identiﬁcation and interpretation
of languages and texts of Alien Civilizations allows us to draw the following conclusions:
1. The initial contact with alien civilizations is possible at the level of drawings, graphics,
sounds, facial expressions, gestures, etc. That all depends on what senses are involved in
communication with extraterrestrial intelligence, a distance and the number of participants
in communication. The primary contact with alien civilizations least of all needs words and
phrases.
2. The identiﬁcation and interpretation of languages and texts of Alien Civilizations is
possible in the second stage of communication, by establishing the main markers for the
identiﬁcation of extraterrestrial intelligence: a) the level of neuroevolution and, accordingly,
the perfection of the brain; b) the features of noogenesis and, accordingly, the level of
achievement in sociocultural evolution and the technology evolution of extraterrestrial
civilizations.
3. From Bazaluk’s evolving theory, it follows that the Alien Civilizations, which come
into contact with our earthly civilization, already have certain communication skills. For their
part, this is a conscious action that obliges representatives of an extraterrestrial civilization
to prepare carefully. There is no doubt that an extraterrestrial civilization will be prepared
for a dialogue with the earthly civilization, and after knowing neuroevolution features of
the Earth, they will propose various ways of establishing contact. It would be wrong, in our
view, to broadcast signals of our existence, having no experience in communication with
extraterrestrial intelligence, but most importantly the necessary level of perfection of the
logosphere and the technosphere to understand extraterrestrial intelligence and for interstellar
message construction. We should be prepared to contact with alien civilizations.
4. The establishment of communication with extraterrestrial intelligence, or vice versa,
extraterrestrial civilizations with earthly civilizations, is intended to be indicative and massive.
The establishment of contacts between civilizations cannot be connected with single cases,
about which the mass media writing. A contact between civilizations is an indicative action
that takes place in several stages:
a) Cognition of the features of noogenesis of civilization: a combination of factors of
neuroevolution, sociocultural evolution and the evolution of technology.
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b) The evaluation of communication capabilities of the civilization, establishing the
degree of aggressiveness.
c) The choice of communication space, and the ways and means of its provision.
d) Clear formulations of communication goal and conﬁdence in their correct
identiﬁcation and interpretation.
5. Contacts between civilizations are carried out without intermediaries, with the
involvement of a suﬃciently large number of participants. The civilization that initiates
communication must show its openness, benevolence and convey the reason for its
desire to establish contact. From Bazaluk’s evolving theory, it follows that between space
civilizations there is competition for resources and favorable space for the evolution of
the Universe. Therefore, any civilization initiating contact with another civilization must
accurately and convincingly convey its unselﬁsh initiative and prove the mutual beneﬁt of
the Commonwealth. Establishing contact for the sake of contact will unambiguously cause
misunderstanding of highly developed civilizations and rejection. This is not a logical step,
from which ambiguous consequences following.
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“The Society of the Future” as a futuristic project is a powerful source of modern management. The
necessity of the new management for the society of the future is a paramount task for any country. In
this article, we focus our attention on Ukraine. After the Revolution of Dignity, our country shows good
dynamics of changes in the public sphere. However, these changes are hampered by old and ineﬀective
management practices at the middle-level and lower-level of managers. Why is this happening? What
strategies should be employed to remedy the situation? What are the new trends in training of civil
servants in Ukraine? Research demonstrates that for various reasons a significant part of civil servants
does not engage in the systematic development of their professional resource that is based on creativity.
At the same time, a high level of tension existing in professional activity, specific diﬃculties in the
public service system cause problems in the personal and professional development of civil servants,
thus complicating the process of revealing this potential and, accordingly, obtaining the highest level
of competence through the implementation of professional activities. This requires the establishment of
an independent system evaluation of the managerial staﬀ, based on personal merit and competence, in
particular the development of competency profiles for senior managers in the Public Service system,
as well as tools for evaluating candidates for management positions; the establishment of a network of
independent evaluation centers for candidates for management positions.
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a new state management, Ukraine

Introduction
Modern man, like his distant ancestors, lives in a complex world, which is for him like
a macrocosm, including the integral system of Inert, Living and Intelligent Matter, which
is constantly in motion. Strategies for survival in a hostile world, which we inherited from
distant centuries, can be divided into two large clusters: the ﬁrst is connected with adaptation
to the dynamic conditions of the external environment, and the second is based on mastering
and subjugating the world of human will. With the development of civilization, these dual
approaches have begun to converge, losing immanent antagonism. There is thus an emerging
phenomenon of “change management” [Kramer & Magee, 1990], which combines the
vectors for both subject and object of Homo sapiens. However, in order to manage changes,
we need to be able to predict them. It is noted that “since ancient times, one of the most
weighty goals or even mythological dreams of humanity was the prediction of the future.
If at the dawn of the human era, the dream to gain knowledge of the future was focused on
© Naumenko, Raisa, 2017
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rituals and magic words, then later, with the course of history, the concept of “future scope”
was increasingly mixed with other spheres of dominant cultural doctrines — myth, religion,
science” [Terepyshchyi, 2015: 64].
“The Society of the Future” as a futuristic project is a powerful source of modern
management. What we will “see” tomorrow depends on what we are doing “today.”
This circumstance in many respects predetermined a kind of “fashion” for futurology as
an intellectual tradition in order to rationally establish the contours of the future society.
Many of the authors worked in this direction. It is worth mentioning one of the most famous
authors — Alvin Toﬄer, an American writer, futurist and sociologist, the author of the idea of
the Third Wave. He wrote his ﬁrst book, Future Shock, in 1970, in which he predicted a series
of economic and social changes in most of the developed world [Toﬄer, 1970]. Many of his
predictions were justiﬁed with astonishing accuracy.
However, “tomorrow” does not come by itself. We are doomed to live all the time in “today,”
if we do not change anything in our behavior. According to this apt expression of Albert Einstein:
“There is nothing that is a more certain sign of insanity than to do the same thing over and over
and expect the results to be diﬀerent.” From this, it follows that in order to build the “society of
the future,” it is necessary to “manage the future,” which will be more eﬀective than the current
management practices. A well-known scientist in the ﬁeld of management, Piter Drucker noted
that soon, the society would experience/see a rapid growth in demand in two directions. Firstly,
the number of people receiving traditional charity has been increasing: they are poor, physically
weak, disabled, orphans, victims of circumstances. Secondly, it also increased the demand for
services aimed at changing the society and people [Drucker, 2004: 393].
Thus, the necessity of the new management for the society of the future is a paramount
task for any country. In this article, we focus our attention on Ukraine. After the Revolution
of Dignity, our country shows good dynamics of changes in the public sphere. However,
these changes are hampered by old and ineﬀective management practices at the middle-level
and lower-level of managers. Why is this happening? What strategies should be employed to
remedy the situation? What are the new trends in training of civil servants in Ukraine? We
will answer these questions in our research.

A methodological framework for research and analysis
of the latest publications
In modern literature, on management issues in the public sector, the New Public
Management (NPM) research as an innovative approach to providing services to the public is
being intensiﬁed. The necessity to update management is due to the extremely low eﬃciency
of the old approaches to management. Drucker highlighted that “none of the US programmes
of the last 40 years in which we tried to tackle a social problem through government action has
produced signiﬁcant results. But independent non-proﬁt agencies have had impressive results...
To foster autonomous community organizations in the social sector is therefore an important
step in turning around government and in making it perform again” [Drucker, 2004: 394-395].
Considering the Public Administration and New Public Management, it should be noted
that an analysis of a number of research studies makes it possible to assert that there are
fundamental diﬀerences between these concepts. Thus, the researchers David Osborne and
Ted Gaebler propose to consider the “New Public Management” as the “global transformation
paradigm” and “reformist movement” of public managers that is focused on providing
services to the public and satisfying the needs of customers or consumers, who are the
citizens. [Osborne & Gaebler, 1992: 325-328].
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The researchers of “New Public Management” consider complex and dynamic changes
in public services, a critical review of NPM through analysis of debates, projects and policy
actors, the impact and development of NPM. In particular, Helen Gunter and her colleagues
study the problem how policy reforms can suggest a more subtle and complex picture of
NPM in the states with diﬀerent political traditions and goals [Gunter et al., 2016].
In one of the latest publications on this issue, Adam Eckerd and Keith Snider compare the
two concepts: Public Management (PM) и New Public Management (NPM). “We conclude
with two points. First, regarding accountability: If PMs indeed can have little inﬂuence over
program outcomes, it is unreasonable to hold them fully accountable for those outcomes;
however, this opposes NPM’s approach that has guided defense acquisition for more than
two decades. Reformers have treated the PM as an object for improvement, believing that, if
the PM’s experience and training could be improved, then program outcomes would improve.
This has the eﬀect of deﬂecting accountability from its proper place — those in the realms of
politics and law — and onto an easy target — the PM. Second, regarding costs and beneﬁts:
It seems inherently logical that better trained PMs should have a positive inﬂuence in some
way on outcomes. However, our analysis did not ﬁnd much of a relationship. Our results
suggest that any improvement based on PM attributes is small at best, but it is also worth
noting that our analysis suggests that PM improvements do not worsen outcomes either.
Thus, policy makers should perhaps choose to invest scarce reform resources on other factors
of acquisition beyond just the PM” [Eckerd & Snider, 2017].
Hansen Rosenberg and Ewan Ferlie consider the value of two diﬀerent approaches of
strategic management among various types of public organizations, including modern public
organizations based on public management that is Porter’s strategic positioning model
and the concept of resource-based strategy. “The overall argument developed here is that
two generic models of strategy (Porter’s strategic positioning model and also RBV) can
fruitfully be applied (albeit still with care) to the study of the strategic behaviour of NPM
rich organizations. We examined the two concrete cases of the UK and Denmark, giving
examples from their health and education sectors. We further argued that usefulness of these
generic strategic management theories depends on three key dimensions, namely the higher
the degree of (i) administrative autonomy, (ii) performance-based budgets and (iii) marketlike conditions found in public services organizations, the more likely it is that generic
strategic management models can usefully be applied” [Rosenberg & Ferlie, 2016].
Thus, from the methodological perspective of NPM, the approach to implementing
government oﬃcials’ functions has changed:
– Departure from bureaucratic procedure;
– Increasing responsibility for providing services to the population;
– Improving the management service quality;
– The state delegates its functions and powers to local authorities and territorial
institutions;
– The conclusion of management services agreements oﬀered to the public between
the state and private organizations;
– The privatization of certain types of utilities.

New challenges in public administration: the case of Ukraine
At the beginning of the systemic reforms in Ukraine, there was a problem of quality in
training and professional competence of managerial staﬀ, taking into account the need for
substantial reform in public management and development of civil society. It should be noted
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that today in our country we lack staﬀ who understand the need for change in Ukraine, who
have acquired appropriate analytical knowledge and can adapt the legal regulations of the
European Union to Ukrainian realities.
In Ukraine, government oﬃcials have fully felt the scale of changes of the ongoing reforms.
The delegation of authority to provide public services from the highest to the lowest level of
managers caused the separation of executive functions from the highest level of managers and
the transfer of competencies to the executive agencies. This approach to the implementation
of functions signiﬁcantly changed the forms of oﬃcials’ activities, in particular, focusing not
on bureaucratic procedures, but the achievement results, and increased their responsibility
for the quality of public service provision [Solovyov, 2014: 82].
In Ukraine, after the Revolution of Dignity, the role of public policy and administration
was becoming increasingly important in the context of the vigorous public sector activity
that allowed to ensure the stakeholders to represent and coordinate their positions in political,
political and administrative decisions, and suggested the interaction between state, nongovernmental and supranational structures. Such a mechanism forms public platforms on
the adoption of political decisions aimed at achieving socially signiﬁcant goals with the
participation of all involved stakeholders in the sociopolitical and public life of the country.
The Strategy for Sustainable Development “Ukraine 2020” speciﬁes that the state policy,
aimed at introducing European standards of living in Ukraine and taking on leadership
positions in the world, is focused on such vectors [The Strategy, 2015]:
– The development vector is the provision of sustainable development of the state,
the implementation of structural reforms and, as a result, the rise in the standards
of living;
– The provision of security guarantees of the state, business and citizens, the security
of investments and private property.
– The responsibility vector is the provision of guarantees that each and every citizen,
irrespective of race, color, religion, political or other opinion, sex, ethnic or social
origin, economic status, residence, language or other characteristics, will have
access to high-quality education, the health care service and other services in the
public and private sectors.
– The vector of pride is the provision of mutual respect and tolerance in society,
pride in one’s own state, its history, culture, science, and sport.
According to the development vectors deﬁned by the Strategy, one of the most important
places takes the civil service reform and optimization of the system of state bodies, which
provides a departure from the centralized model of public administration, the self-suﬃciency of
local self-governments, and the development of an eﬀective system of territorial organization of
Ukraine. Ukraine is transformed into a kind of service provider, creating the necessary services
in accordance with the needs of an individual citizen and society, responding promptly to
changes in the political system of the country, the social and economic life, taking into account
the public nature of politics as well as the political and administrative processes [Davydova et
al., 2016; Bondar-Pidhurska & Solovyov, 2017; Prydatko & Pasnak, 2017].

The competence model of professional for the future
Peter Drucker noted that in the 21st century, the main management objective is “...To
survive and succeed, every organization will have to turn itself into a change agent. The
most eﬀective way to manage successfully is to create it. ... The point of becoming a change
agent is that it changes the mind-set of the entire organization” [Drucker, 2015]. The change
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agent considers each change as a new opportunity. The change agent purposefully searches
for useful changes for itself and knows how to make them as eﬀective as possible for the
organization’s internal and the external activities. According to Drucker, the organization
needs the following requirements:
1. Policies to make the future.
2. Systematic methods to look for and anticipate change.
3. To know the right way to introduce change.
4. Policies to balance change and continuity.
Researchers rightly consider that the staﬀ training for civil service should be multifaceted.
For example, Matthew Staﬀord, analyzing the training practices for civil servants in the US,
notes [Staﬀord, 2016]:
“In essence, there are three types of training within the United States Civil Service:
– Job-speciﬁc — ‘technical training’;
– That common to all federal employees — ‘recurring training’ — covering such
topics as diversity, computer security and ethics;
– Training speciﬁc to leadership growth.”
The European experience, in particular, the public service in the countries of Europe
is studied by Koen Becking and his colleagues. They cite seven basic characteristics for
managers in the public sector [Becking & Hopman, 2005]:
1. Critical thinking — ﬂexibility, ability to learn, versatility;
2. Virtue — honesty, transparency, responsibility, good faith;
3. Innovativeness — invention, innovation, creativeness, courage; — social skills
4. Communication, establishment of communications, negotiation skills;
5. Results-orientation — information-processing capacity, judgments, resoluteness,
problem-solving; — organizational skills.
6. Planning and evaluation, staﬀ development, delegation, team building;
7. Knowledge at diﬀerent levels — the world, European, and national levels.
American and European researchers agree that the key concept at this stage of development
of management is the concept of “competence.” However, their opinions diverge in the
understanding of the essence of this concept, much less a single list of necessary competencies.
For example, Graham Cheetham and Geoﬀ Chivers proposed a holistic model of
professional competence [Cheetham & Chivers, 1996]:
– Cognitive competence, including underpinning theory and concepts, as well
as informal tacit knowledge gained experientially. Knowledge (know-that),
underpinned by understanding (know-why), is distinguished from competence.
– Functional competences (skills or know-how), those things that ‘a person who
works in a given occupational area should be able to do... [and] able to demonstrate’.
– Personal competency (behavioural competencies, ‘know how to behave’), deﬁned
as a ‘relatively enduring characteristic of a person causally related to eﬀective or
superior performance in a job’.
– Ethical competencies, deﬁned as ‘the possession of appropriate personal and
professional values and the ability to make sound judgments based upon these in
work-related situations’.
– Meta-competencies, concerned with the ability to cope with uncertainty, as well as
with learning and reﬂection.
Another approach involves the SHL Model. The model includes the following types of
competencies [Bartram, 2006: 7]:
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– Leading and Deciding (Takes control and exercises leadership. Initiates action,
gives direction and takes responsibility).
– Supporting and Co-operating (Supports others and shows respect and positive
regard for them in social situations. Puts people ﬁrst, working eﬀectively with
individuals and teams, clients and staﬀ. Behaves consistently with clear personal
values that complement those of the organisation).
– Interacting and Presenting (Communicates and networks eﬀectively. Successfully
persuades and inﬂuences others. Relates to others in a conﬁdent and relaxed
manner).
– Analysing and Interpreting (Shows evidence of clear analytical thinking. Gets
to the heart of complex problems and issues. Applies own expertise eﬀectively.
Quickly learns new technology. Communicates well in writing).
– Creating and Conceptualising (Open to new ideas and experiences. Seeks out
learning opportunities. Handles situations and problems with innovation and
creativity. Thinks broadly and strategically. Supports and drives organisational
change).
– Organising and Executing (Plans ahead and works in a systematic and organised
way. Follows directions and procedures. Focuses on customer satisfaction and
delivers a quality service or product to the agreed standards).
– Adapting and Coping (Adapts and responds well to change. Manages pressure
eﬀectively and copes with setbacks).
– Enterprising and Performing (Focuses on results and achieving personal work
objectives. Works best when work is related closely to results and the impact of
personal eﬀorts is obvious. Shows an understanding of business, commerce and
ﬁnance. Seeks opportunities for self-development and career advancement).
Steve Whiddett and Sarah Hoolyforde proposed another model. They distinguish the
following competencies [Whiddett & Hoolyforde, 2000]:
– Business development (personal development, idea generation, and justiﬁcation)
– Achievement results (planning, clarity in management decisions, goal setting);
– Analysis (working with information);
– Human resource management (teamwork, relationship management).
However, there is one more interesting model like “Society for Human Resource
Management,” which is a speciﬁc competency model for human resource management:
“This value-added reasoning is based on a ﬁve step causal logic which results in the deﬁning
competencies of HR professionals: (1) business conditions are changing dramatically;
(2) organizations, to respond to turbulent conditions, must focus resources on sustained
competitive advantage; (3) competitive advantage comes from generating sources of
uniqueness not easily replicable by competitors; (4) organizational capability is a unique
set of organizational attributes that provides values to buying customers and may not easily
be replicated; (5) HR practices are central to the creation and maintenance of organizational
capability” [Ulrich, et al., 1995].
Since there are many models, Françoise Le Deist and Johnatan Winterton set a challenge
to develop a consistent and coherent typology of competence approaches. They distinguish
four types of dominant approaches: “The challenge is to develop a consistent and coherent
typology of competence in a context where even within countries there is apparent diversity
in the approaches. Each of the four dominant approaches has particular strengths. The
traditional American approach has demonstrated the importance of individual characteristics
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and the use of behavioural competence as a means of developing superior performance.
The mainstream UK approach has shown the value of occupationally deﬁned standards of
functional competence and their applicability to the workplace. The approach adopted in
France and Germany demonstrates the potential of a multi-dimensional and more analytical
concept of competence. Moreover, there are signs of convergence in national approaches to
competence, not only within Europe but also between the European and American models,
suggesting that there is value in a multi-dimensional approach for developing a more global
understanding of the term” [Le Deist & Winterton, 2005].
The idea of a competence approach, developed by Western scientists, was also welcomed
by Ukrainian scientists in the ﬁeld of management and public administration. For example,
Alla Mudrik believes that the following competence components are particularly relevant for
Ukrainian civil servants [Mudrik, 2012]:
– Emotional regulation competence (determines a specialist’s ability to selfregulation, self-control, assumes the possession of skills and abilities to manage
and regulate emotional sphere, various technologies to overcome professional
destruction).
– Behavioral activities competence (represented by psychological characteristics,
reﬂecting the personality orientation, his work activity, his relationship to himself
as well as his ability to develop strong-willed personality traits).
– Communicative competence (deﬁned as a system of knowledge, linguistic and
nonlinguistic skills, communication skills).
– Social-psychological competence (assumes a civil servant’s ability to interact
eﬀectively with colleagues on formal level, as well as a personal and informal
level).
– Special professional competence (represented by such features as professional
knowledge, abilities, skills related to the professional personality orientation).
Based on the experience of foreign and Ukrainian researchers, we have developed an
integral model of competence of civil servants in Ukraine. Professional competence is
considered by us as:
– Advanced knowledge of the subject;
– A body of professional knowledge and professionally signiﬁcant personal qualities
that determine the independent and responsible activity of a person;
– The skills and ability to perform certain professional functions;
– The unity of professional and general culture;
– The ability to carry out successful professional activities;
– An important component of the subsystem of professional activity.

Discussion and Conclusions
Ukraine’s prospects for European integration put forward the necessary requirements
that civil service staﬀ qualiﬁcations have to match the priority tasks and challenges of the
development of Ukrainian society, to show professional competence, readiness to build a
system of democratic public administration — a new state management.
The eﬀectiveness of innovations in public administration is determined by the level
of development of professional competence of civil servants (for example [Bazaluk &
Blazhevych, 2016]). This is a key trend for a successful future of Ukraine: the modern,
innovation process of public administration must necessarily be accompanied by technologies
of the scientiﬁc provision of self-realization of the creative potential of a civil servant and
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continuous improvement of professional competence (for example [Svyrydenko, 2015;
Svetlov & Alymova, 2017; Dillon, 2017]).
From our point of view, one of the most eﬀective trainings of civil servants and improvement
of professional competence can be distinguished the development and justiﬁcation of new
criteria for assessing qualities, managerial eﬀectiveness in the public service, promotion and
improving the professional growth within the annual assessment process, and participation in
public competitive examinations to ﬁll vacant positions (for example [Khmil, 2016]).
Research demonstrates that for various reasons a signiﬁcant part of civil servants does
not engage in the systematic development of their professional resource that is based on
creativity. At the same time, a high level of tension existing in professional activity, speciﬁc
diﬃculties in the public service system cause problems in the personal and professional
development of civil servants, thus complicating the process of revealing this potential
and, accordingly, obtaining the highest level of competence through the implementation of
professional activities (for example [Khmil & Korkh, 2014]).
Further research is determined by the possibility of improving the theoretical and
methodological foundations of studying personal and professional competence of civil
servants and the applied aspects of harmonization process of their professionalism, taking
into account the modern requirements of the new state management.
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This paper considers Homo economicus as perfect rationality as well as how the concept of Homo
economicus in the sense of perfect rationality is important for futures studies, in particular for predicting
a future human image. The author considers the main characteristics of Homo economicus, which are
important for futures studies, as well as the concept of future human image and the conception of future
human image in futures studies. The research results show that Homo economicus as perfect rationality
takes an important place in the futures studies and the conceptions of future human image. It is through
its use, future studies are transferred from science fiction to the level of scientific predictions of the future
of humanity. Use of Homo economicus as perfect rationality allows the conceptions of future human
image to reach the level of scientific prediction; to develop an average ideal image in various scientific
disciplines, the achievement of which is directed to technology eﬀorts, as well as personal aspirations.
Keywords: Homo economicus, futures studies, future human image, game theory, perfect rationality,
science fiction

Introduction
This article considers Homo economicus in the sense of perfect rationality, which is
commonly used in the ﬁeld of game theory. Despite the fact that the term “economic man” was
used for the ﬁrst time in the late nineteenth century,12 the meanings that are embedded in the
game theory have a much longer history. We believe that the origin of perfect rationality begins
with Aristotle’s works, who, “in fact, was the ﬁrst to develop in his work a particular sense of
historical consciousness” [Afonasin, 2017; Brisson, 2017].
The monograph “Ulysses and the Sirens: Studies in Rationality and Irrationality” edited by
Jon Elster which has already become a classic, composed of studies in a descending sequence of
perfect rationality, through imperfect and problematical rationality, to irrationality. Speciﬁcally,
human rationality is characterized by its capacity to relate strategically to the future, in contrast
to the myopic “gradient climbing” of natural selection [Ulysses and the Sirens, 1984].
This article also considers: how the concept of Homo economicus in the sense of perfect
rationality is important for futures studies, by creating of the conceptions future human image.
Futures studies we considered as a branch of the social sciences and parallel to the ﬁeld
of history. Futures studies are an interdisciplinary research of past and present, the results of
© Oleksenko, Roman, 2017
1
For example, in the 19th century John Stuart Mill wrote about Homo economicus: “It is concerned
with him [man] solely as a being who desires to possess wealth, and who is capable of judging of the
comparative eﬃcacy of means for obtaining that end.... It makes entire abstraction of every other human
passion or motive; except those which may be regarded as perpetually antagonizing principles to the
desire of wealth, namely, aversion to labour, and desire of the present enjoyment of costly indulgences”
[Mill, 1844: 321].
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which allow us to determine the likelihood of future events and trends. The main works devoted
to the research of the future emerged at the turn of the 20th century. The founder of the future
studies was Herbert Wells. His science ﬁction works include The Time Machine (1895), The
Invisible Man (1897), The War of the Worlds (1898), The Fortnightly Review (1901), etc., and
the philosophical lecture “The Discovery of the Future” (1902), laid the foundation for further
discussion of professional strategies and opinions with respect to tomorrow.

The main characteristics of Homo economicus
We will consider the characteristics of Homo economicus that are important for futures
studies.
In the article “Homo Economicus as the Basis of “Asgardia” Nation State in Space:
Perspective of Educational Technologies”, we studied new interpretation in the concept of Homo
economicus [Oleksenko & Fedorova, 2017]. In modern economic theories and game theory,
Homo economicus is considered as consistently rational and narrowly self-interested agents
who usually pursue their subjectively-deﬁned ends optimally. Generally, Homo economicus
attempts to maximize utility as a consumer and proﬁt as a producer. “Homo economicus is
unswervingly rational, completely selﬁsh, and can eﬀortlessly solve even the most diﬃcult
optimization problems” [Levitt & List, 2008: 909].
The basis for the modern interpretation of Homo economicus was formed in the paper
“In Defense of Economic Man: Towards an Integration of Economics and Psychology” by
Wolfgang Stroebe (Professor of Psychology) and Bruno S. Frey (Professor of Economics).
Analyzing previous interpretation of Homo economicus in economic sciences, the authors
came to an understanding that consideration of Homo economicus outside of psychology and
its achievements in modern realities is incorrect. The main idea of the paper is “psychological
man” who is a close relative of “Homo economicus” [Stroebe & Frey, 1980: 120].
Considering modern interpretation of Homo economicus, Thaler comes to an important
conclusion that the models of quasi-rational emotional humans and the interpretation of Homo
economicus changes signiﬁcantly due to the fact that the models of rational, unemotional agents,
within the boundaries of which Homo economicus is traditionally considered, move to a more
complex level [Thaler, 2000]. It is important for our study. In turn, Denys Svyrydenko talks
about complex changes of anthropological nature, which was initiated by the “mobility turn”
in the life of modern society: “Contemporary society lives at “the coordinates” of mobility and
modern individual needs to transform one’s own everyday practices to stay at the advance-guard
of the social development, to perform successful carrier steps etc... According to “mobility
turn” at the modern humanities and social sciences, mobility starts being comprehended as part
of individual, information, idea, value attribute” [Svyrydenko, 2016: 103]. We think that it is
necessary to take this trend into account when we consider the image of Homo economicus in
modern education.
We can cite the scientiﬁc study by Daniel Kahneman (the 2002 Nobel Memorial Prize in
Economic Sciences) and Amos Tversky [Choices, 2000] as an example of new interpretations
of Homo economicus from the ﬁeld of cognitive psychology. In this study, the authors discuss
the cognitive and the psychophysical determinants of choice in risky and riskless contexts.
Furthermore, they propose prospect the theory. Extensions and applications to diverse
economic phenomena and studies of consumer behavior are discussed [Choices, 2000]. In the
article “Homo economicus Evolves,” the well-known American economists Steven Levitt and
John A. List write: “We view the most recent surge in behavioral economics as adding fruitful
insights — it makes sense to pay attention to good psychology. At the very least, psychological
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insights induce new ways to conceptualize problems and provide interesting avenues of
research. In their ﬁnest form, such insights provide a deeper means to describe and even shape
behaviors” [Levitt & List, 2008: 910]. An impossible consideration of Homo economicus
outside of psychology and its achievements in modern realities is proved in the same article by
Steven Levitt and John A. List: “One important practical example involves savings decisions,
where it has been shown that decision-makers have a strong tendency to adhere to whatever
plan is presented to them as the default option, regardless of its characteristics” [Levitt & List,
2008: 910].
Thus, in the modern concepts, Homo economicus is endowed with a particular set of
characteristics, the most important of which we considered above, as well as in our earlier
works [Oleksenko, 2013; Oleksenko & Fedorova, 2017]. They reveal the main quality of Homo
economicus — a focus on rationalism, pragmatism and increased practicality of behavior.
Homo economicus is increasingly presented as a model of human behavior, which is based,
on real neurobiological and mental processes. That is, Homo economicus becomes more like a
man with highly developed consciousness, whose behavior is dominated by perfect rationality.
It is this idea of Homo economicus that we use as the basis for our further reasoning.

Modern futures studies. The concept of future human image
and the conceptions of future human image
Modern futures studies are presented in many interdisciplinary scientiﬁc studies, as well
as science ﬁction. Since the second half of the 20th century, in futures studies, three main areas
can be identiﬁed: a) the ideas of national economic and political planning; b) systems analysis,
especially with regard to quartermastering the war-eﬀort; c) the eﬀect technology on global
trends as time progressed (global problematique): discussions on the intersection of population
growth, resource availability and use, economic growth, quality of life, and environmental
sustainability (the Club of Rome). Among the books, which due to futures studies became a
recognizable scientiﬁc discipline, we want to highlight the works of Wendell Bell [Bell, 2003;
Bell, 2004]; Richard A. Slaughter [Slaughter, 2004]; etc.
Since the dawn of the 21st century, virtually all scientiﬁc disciplines have been involved
in futures studies: from neuroscience to cosmology. For example, in the book “The Emotion
Machine: Commonsense Thinking, Artiﬁcial Intelligence, and the Future of the Human Mind,”
Marvin Minsky proposes a new model for how our minds work. Considering the possibilities
of his model, Minsky comes to the conclusion that the human brain can build machines —
artiﬁcial intelligences — that not only can assist with our thinking by thinking as we do but
have the potential to be as conscious as we are [Minsky, 2007].
In the book “Beyond Learning: Democratic Education for a Human Future” by Gert J. J.
Biesta, the possibilities of educational practices forming the Human Future are explored, as
well as education is conceived as the production of particular subjectivities and identities such
as the rational person, the autonomous individual, or the democratic citizen [Biesta, 2006].
In the article “Anthropological Aspect of the Nature of the State,” the authors Volodymyr
Khmil and Tetyana Khmil have aimed to ﬁnd new ways and methods to substantiate ethic and
moral standards as the basis of civil interference into the life of the state. Using the methodology
of comparative, historical and logical methods, the authors have created the concept to broaden
the representation of freedom evolution of a human in diﬀerent historical types of states [Khmil
& Khmil, 2015; Khmil, 2016].
In large-scale interdisciplinary futures studies, we want to single out and consider one
aspect. We drew attention to the fact that most futures studies are aimed at forming a certain
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future image, and even more speciﬁcally — future human image. The phrase “future human
image” is rarely found in the English-speaking world, just like the term “futurology,” which
goes out of use in the academic ﬁeld’s at least in the English-speaking world. However, in the
Russian and Ukrainian scientiﬁc literature, both these concepts not only continue to be widely
used but also actively develop, enriching themselves by new meanings.
In 2014, in Ukraine, the academic journal Future Human Image ISSN 2519-2604 (Online),
ISSN 2311-8822 (Print) [Future Human Image, 2017] was founded. The main aim, which is
pursued by Oleg Bazaluk and Denys Svyrydenko (the editor-in-chief of the journal and deputy
editor-in-chief), and editorial board, consists in the consideration and generalization of the most
eﬀective methods of impact on mentality of the rising generations with the possibility of their
further use when forming a future human image. It is necessary to understand the two principal
components for eﬃcient operation of any educational system [Future Human Image, 2017]:
1. The vision of the aim of the educational impact that is some ideal image, to achieve it
using the full potential of the educational system.
2. Knowledge and usage of the methods that allow achieving the aims.
That is, any educational system needs to foreknow whom and how to educate in the rising
generations.
The journal publishes the research in the ﬁeld of philosophy, psychology and education,
in which the authors present their vision of future human image. For example, Oleg Bazaluk
connects his idea of the future of man with space exploration [Bazaluk, 2014; Matusevych
& Bazaluk, 2015]. According to his terminology, the planetary cosmic personality as
future human image is formed by neuro-programming technologies, including educational
technologies [Bazaluk, 2014; Bazaluk, 2017]. Oksana Petinova considers the features of the
modeling method in the context of the methodology of the new economic man study. The
author concludes that the subject area of the total review of the traditional model of economic
man and designing new models in the framework of theoretical and empirical contexts involves
interrelated economic, ideological, socio-cultural, psychological, spiritual, political, ethical
segments that require philosophical comprehension. [Petinova, 2014: 89]. Astronaut Sergey
Krichevsky considers the possibilities of creation of cosmic humanity [Krichevsky, 2017];
Brazilian researchers Javier Ruano, Dante Galeﬃ, and Roberto Ponczek have studied a new
transdemocratic horizon in the global citizenship education proposed by UNESCO for the
Post-2015 Sustainable Development Agenda [Ruano et al., 2014]; Clava Brodsky has predicted
perils of the future [Brodsky, 2014]; etc.
In the research “Homo Economicus as the Basis of “Asgardia” Nation State in Space:
Perspective of Educational Technologies,” we tried to prove that “…new interpretations of
Homo economicus not only radically change its interpretation, but also indicate the direction
of further transformation of the concept and scope of application. Homo economicus reaches
new levels of interpretation if we project it onto the future human image. These levels of
interpretation are a creation of “Asgardia” nation state in space” [Oleksenko & Fedorova,
2017: 116]. We presented Homo economicus as a cultural ideal that may lead to the creation
of “Asgardia” nation state in space. We assumed that “In Asgardia, Homo economicus will
become the fundamental unit of the new nation, which will embody the harmony of rational and
ideal beginning” [Oleksenko & Fedorova, 2017: 117].
Over the past years, the journal has published the concepts of future human image, which
are based on the studies of economists, sociologists, psychologists, cosmologists, etc. It is
through these studies, the term “future human image” has acquired new meanings, which, in
turn, open up new human development opportunities [Future Human Image, 2017].
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Perfect rationality as a distinguishing feature
of scientiﬁc futures studies
The analysis of futures studies literature, and especially the analysis of articles in which
diﬀerent future human image concepts are presented, led us to conclude that Homo economicus
studies are relevant in the sense of perfect rationality. For example, in the article “In Search
of Homo Economicus: Behavioral Experiments in 15 Small-Scale Societies,” using the
achievements of cognitive psychology, the authors have achieved considerably more behavioral
variability across groups than had been found in previous cross-cultural research, and the
canonical model fails in a wider variety of ways than in previous experiments [Henrich et al,
2001].
Using future human image models of rational human behavior in the concepts, based on
neurobiological and psychological research, the authors of these concepts involuntarily turn
to the models of Homo economicus in the sense of perfect rationality. Without turning to
perfect rationality, their concepts lose their scientiﬁc status and applied to the ﬁeld of science
ﬁction.
The usage of the models of Homo economicus in the sense of perfect rationality allows
the authors of future human image concepts to transfer from science ﬁction to scientiﬁc
forecasting, such as in the ﬁeld of game theory. It turns out that on the one hand, the models
of Homo economicus “become human.” Namely, Homo economicus as a concept begins
to be used not only in statistical economic theories but also in dynamic, i.e. it gets more
close to reality. It was seen that Homo economicus has the cognitive and the psychophysical
determinants of choice in risky and riskless contexts (in the understanding of Daniel
Kahneman and Amos Tversky [Choices, 2000]). On the other hand, the use of Homo
economicus in the sense of perfect rationality in the concepts of future human image allows
to make a more eﬀective ideal image, which in the near or far future will be embodied in
reality. The possibility to predict the ideal image, as educational technology goals, will lead to
many important consequences. For example, the use of future human image in the education
system: a) improves the eﬀectiveness of educational technologies; b) ensures consistency
in society’s development; c) ensures reliability of the transfers of cultural ideals and values
from one generation to the other; etc.
The use of the features of the Homo economicus in the sense of perfect rationality in the
concepts of future human image brings them closer to the scientiﬁc forecasting of the future
and allows more eﬃcient use in psychology, sociology, political science, education and other
sciences. In the concepts of future human image, the understanding of Homo economicus
in the sense of perfect rationality comes from the ﬁeld of game theory, and is eﬀectively
used in interdisciplinary modeling reality. Future human image is presented as an average
ideal image, the achievement of which is directed to technology eﬀorts, as well as personal
aspirations.

Conclusion
Thus, having considered Homo economicus in the sense of perfect rationality, as well as the
features of futures studies, we concluded that the use of the characteristics of Homo economicus
in the sense of perfect rationality in future human image concepts brings these concepts closer
to the scientiﬁc forecasting of the future. This allows more eﬃcient use in diﬀerent scientiﬁc
disciplines, as an average ideal image, the achievement of which is directed to technology
eﬀorts, as well as personal aspirations.
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In the article divorce the concepts of engineering and technology. Designated four stages of
technological development: the first phase — “pilot technique”, it is characterized by magical
conceptualization, the second — engineering (rational conceptualization), third design, fourth
technology. For technical equipment is characterized by four features: technology is the artifacts, the
technique can be considered as a “social body” of a person or society, technology is a useful way
to use the forces of nature, and finally, the mediation in the form of tools, machines, and material
environment that allows you to implement the ideas of man. It is argued that the conceptualization
of technology is the essential characteristic of the concept. If you write, for example, about the
technology of the Neolithic age or era of construction of the Egyptian pyramids, then we are talking
about retrospective interpretation, from the point of view of modern understanding of technology. It’s
not useless, for example, to determine preconditions of formation technology, but in terms of thinking
creates problems and contradictions. The author argues that technology develops in the second
half of the eighteenth century as a new reality, which describes the industrial activities in language
operations and their conditions of division of labor and management. At the same time, technology is
being characterized by the installation of quality, savings, standardization, and rational description
of the production processes, their optimization for the training of new technologists. Discusses three
stages of development of the technology and features of the main types of technology: production
technology, engineering, large techno-social projects, global technology. Considering the author and
the conditions of the development of new technologies. These include “technological zone of proximal
development”, as well as two situation — relevant issues and opening new opportunities. It technique
and technology, according to the author, formed the substrate of industrial civilization and culture.
In this regard, the electricity, cars, planes, rockets, the Internet or a mobile communication link and
support in the world all the major social processes and communication. Technosphere — not just a
standalone technical system, but the material basis of our society. The objective of management of the
technosphere, philosophers of technology are actually aiming to control society. The article ends with
reflections about the crisis of industrial civilization and ways of its overcoming. From the point of view
of the author of metamorphoses of social life must entail the transformation of existing technologies;
this will be a painful and diﬃcult process, because you will need to change the cultural code (genome).
Keywords: technology, technosphere, development, history, engineering, projects, crisis, civilization
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Технология как вызов времени
(изучение, понятие и типы технологий)
Вадим М. Розин — доктор философских наук, профессор
Институт философии РАН
(Москва, Россия)
В статье разводятся понятия техники и технологии. Обозначаются четыре этапа развития техники: первый этап — «опытная техника», для нее характерна магическая концептуализация, второй — инженерия (рациональная концептуализация), третий — проектирование,
четвертый — технология. Для техники характерны четыре особенности: техника — это артефакты, техника может быть рассмотрена как «социальное тело» человека или общества,
техника — это нужный человеку способ использования сил природы, наконец, это опосредование в форме орудий, машин и материальной среды, позволяющее реализовать замыслы человека.
Утверждается, что концептуализация технологии является сущностной характеристикой ее
понятия. Если же пишут, например, о технологии неолита или эпохи строительства египетских пирамид, то речь идет о ретроспективном истолковании, с точки зрения современного
понимания технологии. Оно не бесполезно, например, для выяснения предпосылок становления
технологии, но в плане мышления создает проблемы и противоречия. Автор утверждает, что
технология складывается во второй половине XVIII столетия в качестве новой реальности,
которая описывает индустриальную деятельность в языке операций и их условий, разделения
труда, управления. Одновременно, технологию начинают характеризовать установки на качество, экономию, стандартизацию, рациональное описание производственных процессов, их
оптимизацию, на подготовку новых специалистов — технологов. Обсуждаются три этапа
развития технологии, а также особенности основных типов технологии: производственная
технология, инженерная, большие техносоциальные проекты, глобальные технологии. Рассматривает автор и условия становления новых технологий. К ним относится «зона ближайшего
технологического развития», а также две ситуации — актуальные требующие решения проблемы и открывающиеся новые возможности. Именно техника и технология, считает автор
статьи, образовали субстрат техногенной цивилизации и культуры. В этом плане электричество, машины, самолеты, ракеты, Интернет или мобильная связь связывают и поддерживают на планете все основные социальные процессы и коммуникации. Техносфера — не просто автономная техническая система, но материальная основа нашего социума. Ставя задачу
управления техносферой, философы техники фактически нацеливаются управлять социумом.
Заканчивается статья размышлениями о кризисе техногенной цивилизации и путях его преодоления. С точки зрения автора, метаморфоз социальной жизни должен повлечь за собой и
трансформацию сложившейся технологии, это будет мучительный и сложный процесс, ведь
нужно будет сменить культурный код (геном).
Ключевые слова: технология, техника, техносфера, развитие, история, инженерия, проекты, кризис, цивилизация.

Наша цивилизация недаром называется некоторыми философами и учеными
«техногенной». Значение для нее техники и технологии трудно переоценить, причем
как в положительном отношении, когда ученые и инженеры перечисляют бесконечные
новые возможности и технологические прорывы, так и с точки зрения негативных
последствий, как в случае попыток оценить постоянно возрастающие «риски»
технического развития. Нельзя сказать, что техника и технология мало изучаются
и осмысляются, однако, результативность подобного изучения не очень велика. В
некотором отношении изучение технологии в философии зашло в тупик, поскольку
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неясно, в чем специфика технологии как вида техники1, а также, каким образом развести технологию и технику с социальностью, социотехносферой? Возможно, действительно, правы Виктор Бийкер и Давид Лоу утверждающие, что технического
артефакта «в себе» и «для себя» не существует, и что хотя создание техники является
результатом применения естественнонаучного знания, само по себе это применение
зависит от социальной интерпретации и решения различных социальных акторов
[Ефременко, 2002: 110].2 Что, впрочем, решительно противоречит точке зрения
Мартина Хайдеггера, Бориса Кудрина или Хенрика Сколимовски на техническое
развитие как на автономное самодвижение («постав», «техноценоз»), где «одна техника
порождает другую технику», одновременно преобразуя и обусловливая социальную и
антропологическую реальность [Розин, 2006: 54-69].
Обсуждать проблемы технологии я начну с распространенного убеждения, что
«технология всегда была», во всяком случае, с того момента, когда появился человек.
При этом ссылаются на производство орудий и обработку материалов (шлифовка,
сверление и пр.). Да, если технология понимается в узком, по сути редуцированном,
смысле слова (отнесем это понятие к первому типу), а именно как «совокупность
(система) правил, приемов, методов получения, обработки или переработки сырья,
материалов, промежуточных продуктов, изделий, применяемых в промышленности»
[НФЭ, 2001], то придется согласиться — технология была уже в неолите. Хочу обратить
внимание, что это, так сказать, «производственное», редуцированное истолкование
технологии мыслится рационально, вполне в духе нашей культуры, ориентированной
на научное изучение и инженерное овладение природными процессами. Однако современные культурологические исследования рисуют совершенно другую картину: то,
что мы называем древними технологиями, понималось людьми той эпохи не рационально, а сакрально. Древние люди считали, что орудия и другие предметы техники
(глиняные изделия, дома, прялки и т.д.) — это живые существа, поэтому, чтобы их
изготовить, а также, чтобы они успешно действовали, духам этих орудий и предметов нужно приносить жертвы и всячески их ублажать. Другими словами, вся древняя
техника была видом магии, магической [Розин, 2016: 59-71]. Соответственно можно,
правда, условно говорить о «магической технологии» как втором типе.
Рациональная концептуализация техники сложилась только на втором этапе ее
развития, когда техника была понята как инженерия (третий тип технологии). Для
этой формы осознания техники было характерно объяснение ее сущности и действия
как синергии сознательных усилий человека и естественных реакций природы. Вот,
1

Джордж Грант спрашивает, для чего применять американский неологизм «технология»?
И отвечает: «Эта неувязка обнаруживается в названии эссе на данную тему, принадлежащего
нашему величайшему современному мыслителю. Работа Мартина Хайдеггера называется
“Die Frage nach der Technik” («Вопрос о технике». — В.Р.). Английский перевод заглавия
“The question concerning techology”, “Вопрос о технологии”». Далее он пишет: «Европейцы
говорят, что наше словоупотребление сбивает нас с толку, искажая буквальное значение слова
“технология”, которое в своих исходных греческих корнях означает “систематическое изучение
искусства”, или “ремёсла” <…> Тем не менее хотя европейское словоупотребление сохраняет
лексическую чистоту, оно не вызывает в сознании окружающую нас реальность с такой же
непосредственностью, как наше слово. Уже то, что оно — неологизм, заставляет думать о
небывалой новизне того, что оно обозначает» [Грант, 1986: 4,5].
2
«В основании происходящей перемены, — пишет Дмитрий Ефременко, — лежит
стремление анализировать развитие техники и связанную с ними социальную динамику как
единый, целостный процесс» [Ефременко, 2002: 168].
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например, как первый российский философ техники Петр Энгельмейер определяет, что
такое техника. «Человек, — утверждает он вслед за Френсисом Бэконом — воздействует
на природу, вызывая искусственно желательные факты и задерживая нежелательные.
Это функция техники» [Энгельмейер, 1898: 105]. «Сущность техники заключается не
в фактическом выполнении намерения, но в возможности выполнить его путем воздействия на материю... Природа не преследует никаких целей, в человеческом смысле
этого слова. Природа автоматична. Явления природы между собой сцеплены так, что
следуют друг за другом лишь в одном направлении: вода может течь только сверху
вниз, разности потенциалов могут только выравниваться. Пусть, например, ряд А-ВС-Д-Е представляет собой такую природную цепь. Является фактически звено А, и за
ним автоматически следуют остальные, ибо природа фактична. А человек, наоборот,
гипотетичен, и в этом лежит его преимущество. Так, например, он желал, чтобы наступило явление Е, но не в состоянии его вызвать своею мускульной силой. Но он знает
такую цепь А-В-С-Д-Е, в которой видит явление А, доступное для его мускульной
силы. Тогда он вызывает явление А, цепь вступает в действие, и явление Е наступает.
Вот в чем состоит сущность техники» [Энгельмейер, 1912: 85].
Форма осознания (концептуализации) не техники, а технологии (кстати, достаточно
поздняя, это вторая половина XVIII столетия) была тоже рациональной, но вовсе не в
духе инженерии. Она напоминала некоторые идеи современного менеджмента и научной организации труда. Анализ работ Иоганна Бекмана, Чарльза Беббиджа, Фредерика
Тейлора показывает, что о технологии заговорили, когда встал вопрос об оптимизации и
совершенствовании капиталистического производства, ориентированного на массового
потребителя. Такое производство имеет ряд особенностей. Во-первых, оно основано на
работе машин. Во-вторых, такое производство складывается в условиях буржуазной
конкуренции. В-третьих, оно предполагает подготовку новых специалистов и, следовательно, обучение. Как массовое машинное производство индустрия ускоряет разделение
труда, а также формирует установки на стандартизацию. Чтобы удовлетворить требованиям конкуренции приходится экономить и бороться за качество. Кроме того, конкуренция, начиная с работ Тейлора, заставляет изучать, оптимизировать и перестраивать
производство. Еще одно следствие, как показывают работы указанных авторов, — необходимость управления. Спрашивается, каким образом все эти моменты схватываются
и концептуализируются в научном знании? Вводится (открывается) новая реальность, а
именно технология, которая описывает индустриальную деятельность в языке операций,
их условий, разделения труда, управления. Одновременно, технологию начинают характеризовать установки на качество, экономию, стандартизацию, рациональное описание
производственных процессов, их оптимизацию, на подготовку новых специалистов —
технологов [Розин, 2016: 120].3
Теперь можно вернуться к вопросу, а всегда ли была технология? Ответ зависит от
того, будем ли мы включать в понятие ее концептуализации. Обычно не включают, счи3

В этой же работе я показываю, что можно говорить о четырех этапах развития техники.
Первый этап — «опытная техника», для нее характерна магическая концептуализация. Второй —
инженерия (рациональная концептуализация). Третий — проектирование. Четвертый —
технология. Для техники характерны четыре особенности: техника — это артефакты, а
не природные явления, техника может быть рассмотрена как «социальное тело» человека
или общества (она позволяет решать нерешаемые задачи, например, видеть ночью, летать,
двигаться с большой скоростью и пр.), техника — это нужный человеку способ использования
сил природы, наконец, это опосредование в форме орудий, машин и материальной среды,
позволяющее реализовать замыслы человека.
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тая концептуализацию просто осознанием уже сложившегося феномена. Но ведь концептуализация определяет сущность явления и возможности его развития. Например,
магическое понимание технологии задает ее развитие только в рамках опыта (проб
и ошибок): человек древнего мира запоминал лишь то, что нравится или не нравится духам и богам (попробовали нечто — получилось, значит, духу нравится, сделали
иначе — не получилось, значит, не нравится). В рамках инженерии развитие техники
идет совершенно другим путем: как только в естественных науках открывается и описывается новый природный процесс, появляется возможность для изобретения нового механизма или машины, действующих на основе научного знания (закона) этого
процесса. Инженерная форма осознания привела к настоящему взрыву технических
изобретений, с этого момента техника стала развиваться принципиально иначе и все
ускоряющимися темпами. Еще более поразительные формы и скорости развития техники связаны с технологической концептуализацией, которая, правда, до конца еще не
отрефлектирована.
Вывод понятен: концептуализация является сущностной характеристикой понятия
технологии. Второй вывод тогда, тоже очевиден. О технологии мы можем говорить
не раньше второй половины XVIII, начала XIX веков. Когда же пишем, например,
о технологии неолита или эпохи строительства египетских пирамид, то речь идет о
ретроспективном истолковании, с точки зрения современного понимания технологии.
Оно не бесполезно, например, для выяснения предпосылок становления технологии, но
в плане мышления создает проблемы и противоречия. Я в таких случаях предпочитаю
добавлять приставку «квази»: не технология неолита, а «квазитехнология», не познание
в древнем мире, а «квазипознание» и т.д.
В свою очередь, технология к нашему времени прошла три основных этапа
развития. На первом происходила экспансия сложившейся в основном в XIX, начале
ХХ столетия производственной технологии в разные виды практик. Например, процессом технологизации было захвачено индустриальное производство машин и зданий в
результате чего в начале прошлого века сложилось проектирование. Действительно,
как показывает профессор Алоиз Ридлер, проектирование позволило, с одной стороны,
разделить конструирование изделия «на бумаге» с изготовлением его в материале (на
машиностроительных заводах и в строительстве), с другой — соединить эти два вида
работ, что обеспечило разделение труда между проектировщиком и инженером-строителем [Ридлер, 1900; Ридлер, 1901].4 Технологизация самого проектирования привела
также к тому, что процессы проектирования были разбиты на отдельные виды работ и
операции, а принципы экономии, качества и оптимизации решений стали основными
в ходе проектного конструирования [Розин, 2016а].
На втором этапе сложилась «технология в широком понимании» (другое название
этого типа — «технологии больших техносоциальных проектов») [Розин, 2016: 121122]. Примером подобных проектов является разработка атомного проекта СССР
и США, проекты СОИ, мобильной связи, компьютеров последних поколений и
другие. Это проекты одновременно технические и социальные. В их реализации
на порядок возрастают функции управления, а также разнообразные виды работ и
практик (исследования, проектирование, инженерные разработки, менеджмент и др.).
4

Сравни. «Они, — пишет Виктор Вахштайн, — “сцепляют” и “расцепляют” разные
порядки взаимодействий в пространстве и времени… Материальные объекты (прежде всего
архитектурные и технические) разделяют связанное и связывают разделенное (все сказанное
Вахштайном я отношу не только к материальным объектам, но и семиотическим образованиям. —
В.Р.) [Вахштайн, 2017: 9].
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Наконец, реализация больших техносоциальных проектов существенно обусловлена
культурными и социальными факторами (принятием политических решений,
изысканием средств и созданием ресурсов, консолидацией участников проекта,
формированием желательного общественного мнения и прочее).
Третий этап — формирование «глобальных техносоциальных технологий».
В качестве примера можно привести иранский атомный проект. Кажется, его
осуществление и реализация зависели только от намерений и решений иранского
правительства. Однако это не так, обусловлены они были и отношением к иранскому
проекту других стран. Например, Израиль предпринял ряд мер, чтобы блокировать
успешное завершение иранского проекта. Известно, что израильские ученые
разработали и запустили в иранские сети вирусы, которые не только передавали
Моссад нужные сведения, но и разрушили ключевые программы, использовавшиеся в
иранском ядерном проекте, отбросив его разработку на несколько лет [В Димоне, 2011].
Когда в 2005 году правительство Ахмадинежада приняло решение расконсервировать
программу по обогащению урана на территории Ирана, США и ведущие страны
Общего рынка решили подвергнуть Иран экономическим санкциям. В результате
Иран пошел на свертывание своего проекта.
Рассмотренный пример — негативный, но причины его неудачи приоткрывают
новую технологическую реальность. А вот разработка компьютеров последних
поколений, спутников, средств их доставки на орбиты, Интернета и мобильной связи —
положительные примеры создания глобальных технологий. Их особенностью является
участие в реализации новых технологий нескольких стран, транснациональных
корпораций, международной финансовой элиты. По сути, это глобальные проекты, в
ходе осуществления которых складывается и глобальная технология.
Для всех трех этапов развития технологии, но особенно для второго, был
характерен еще один важный процесс — формирование «техносферы», т.е. замкнутой
планетарной системы техники и технологии, по отношению к которой ставится задача
изучения и управления [Попкова, 2008; Кричевский, 2017]. Оба указанных автора, признавая необходимость и в то же время проблематичность управления техносферой, тем
не менее, считают, что в перспективе при выполнении ряда условий такое управление
станет возможным. Я в этом не уверен. И вот почему.
Что такое техносфера? Не просто сверхбольшая, соразмерная планетарному
масштабу система техники и технологии. Техносфера — это еще и тип культуры,
замысленной отцами философии, естествознания и инженерии Нового времени (Бэкон,
Галилей, Гюйгенс, Декарт и др.) и реализованной усилиями нескольких поколений их
последователей. Дело в том, что Френсис Бэкон ставил задачу не только построения
новых наук о природе, но и создания «царства человека», основанного на овладении
природой. По сути, это был социальный проект, задающий новый смысл культурного
бытия человека (в отличие от средневекового смысла, предполагающего превращение
ветхого человека в нового, христианина, а также мистерию страшного суда). Вкратце
содержание этого нового проекта таково.
Цель жизни человека — могущество и удовлетворение потребностей. Источник
и условие реализации этой цели — природа. Познавая в новой науке законы (формы)
природы, основывая новую практику на этих законах, человек сможет стать
могущественным и удовлетворить свои потребности. Для реализации этого замысла
необходимо создать новые науки и практики. Предварительное условие — изменение
самого человека, критика (деконструкция) традиционных представлений и разработка
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нового способа мышления. Более того, Френсис Бэкон в «Новой Атлантиде»
набрасывает проект социальной организации нового общества, которым управляют
уже не философы (как у Платона в «Государстве»), а ученые и инженеры.
К удивлению (ведь сколько социальных проектов не удалось реализовать) этот
социальный проект, за исключением последнего требования власти ученых, удалось
реализовать, в результате чего постепенно сложилась техногенная цивилизация и
новый тип человека. Как необходимое условия реализации бэконовского проекта
были созданы социальные институты (образования, промышленности, идеологии,
власти), ориентированные на техническое решение основных социальных проблем.
Можно показать, что именно техника и технология образовали субстрат техногенной
цивилизации и культуры. В этом плане электричество, машины, самолеты, ракеты,
Интернет или мобильная связь связывают и поддерживают на планете все основные
социальные процессы и коммуникации, без современной техники и технологии они
существовать не могут. Техносфера — не просто автономная техническая система,
но материальная основа нашего социума. Ставя задачу управления техносферой
(«Необходимо и предстоит, — пишет Сергей Кричевский, — сделать техносферу
управляемой» [Кричевский, 2017: 164]), мы фактически нацеливаемся управлять
социумом.
Вряд ли это возможно. В частности, потому, что сформировались социальные
институты и человек (на что указывали уже Шпенглер и Хайдеггер), работающие
на поддержание и развитие техногенного социума. Любой социум, в том числе
техногенный, — это живой социальный организм. И хотя у него есть органы
самосознания и самоизменения (философия, наука, политика, социальная инженерия,
власть), их влияние всегда были опосредованы целым. Социум как форма жизни не
может сам себя произвольно изменять. Но всякая форма жизни, в том числе социальная,
когда-то заканчивается, уступая место под солнцем другим формам жизни.
При этом меня не надо понимать так, что изменение социальной жизни происходит
само собой, без нашего активного участия. Естественно, с нашим участием и даже
изменением. Обсуждая возможности технологий космонавтики стать «зелеными»
(т.е. экологически приемлемыми, работающими на человека и общество), Сергей
Кричевский пишет следующее: «Всю космонавтику в России и мире, ее инфраструктуру
и продукцию необходимо начать делать из другого “теста” — “зеленых” идей,
проектов, технологий, материалов. Для этого всем участникам процесса предстоит
самим “позеленеть” изнутри» [Кричевский, 2014: 42]. Вопрос, как много людей в наше
время реально, а не на словах готовы «позеленеть» и расстаться со многими благами
техногенной цивилизации?
По моим наблюдениям (и не только моим) мы вступаем в очередной (после средних
веков и Возрождения) период смены форм социальной жизни. Проект модерна —
овладение природой, Просвещение, построение общества благосостояния — себя
исчерпал и завершается. Складывается новая культура и социальность, для которых
характерны, по меньшей мере, три момента. Во-первых, установление нового типа
социальной справедливости на основе перераспределения национального продукта
(от работающих к неработающим и пр. [Розин, 2016b: 137-153]). Во-вторых, с трудом пробивающее себе дорогу понимание, что главная социальная задача ближайших двух-трех веков — изучение и овладение нашей собственной активностью и
деятельностью, прежде всего мыслительной и технической, которые быстро становятся основными источниками социальных и антропологических проблем, деструкPhilosophy and Cosmology. Volume 19, 2017
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ций и катастроф. В-третьих, выстраивание и реализация новых сценариев и картин
построения индивидуальной жизни, где должны найти свое разрешение проблемы
взаимоотношений личности, общества и государства.
Метаморфоз социальной жизни должен повлечь за собой и трансформацию
сложившейся технологии. На мой взгляд, это будет мучительный и сложный процесс,
ведь нужно будет сменить не больше не меньше как культурный код (геном). Не
овладение природой и царством человека, а что? Может быть, безопасное, осмысленное,
более медленное и осторожное развитие? Что можно предложить человеку и обществу
вместо постоянно растущих потребностей, удовольствия и комфорта? Может быть,
здоровье, уверенность в завтрашнем дне, жизнь в ладу самим собой и будущими
поколениями?
Но есть еще одно обстоятельство — внутренняя логика развития самой технологии.
Как я показываю, новые технологии развиваются в «зоне ближайшего технологического
развития», т.е. когда складываются основные условия для развития этих новых
технологий. Например, как видно из работ Кричевского подобные условия для
зеленых космических технологий еще не сложились. Не сложились они в нашей стране
и для технологий социального реформирования. Интересно, что зону ближайшего
технологического развития образуют два разных смысловых образования: одно связано
с естественно возникшими проблемами и задачами, которые настоятельно требуется
решать, а другое обусловлено новыми открывающимися возможностями. Если в
XVI-XVII веках головокружительные возможности приоткрылись в связи с новым
пониманием природы (как созданной для человека, написанной на языке математики,
как источника бесконечных сил и энергий), то в настоящее время сама технология
будирует наше сознание, обещая и то и другое, и третье. Вопрос, стоит ли безоглядно
устремляться, чтобы реализовать эти очередные возможности? Вопрос, конечно, с
оплаченным ответом: в рамках техногенной цивилизации мы запрограммированы на
то, чтобы постоянно реализовать эти новые открывающиеся в результате развития
технологии возможности. Но ведь техногенная цивилизация не вечна, возможно,
в следующей цивилизации, пришедшей на ее смену, мы более осмысленно будем
распоряжаться и техникой и технологией.
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28 июня 2017 года исполнилось 80 лет доктору философских наук, профессору

Вадиму Марковичу Розину — всемирно известному ученому в областях
методологии, философии техники, культурологии. Редколлегия журнала сердечно
поздравляет юбиляра, желает здоровья и долголетия, и ждёт новых идей и статей.

Vadim Markovich Rozin, a Doctor of Philosophical Sciences, Professor, a world-famous
scientist in the ﬁelds of methodology, philosophy of technology, and culturology, celebrated
his 80th birthday June 28, 2017.The editorial board of the journal cordially congratulates the
jubilee; wishes health and longevity, and is waiting for new ideas and articles.
Every single year, you get more grand and grand,
so this year to you I say, happy birthday man!
The years of your life have been bold, never bland,
and we all know that you are part of an incredible plan.
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In the paper, I discuss the Chinese room thought experiment, which was proposed by John Searle
to show that executing by a computer of a program of data processing is not enough for genuine, i.e.
understanding-based, thinking. The objection — advanced by Vadim Vasilyev — is also discussed that
if the Chinese room is supplemented with devices to obtain external data, and so transformed into the
Chinese robot, it may be attributed an understanding mind. Arguments are proposed that supplement
those of Searle and give reason to turn down the objection. First, it is pointed out that the suggestion
that the Chinese robot will have a specific program that has a quasi-semantic character and describes
the relationship between linguistic signs and physical data is mistaken, because all the relations that
programs assign are relations between units of inherently meaningless “data” — series of bits that
have no inherent meaning but acquire their meaning only owing to conscious (human) interpreters.
Second, it is argued that the robot’s acquiring “knowledge” (data, as states of its memory cells) in the
process of its interaction with the external world makes no relevant diﬀerence, because any such data
can be just as well written in the same robot’s memory cells from the very beginning.
Keywords: thinking, understanding, computer, algorithm, program, conscious mind, information,
intentionality, semantics, epiphenomenal

Сan a robot think? Or, to be more precise, can there be such a computer program that
its execution by a computer will be genuine thinking, in the human sense of understanding
thinking? Is execution of a program (algorithm) enough for thinking, in principle? Many
philosophers of mind and cognitive scientists, as well as ordinary enthusiasts of computer
technologies, believe that this is possible. John Searle advanced an inﬂuential argument
to the contrary — the Chinese room thought experiment. If the argument is sound, then a
computer that executes a program (algorithm) — no matter how perfect — can only imitate
(simulate) thinking but cannot really think (understand). Opponents of the argument advanced
several objections; Searle discussed the main objections and gave detailed and cogent replies.
Recently, the Russian philosopher Vadim Vasilyev had “revived” one of these objections,
which proposes to transform the Chinese room into the Chinese robot. Vasilyev advanced
complementary arguments purported to show that Searle’s reply was unsatisfactory. In this
paper, I reconstruct the line of the discussion that proceeds from the Chinese room to the
Chinese robot, and propose arguments that (I think) give good reasons to decline the Chinese
robot counter-argument, taking into account Vasilyev’s points.

The Chinese Room
The Chinese room thought experiment [Searle, 1980] has become a classical illumination
of the principal diﬀerence between thinking and its computer imitation (Searle uses the
© Sepetyi, Dmytro, 2017
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word “simulation”), that is, between the two kinds of what can be called “processing of
information” − the one that is carried out meaningfully, understanding-based and the other
that is carried out automatically according to a certain algorithm (program) — even if these
processes are undistinguishable from the outside (by their input and output data).
Let us begin (following Searle) with outlining the problem-theoretical situation to which
the experiment relates.
Suppose I am given a text to read. How can it be checked whether I have understood it
or not? There is a proposition that this can be done by asking me such questions for which
the text does not contain direct answers1, but a person who has understood the meaning of
the text and the question will easily guess what the correct answer should be. Consider, for
example, the following story:
A person has came into a restaurant and ordered a hamburger. He waited for a long time
until he was brought a hamburger, which happened to be gravely burnt. He was enraged,
shouted at the waiter and run out of the restaurant without paying.
The question to answer is:
Whether the person has eaten the hamburger?
I think that you will easily guess the right answer. Is it possible for a computer to give
right answers to similar questions? If yes, would it mean that the computer understands the
story and the question? The answer to the ﬁrst question is “Yes”. The answer to the second
is “No”.
How is it possible for a computer to give right answers to such questions? To see how,
let us ﬁrst think of what enables a person to answer correctly. It seems that he can answer so
because he has some additional information about people and their behaviour in restaurants.
However, if so, such information can be stored in computer memory, and a computer program
can be developed to process it!
Let us suppose that scientists have developed a computer program called “Restaurant”.
The program processes, besides the input data it gets from a user from the keyboard, the data
from a database. The database contains (as a sequence of symbols, or electromagnetic states
of the elements of computer memory) a computer “representation” of the information about
restaurants and the behaviour of their clients that a person would use to give answers after
listening to the story and the question like described above, — let us call it “the background
data”. The program receives, as input, two sequences of symbols, a “story” and a “question”,
then combines their symbols with symbols of the background data according to a very
sophisticated system of rules (algorithm), and produces the result — “the answer”. Suppose
that these answers coincide with those we would give. Does this mean that the computer
understands the story and the question? John Searle contends that it does not, and explains
this with the following thought experiment.
I do not know Chinese at all. I cannot distinguish the Chinese hieroglyphs from, say, the
Japanese ones. Imagine that I am given a big book written with Chinese hieroglyphs, and
explained “the rules of the game”: periodically, I will get two sheets of paper written with
sequences of Chinese hieroglyphs, and my task is to combine the symbols (hieroglyphs)
from these two sheets and from the book according to a certain system of rules (a certain
algorithm), to write down the result on a clean sheet of paper, and to give this sheet out. I am
1
If there is a direct answer, it may be found without understanding — as the combinations of
symbols in the text which closely concurs with the combinations of symbols in the question.
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given the handbook with the rules (algorithm) of combining symbols. Then I am placed in a
special room; through its window, now and again, experimenters give me two sheets of paper
written with Chinese hieroglyphs and take the sheet of paper that I have ﬁlled according to
the rules (algorithm). Let us suppose that the book contains (in Chinese) the background
information about restaurants and the behaviour of their clients, and the sheets of paper that
I get contain stories and questions about restaurant aﬀairs in Chinese. However, I do not
even guess it, because I do not understand Chinese. Nevertheless, if I precisely execute the
combining algorithm, and the algorithm itself is good enough, then the sequence of Chinese
hieroglyphs that I write down on the paper and give out to the experimenters will be (though
I do not even guess about this) “the answer” to “the question” asked.
Imagine that there is another room next to mine, and a literate Chinese sits in it. He receives
sheets of paper with the same stories and questions as me and gives out sheets of paper with the
same answers. From the point of view of an external observer who sees only the sheets of paper
that come in and out of the two rooms, there is no diﬀerence. He cannot guess in which room
the genuine Chinese sits. Nevertheless, there is a cardinal diﬀerence between what I do and
what the Chinese does: for me, those combinations of symbols that I get, produce and give out
are meaningless, — I do not understand them; whereas for the Chinese, they are the story, the
question and the answer, — he understands them. I fulﬁl the functions of a computer program
that imitates (simulates) understanding whereas he genuinely understands.

The Chinese Room Argument and the Turing Test
The great mathematician who was the developer of the mathematical foundations of
computer technologies, Alan Turing had proposed a test purported to serve as the criterion of
whether a computer understands information (and whether it, therefore, has consciousness).
The test is as follows: an expert-tester “communicates” via a keyboard and a monitor with,
on the one hand, a person and, on the other hand, a computer that runs a program. The expert
does not see and does not know with whom he communicates: which of his “interlocutors”
is a human being and which a computer. If the expert cannot correctly distinguish which
is which, or is as often mistaken as successful in his guesses, then the computer (program)
has passed the Turing test. In this case, we are proposed to conclude that the computer
understands those questions that were asked by the expert and gives meaningful answers
(and, therefore, has consciousness).
No computer (computer program) has passed the Turing test as yet. Nevertheless, it seems
that there are no weighty reasons to think that it is in principle impossible for a computer
to pass the Turing test. It is possible to load any amount of information into a computer
database. There are various algorithms and programs for a computer to generate answers to
the questions of experts. Although at the present moment they are imperfect and incapable
to mislead experts, they can be improved permanently. The developers of the programs will
investigate why the experts have decided that they communicate with a computer rather
than a person (which answers seemed to them non-human and what could be plausibly
the human answers), will make corresponding changes-improvements into the algorithms,
supplement the database; as a result, the answers of computers will become more and more
(ever more often) like those that a person could give; so it will be more and more diﬃcult
to guess where is a computer and where a person. It is impossible to predict how far things
will actually advance in this respect. But in principle, it seems that there are no weighty
reasons to deny the possibility of such algorithms (programs) that their execution, given an
access to a big enough store of information (commensurable with the whole amount of the
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knowledge of an ordinary person, including what the person does not remember explicitly
but retains somehow in his memory, so that he can recollect it in some circumstances or uses
it unconsciously, etc.), can mislead the most inventive experts-testers.
However, Searle’s thought experiment shows that even if a computer will pass the Turing
test, this will not mean that it understands the information. Moreover, since we know that all
the computer does is combining symbols according to a certain algorithm, we have weighty
reasons to think that the computer, even if it passed the Turing test, does not understand
information. If I, when in the Chinese room, have a large enough database in the form of a
huge book written with Chinese hieroglyphs, and I have a correct algorithm and execute it
precisely, I would pass the Turing test on the understanding of Chinese, although I would not
understand Chinese.

“Aboutness” (Intentionality)
The Chinese room argument makes it clear that there is a principal diﬀerence between
real understanding and its imitation — even if it is a perfect imitation (simulation) that is
externally undistinguishable from the original. But what is the diﬀerence, precisely? What
“the real understanding” means? We can understand this better if we address the concept of
intentionality or aboutness (ofness).
This concept indicates the fact that our thoughts, ideas, statements, words are not merely
sequences of sounds or signs (letters), — they mean something, are about something. For
example, the word “tree” means a tree — some plant that belongs to the class of trees. And
the statement “The foliage on the tree is green” is a statement about the tree and its foliage.
In the terms of linguistics, this property of language expressions is called “semantics”.
Semantics is the realm of the meanings of language expressions (what words, phrases,
sentences mean, what they point at, what they are about); it must be distinguished from
syntax as the system of rules of the organization of language expressions — linking words
into phrases, phrases into sentences, sentences into more complex texts. Using these terms,
Searle sums up the Chinese room thought experiment with the conclusion that computers
“have only a syntax, but no semantics. Such intentionality as computers appear to have is
solely in the minds of those who program them and those who use them, those who send in
the input and those who interpret the output” [Searle, 1980: 422]. In the Chinese room case,
the intentionality (meaning) that seems (from the outside) to be present in the sequences
of Chinese hieroglyphs that I have produced (although I actually do not understand them;
they mean nothing for me) is contained only in the minds of external observers who know
Chinese.
Physical states and processes (including those that occur in human brains) do not have
such a property as intentionality: they are merely what they are — certain physical structures
and processes of their changes; they never are about something. However, we can use certain
physical objects, properties, states, processes to designate by them something, so that they
would represent-symbolize for us some meanings. This is exactly what we do when we write
books or when we design and use computers. In the simplest case of oral speech we use some
sound sequences (which physically are but speciﬁc vibrations of air caused by movements
of our throats, tongues, lips) to represent and transmit various meanings. But such physical
states and processes have no meanings by themselves, as physical states and processes;
their meanings are conventional — they are assigned to them by an agreement (convention)
between people. If wind caused by accident air vibrations that sound like some statements in
Ukrainian, these sounds would not be meaningful statements. Statements in Ukrainian are not
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meaningful for those people who do not understand Ukrainian, just as Chinese inscriptions
are not meaningful for me. In fact, any physical objects may be used to represent certain
meanings. For example, we can use stones or conﬁgurations of stones of certain sizes and
forms to designate certain words. We can introduce certain rules of the organization of this
stone-writing that will impart certain conﬁgurations of stones with the meanings of sentences
and texts. Accordingly, some complexes of stones can represent meaningful statements, —
conventionally, but not physically: for all those people who were not taught the meanings
(semantics) and rules (syntax) of this stone language, they are merely heaps of stones that
have no meaning, however much these people know about their physical properties.
Computer programs have nothing to do with understanding. As Searle says, computers
do nothing else besides “the formal symbol manipulations” which “aren’t even symbol
manipulations, since the symbols don’t symbolize anything” [Searle, 1980: 422] (mean
nothing) for the computer.
The popular notion that the brain is sort of computer and that computers can think arise
mainly from “a confusion about the notion of “information processing”” due to its ambiguity.
It seems that human thinking is “something called “information processing”, and analogously
the computer with its programs does information processing”. However, this kind of talk is
misguiding:
“In the sense in which people “process information” when they reﬂect, say, on problems in
arithmetic or when they read and answer questions about stories, the programmed computer
does not do “information processing”. Rather, what it does is manipulate formal symbols. The
fact that the programmer and the interpreter of the computer output use the symbols to stand
for objects in the world is totally beyond the scope of the computer. … The introduction of
the notion of “information processing” therefore produces a dilemma: either we construe the
notion of “information processing” in such a way that it implies intentionality as part of the
process or we do not. If the former, then the programmed computer does not do information
processing, it only manipulates formal symbols. In the latter, then, though the computer does
information processing … it is up to outside observers to interpret the input and output as
information in the ordinary sense. And no similarity is established between the computer and
the brain in terms of any similarity of information processing.” [Searle, 1980: 423]

The “Mind-of-the-System” Objection
Searle’s opponents have oﬀered a witty objection. They have admitted that if I execute
the corresponding algorithm in the Chinese room, then I, indeed, do not understand Chinese
and what is written in the book and on the pieces of paper. Nevertheless, they contend that
if an external observer, after watching the movements of the sheets of paper and reading the
inscriptions on them, would conclude that there is someone who understands Chinese in the
Chinese room, he would be right too. From their point of view, the understanding of Chinese
would reside not in my mind, but in the mind of the Chinese room. If I process the information
(manipulate symbols) according to the correct algorithm (the same as that according to which
the brain processes it), then the system that consists of me, the book and the auxiliary facilities
(pencils etc.) has its own mind (distinct from my mind) that understands Chinese.
To this, Searle objected that even if I had such supermemory and superintelligence that
I memorize the algorithm and the whole sequence of symbols in the book and execute all
the data processing (symbol manipulating) in my mind, I would not understand Chinese all
the same. To waive this objection, David Chalmers contended that because the situation is
essentially the same as in the case when I use the book and the auxiliary facilities, but is
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“internalized”, so the mind that understands Chinese should emerge all the same: “this should
… be regarded as an example of two mental systems realized within the same physical space”
[Chalmers, 1996: 326]. That is, Chalmers suggested that my brain would be associated not
only with my mind, but also with some second mind that understands Chinese, although I do
not even suspect its existence. As for me, this contention is hugely implausible, for it is me,
not some unknown to me second self of my brain, who processes the information. (Perhaps,
it did not look so implausible from Chalmers’ point of view because he adhered to the theory
of epiphenomenalism according to which the mind does not inﬂuence anything anyway: I, as
well as the Chinese in the next room, would do exactly the same if I (he) had no mind at all.
If so, it is quite possible that a data processing by the brain generates some new mind that is
unknown to me, or several such new minds...)
Although the idea that in the Chinese room (or even in my brain) a second mind emerges
that understands Chinese seems very implausible, the argument is interesting in that it
prompts to think in the opposite direction:
if the supposition that a system that consists of a person having a mind and some auxiliary
facilities would, in virtue of processing data on a certain algorithm, have (or generate) its own
conscious mind distinct from that of the person is very implausible,
then is not it just as implausible a supposition that a system that consists only of elements
that have no mind (that interact purely automatically according to physical laws) would, in
virtue of processing data on a certain algorithm, have (or generate) a conscious mind?
This pertains equally to both: the computer executing a program and the brain. It is
just that we have got used to associate the brain with the mind; however, if we put this
habit aside and look at the situation unbiasedly, there is nothing special about the brain to
give it some principal advantage over other possible realizations of the same informationprocessing model — whether it as a Chinese room or a computer. This is well illustrated by
Terry Bisson’s science ﬁction story in which intelligent extraterrestrials with silicon-based
bodies and brains, on having learned about humans, are unable to believe that ordinary meat
(or grey jellylike substance of the human brain) may be conscious and intelligent. Our feeling
of the incredibility of the idea that a silicon-based computer can have (not merely simulate) a
conscious mind, or that a Chinese room can have it, is essentially the same.

From the Chinese room to the Chinese robot
Another interesting attempt at a rebuttal of the Chinese room argument consists in the
supposition that a computer realisation of understanding is possible if the Chinese room,
which realises syntax, is supplemented with semantical functional blocks. What is meant is
as follows.
On Searle’s view, the Chinese room thought experiment proves that however perfect a
computer imitation of consciousness (understanding) is; it is only simulation all the same,
not realisation (Searle uses the word “duplication”). In particular, it would be so even if a
computer can answer questions so well that by these answers it would be undistinguishable
from a human person. However, as the Russian philosopher Vadim Vasilyev notices, there
is a problem: how to deal with such questions that a person does not know the answer but
can answer after looking somewhere (or addressing some source for additional information
in some other way)? Obviously, a computer cannot be programmed in advance to give such
answers. Let us consider some examples in the model of the Chinese room.
If I am given a note with the Chinese hieroglyphs that mean the question “What time is
now?”, I cannot generate the answer by manipulating Chinese hieroglyphs according to a
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given algorithm. On the other hand, if the algorithm contains the instruction to look at clocks
and to process their ﬁgures according to further instructions, and as a result I generate some
Chinese hieroglyphs, I can easily guess the meaning of the input sequence of hieroglyphs (the
question “What time is now?”) and of those hieroglyphs I generate for an output.
“Or let us imagine that the person who asks questions has beforehand brought in that
room some thing — for example, a Coca-Cola can — and put it on the table … And now he
asks: “What do you see on the table?”” [Vasilyev, 2009: 88] The question is asked in a note
in Chinese. If the algorithm of processing of symbols contains the instruction to write down a
hieroglyph depending on what there is on the table, I will probably guess the meaning of this
hieroglyph and of the hieroglyphs in the question note.
Or suppose that I am given a note with the hieroglyphs that contain a fragment that a
Chinese could read as the question: “What weather is now?” But I do not know about this; I
just implement an algorithm of processing these symbols. The next instruction of the algorithm
happens to be: “Look out of the window, if it rains, write down the hieroglyph

; if there is

sunny weather, write down the hieroglyph .”
Obviously, while implementing such algorithms I will begin to understand Chinese.
But if so, let us imagine that a computer is connected with peripheral devices (such as a
television camera, a sound recording device, a clock, a thermometer, etc.); these devices can on
demand of the computer obtain external data and transmit data streams to the computer; then the
computer processes these data on a certain algorithm. Will not such a system, while performing
algorithmic manipulations with Chinese hieroglyphs and interacting with the external world,
develop some understanding of Chinese? Let us imagine such a system as a robot having a
computer instead of a brain, television cameras instead of eyes, sound recording devices instead
of ears, electrically operated metallic legs and hands, etc. Some Searle’s opponents suggested
that such a robot would be capable to develop understanding of Chinese.
Searle have discussed this objection and given his reply [Searle, 1980: 420]. To take into
account some speciﬁc features of Vasilyev’s objection, I will adapt Searle’s reply and work
it out in a bit more details.
Let us imagine a Chinese robot with a Chinese room in its head; in the room, I manipulate
Chinese hieroglyphs according to some algorithm. For this to be analogous to what a computer
does, the algorithm I implement should not contain instructions of the sort: to look at a clock, or
in a window, or elsewhere and write down hieroglyphs depending on what I see. Instead, I just
transfer and receive through the room’s input/output window some extra (as compared with the
initial version of the Chinese room experiment) sheets of paper with hieroglyphs, or some other
symbols which meaning is unknown to me (for example, numbers about which I do not know
what they designate). Suppose that I execute my algorithm, and my next instruction is: “Write
down the numbers 235, 245, 655 on a sheet of paper, put the sheet in the window, and wait
for a reply, which also will be a sheet of paper with some numbers”. I execute the instruction
and, as a result, I get a sheet with the numbers “123, 545, 36789, 25”. The next instructions of
the algorithm tell what manipulations with Chinese hieroglyphs and ﬁgures I have to perform
depending on the numbers in the list. Obviously, in such cases the execution of the algorithm
will not provide me with any understanding of Chinese. However, this is just what is done
by a computer that communicates with peripheral devices (video cameras, sound recorders,
clocks, thermometers, etc.) to obtain external data. The computer changes electromagnetic
states of some data cells (that are connected to some peripheral device) — these states can be
described in the language of computer science as a sequence of “0” and “1” (bits) or, for a more
compact representation, as a sequence of larger numbers (for example, a sequence of 8 bits — a
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byte — can be represented as a number from 0 to 255) or (on a convention) any other symbols
(for example, Chinese hieroglyphs). Such changes cause certain processes in the connected
peripheral devices; as a result, these devices cause changes of some other data cells of the
computer. Then the computer processes the values (sequences of bits, numbers, or Chinese
hieroglyphs) of these cells according to its algorithm. As we see, nothing essentially changes in
comparison with the initial experiment of the Chinese room, — at least as far as the computer
and its (absent) thinking-understanding is concerned.
However, Vasilyev disagrees with such a conclusion:
“…the modiﬁcation of the Chinese room and … the transformation of the Room into the Robot
… radically changes the conditions of the mental experiment … First, the robot is provided
with its own program that is unknown to Searle, whereas it was originally supposed that Searle
knows and executes the whole program that allows to emulate the language competence.2
Secondly, the program installed in the robot has a rather speciﬁc, quasi-semantic character.
For this program has to specify not only the relations between hieroglyphs, but also the
relations of hieroglyphs to certain non-hieroglyphic, physical data that are obtained by its
television camera; and these data, unlike hieroglyphs, would be understandable for Searle, if
he could get acquainted with them. Accordingly, if we suppose that, in accordance with the
initial assumptions, Searle would know the whole program, or the set of programs that allows
emulating meaningful Chinese speech, then he would begin to understand Chinese. Really,
let us suppose that Searle learns the robot’s program. In that case, he would understand that
a certain movement of its television camera corresponds to a certain Chinese command, that
the presence before the television camera of things of a certain kind is designated by certain
hieroglyphs, that another kind of things is designated by others, etc. But such knowledge would
allow him to ﬁll syntactic aspects of Chinese with semantic contents” [Vasilyev, 2007: 89-90].
I think that this objection is mistaken. In the situation of the Chinese robot, there are
no other algorithms besides the algorithms that are executed by the computer; and I could
execute them just as well in the Chinese room — I would just need to deliver through the
input/output window extra sheets of paper with numbers generated on the algorithm and to
receive other sheets with numbers. The peripheral devices that receive commands from a
computer and transmit data to a computer do not need their own program (algorithm). Their
interactions with the computer and the environment may be purely causal3: certain states of
computer data cells cause certain physical processes in a peripheral device; those processes
determine the mode of interaction between the peripheral device and the environment; this
interaction, in turn, determines those electromagnetic-informational states that the peripheral
device causes in the corresponding data cells of the computer. So, the whole algorithmic
processing of information occurs in the computer.4 And it can be executed just as well, in
2

In this quotation, “Searle” stands for the person in the Chinese room who executes the algorithm
of symbol manipulation.
3
Searle, when discussing “the robot reply”, has also remarked: “The ﬁrst thing to notice about
the robot answer is that it tacitly concedes that cognition is not solely a matter of formal symbol
manipulation, since this reply adds a set of causal relations with the outside world.” [Searle, 1980: 420]
(Italics mine.)
4
In fact, some peripheral devices may be programmable (or once programmed when produced) and
to execute their implanted programs, but this is not necessary, for all such programs can be executed
by the computer, so that all peripheral devices are relieved of all data processing, and all that is left for
them to do are casual interactions.
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principle, by a person in the Chinese room; and it can be “interiorised” (on the assumption of
the supermind with supermemory). And, as I explained above, such knowledge and execution
of algorithms cannot provide a person with any understanding of Chinese.
Despite Vasilyev’s contentions, programs should not “specify … the relations of
hieroglyphs to certain non-hieroglyphic, physical data that are obtained by its television
camera”, so that “these data, unlike hieroglyphs, would be understandable for Searle, if he
could get acquainted with them”. All that the program should specify, as far as the data
obtained by the computer from the camera is concerned, are the relations of hieroglyphs to
informational states (data) of the corresponding cells of the computer memory. And these
data, just as well as hieroglyphs, would not be understandable for Searle, if he could get
acquainted with them, for they, as well as all other computer data, are just sequences of zeros
and units (values of bits) that can mean anything whatever. Also, “if we suppose that, in
accordance with the initial assumptions, Searle would know the whole program, or the set of
programs”, in that case, he would not “understand that a certain movement of its television
camera corresponds to a certain Chinese command, that the presence before the television
camera of things of a certain kind is designated by certain hieroglyphs”, since he does not
know neither about the movement of the camera, nor about its construction, nor about things
before it, nor even that the “command” (a sequence of bits, or numbers, or hieroglyphs)
he generates while executing his algorithm is directed to a television camera rather than a
scanner, or a sound recorder, or a clock, or a thermometer.
Admittedly, from an algorithm of processing the data that represents physical objects of
a certain kind it is often possible, in principle, to guess what physical objects are represented
by this data. However, such guessing is an extra job of thinking and imagination (based on
the understanding of meanings), distinct from mere memorizing or performing the algorithm.
And for such guesses to be possible, the guessing subject (person) must already have a good
notion about the relevant kind of physical objects.
Vasilyev could object that even if my above reasonings are true, neither they, nor Searle’s
argumentation do not show that the system consisting of a computer (that manipulates
symbols on a certain algorithm) and peripheral devices that interact with the computer
and the environment (even if this interaction is purely causal, and peripheral devices do
not execute any program of their own) do not think (in the sense of understanding-based
thinking). I agree with it. Really, all that my previous reasonings (if they are true), as well as
Searle’s argumentation, have shown, is that a computer that executes algorithms does not, by
virtue of this, understand — that the execution of algorithms by a computer is not suﬃcient
for understanding-based thinking. To expand this conclusion on a system that consists of the
computer and its peripheral devices, additional arguments are needed. In what follows, I
provide them.
Let us suppose that we have a system that consists of a computer (that manipulates
symbols on a certain algorithm) and peripheral devices that can interact with the computer
and the environment and so supply the computer with external data. Let us suppose that
these peripheral devices were never used as yet; the computer has never addressed them.
The system undergoes the Turing test on the understanding of Chinese. The testers ask only
such questions that the computer can answer them without addressing external sources
(through peripheral devices) for additional data. As in the initial version of Searle’s thought
experiment, the computer just manipulates formal symbols on a certain algorithm. We know
(from Searle’s argument supplemented with the reasonings I have proposed above) that such
data processing is insuﬃcient for understanding-based thinking — the computer does not
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understand the information it processes, as well as the meaning of the operations it executes.
Because the peripheral devices stay idle, the data processing by the system in this case is
equivalent to the data processing by the computer alone. Hence, the whole system, as well
as the computer, does not really think, does not understand. Thus, the system is unable to
understand any story and questions to such stories.
Now let us suppose that the system is asked such a question that the computer needs
to address some peripheral device to obtain some external data. The computer executes its
algorithm; at some step, it changes the informational states (a sequence of bits) of the cells
that are connected with a peripheral device; this causes some processes in the device that,
in their turn, cause changes of informational states (sequences of bits) in the corresponding
memory cells of the computer; the computer processes these changed states according to its
algorithm. As we know (from Searle’s argument and the reasonings above), the computer
does not understand the meaning of these happenings (it is not consciously aware of them at
all); even more so, the peripheral device has no understanding (and no conscious awareness).
Is it possible that the system consisting of these two understanding-and awareness-devoid
devices will have awareness and understand? It seems very implausible, but let us leave the
question about such a possibility open for a while.
What changes in the system as the computer communicates through peripheral devices with
the external world more and more? Nothing that could be of signiﬁcance for understanding.
Some data (sequences of bits) in some memory cells of the computer get rewritten, change.
But any such data could be written in the corresponding memory cells initially, before any
interactions of the system with the external world.
Let us take two identical computers with identical memories connected with identical
peripheral units. The ﬁrst system intensely communicates through peripheral devices with
the external world for a long period. The second system all this time is turned oﬀ. Before
turning it on, a programmer writes in all its memory cells exactly the same data as the
data contained in the corresponding cells of the ﬁrst computer. Now these two systems are
absolutely identical with respect to all informational states (let us suppose that peripheral
devices have no memory of their own).
We have already shown that the second system (that was turned on for the ﬁrst time a
moment ago) does not understand the data stored in its computer memory, as well as stories
and questions entered from the keyboard. But since the ﬁrst (“experienced”) system is
absolutely identical with the second with respect to all informational states, this means that
it does not understand all these things too, and all its “experience” of interactions with the
external world does not provide it with any understanding.
The only possibility to avoid this conclusion is to suppose that (1) with the system, a
new conscious mind emerges as something besides its computer data processing; (2) this
mind gradually develops in the process of the system’s interactions with the external world,
and (3) this mind is epiphenomenal — it eﬀects no inﬂuence on any actions of the system
and the results of its data processing. After all, if the two systems are absolutely identical
in their data processing algorithms and have the same data in all their memory cells, then
in identical situations their data processing operations and results should be absolutely
the same, irrespective of their history (the history of interactions with the world and of
the formation of the data in their memory cells). The system with a newly emerged empty
mind that has not yet began to develop processes data (and passes the Turing test) exactly
as the system with a mind that has developed throughout a long period of interactions with
the external world!
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Besides, let us note that even if we suppose that with the system there really emerges such
an epiphenomenal conscious mind, and that due to this mind the system (robot) becomes an
understanding being, this not only does not refute Searle’s argument, but directly supports
it. After all, the gist of Searle’s argument is not that is impossible that a conscious mind
may emerge in a computer or a robot in some miraculous way (let us imagine, that God
has reincarnated into a robot a soul of some Chinese). The gist of Searle’s argument is that
performing algorithms is not enough for understanding and understanding-based thinking;
that understanding and thinking needs (in addition or instead of performing algorithms)
a conscious mind that is something distinct from the informational states and processes
(executing algorithms) of a computer. It is exactly what we would have in the case of a robot
with an emergent epiphenomenal conscious mind: besides executing algorithms, there is a
conscious mind, such that its current states and processes are not determined entirely by the
current informational states and processes of the computer, as well as by any other current
physical states and processes in the robot, but are dependent on the mind’s own experience,
its own non-physical memory.
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Leonid Grigorevich Djakhaia
(http://en.bazaluk.com/dzahaya-leonid-grigorevich),
a Doctor of Philosophical Sciences, Professor, a world-famous
scientist, and also member of the editorial board of the academic
journal Philosophy and Cosmology, celebrated his 85th birthday
September 13 2017. The editorial board of the journal cordially
congratulates the jubilee, and wishes health and longevity. Age is
only a number. You have lived a long, full life with only the best
to come. Happy Birthday!
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The article deals with currents and tides. We look at the history of their observation in antiquity
as well as alternative theories, designed to explain their nature. Major theories accessed are those by
Aristotle, Posidonius and Seneca. Special attention is given to ancient explanation of the phenomenon
of the periodical change of the stream in Euripus’ channel (Chakida, Greece). Throughout we reflect
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Античные натурфилософы
о приливах и течениях2
Евгений В. Афонасин — доктор философских наук, профессор
Новосибирский государственный университет
(Новосибирск, Россия)
В статье изучаются античные представления о движении воды в морях. Показаны способы
рассуждения наших авторов, прежде всего, роль метода аналогии в их построениях. Подробно
рассматриваются работы Аристотеля, Посидония и Сенеки. Особое внимание уделено истории объяснения феномена смены течения в проливе Еврип (Халкида, Греция). Основное внимание
уделяется изучению развиваемой древними натурфилософами аналогии между природными явлениями и процессами, происходящими в организме человека, а также особенностям принимаемой ими теории взаимного превращения элементов.
Ключевые слова: античная наука, история астрономии, античная навигация, эмпирический
метод, первоэлементы, круговорот воды, моря, течения, приливы

Природа подобна живому организму. Эту общую установку разделяли многие
античные натурфилософы. Она же лежит в основе античной гидрологии.3 Эта идея,
© Afonasin, Eugene, 2017
2
При поддержке РФФИ, проект 17-03-127 («Метеорология и навигация в Античности»).
3
«Море похоже на живые существа и подобно им вдыхает и выдыхает» (Страбон, География
1.2.8, здесь и далее пер. Георгия Стратановского [Стратановский, 1994]). Примечательно, что
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конечно, очень метафизична, однако выводы, которые были сделаны на ее основе, позволили античным натурфилософам не только предложить объяснение для различных
процессов круговорота воды в атмосфере и под землей, но и высказать предположения
по поводу общих причин движения воды в океане. Если природа — это живой организм, то процессы, протекающие в ней, должны каким-то образом согласовываться
между собой, обеспечивая обновление и рост, без которых нет жизни. Циркуляция
«соков» поддерживает, согласно врачам гиппократикам, органическую жизнь, от растения до человека. Если природа устроена так же, то в глобальном масштабе ее существование также должно обеспечиваться движением вод. И примеры легко находятся.
Так, морские приливы по мнению Сенеки, обусловлены наполнением и опустошением
подземных «жил» (Естественнонаучные вопросы 3(4).14.3, здесь и далее пер. Татьяны
Бородай [Бородай, 2001; Hine, 1981]). Примечательно, что эта «биологическая» теория
сочетается у Сенеки с правильным «астрономическим» объяснением происхождения
морских приливов, в то время уже хорошо известным. Подобное упоминание многих
причин в целом характерно для античных авторов, стремящихся подойти к одному и
тому же явлению с разных сторон с учетом самых разнообразных мнений предшественников.4 Итак, Сенека пишет:
«Как из всех приливов, какие случаются во время равноденствия, самый большой
тот, что приходится на совпадение солнца и луны, так и прилив, посланный морем
на покорение земель, будет гораздо мощнее самых сильных из случившихся раньше
приливов…» (28.6).
Описание конечно же навеяно сведениями о гигантских приливных волнах, вызываемых землетрясениями. Но имеет ли море истоки в виде подземных «жил», о которых говорит Сенека (а до него Платон и некоторые другие философы)? Согласно Аристотелю, в отличие от рек или источников, море ниоткуда не «вытекает» (Аристотель,
Метеорологика 353b17 сл.),5 однако и в морях часто наблюдаются течения, локальные,
наподобие тех, что вызывают приливы и отливы и более постоянные, подобно тому,
как Меотида течет в Понт, а Понт в Эгейское море (354а1 сл.). Приливные течения особенно сильно ощущаются в узких проливах, где малые колебания уровня моря должны
казаться большими, тогда как на морских просторах они едва заметны.6
Течения, как замечает Аристотель в другом месте, существуют и под землей, причем не только воды, но и воздуха (пневмы). Так, пытаясь объяснить землетрясения поддвижение морского дна также подобно дыханию, во всяком случае так полагал перипатетик
Стратон, который, по сообщению того же Страбона (1.3.5), думал, что «морское дно то
поднимается, то опускается, и вместе с ним происходят поднятие и опускание моря».
4
См. замечания по этому поводу и соответствующую литературу в моих недавних работах:
[Афонасин, 2016; Афонасин, 2017].
5
Напротив, вышеупомянутый перипатетик Стратон считал, что течения связаны с
повышением и понижением морского дна, то есть, как говорит Страбон, «думал, что явления,
происходящие в реках, имеют место и в море» и что «что морское течение берет свое начало
с высоких мест, в противном случае он не считал бы дно моря причиной течения у Византия»
(География 1.3.5).
6
В трактате О чудесных слухах 55 (834b3) Аристотелевского корпуса, к примеру, говорится,
что уровень воды в проливе между Сицилией и Италией колеблется в зависимости от фазы
луны. Геродот (История 7.198) отмечает, что Ксеркс шел в Малиду вдоль залива, где «целый
день бывают приливы».
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земным движением испарений, он утверждает, что они чаще случаются в безветренную
погоду, так как «постоянно образующиеся испарения обычно следуют заданному направлению, либо устремляясь внутрь, либо наружу» (366а7). Отсюда следует, что землетрясения часто происходят в полдень и ночью, потому что в это время все ветры обычно
стихают, или, когда разные ветры компенсируют друг друга, в любое время. Днем испарения поднимаются вверх и движутся наружу, подобно приливу, а ночью они снова
устремляются внутрь, подобно отливу. Поэтому под утро землетрясение случается особенно часто, так как именно в это время обычно поднимается утренний бриз:
«Когда же начало движения пневмы, меняя, подобно Еврипу, свое направление проникает внутрь, избыток пневмы вызывает наиболее сильное землетрясение» (Метеорологика 366а10 сл., здесь и далее пер. Натальи Брагинской [Брагинская, 1981]).
Кроме того, продолжает Аристотель, сильные землетрясения случаются в местах,
где имеются стремительные морские течения и почва пористая и изрыта пещерами, по
которым под землю может уходить морская вода, а тепло земли, напротив, выходить
наружу. В качестве примеров, наряду с другими местами, упоминается Эдипсу — место на Евбее (совр. Эвия), обильное термальными источниками, расположенное в Северном Эвийском заливе, в который выводит пролив Еврип (см. рис 1.). Означает ли
это, что причиной смены направления течения в Еврипе Аристотель считал периодически наполняющиеся водой подземные пещеры в Эдипсу? Как мы видели, подобное
объяснение встречается у античных натурфилософов, что подтверждается следующим
рассуждением Сенеки: 7
«Отчего некоторые источники бывают по шесть часов кряду полные и по шесть —
пустые? …Как перемежающаяся лихорадка возвращается в один и тот же час, как
подагра дает себя чувствовать в определенное время, так очищение, если ему ничего не мешает, происходит всегда в установленный день, как новорожденный появляется в свой месяц, так и у вод есть свои промежутки, в которые они обычно
уходят и возвращаются» (там же 16.1).
Феномен течения в проливах и, особенно, обратного течения, весьма занимал и
других античных авторов. Страбон (География 1.3.11–12) со ссылкой на Эратосфена
говорит, что всякие течения в море возникают, как и в реках, из-за разницы уровня
воды, однако их характер может сильно отличаться и такие феномены, как Сицилийский пролив, меняющий направление течения дважды в день, или Халкидский, который меняет его семь раз в день, — это явления, требующие более глубокого изучения.
Прилив в качестве непосредственной причины этого явления здесь не упоминается,
хотя такое объяснение было доступно, как мы только что видели, уже Аристотелю, а
странное мнение о том, что Нил разливается из-за того, что солнце, «пересекая южный
пояс близко к земле, притягивает к себе воды всех рек» и поэтому, когда оно начинает
7
Подробнее об этом см. мою недавнюю работу [Афонасин, 2017]. См. ниже обсуждение
сообщения Страбона об источнике в храме Геракла в Гадире (География 3.5.7). Ср. также
рассказ Флавия Филострата, где обе причины соединяются вместе: со ссылкой на некое письмо
Аполлония индусам софист сообщает, что Океан «дышит», словно живой организм, и из его
дна и прибрежной суши, которые испещрены расселинами, периодически выходит вода, которая
затем в них исчезает. Правда, говорится немного ниже, эти движения считаются связанными с
убылью луны (Жизнь Аполлония Тианского 5.2).
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склоняться к северу, то увлекает за собой воды Нила, Сенека8 приписывает еще Геродоту. Здесь же приводится мнение ученика Аристотеля Дикеарха, который думал,
будто Нил разливается (ἀναχεῖσθαι) со стороны Атлантического моря,9 а также предлагал следующий механизм возникновения приливов: по его мнению, моря разливаются
(πλημμύροντι) именно под влиянием солнца, которое «каждый раз увлекает их за собой
(ἀποσυνέλκοντι) из мест, из которых оно отступает, причем это явление происходит
под утро и тотчас же после полудня» (Стобей, Антология 1.38.2). Об «отклонении»
Аристотель говорит в Метеорологике (366а13 сл.) в связи с изменением направления
ветра. Должно быть, Дикеарх также связывает приливные явления с ночным и дневным бризами.
«Физику» приливов пытался объяснить и Посидоний, который по сообщению доксографа (Аэций, Placita 3.17.4 = Stobaeus, Ecl. 1.38.4; 1.253.1 W; фр. 138 EK [здесь и
далее: Kidd, 1988–1999]), писал, что «ветры движимы луной; ветры приводят в движение море, где и возникает указанный феномен (т. е. приливы)». Это доксографическое
сообщение не очень понятно. Согласно Прискиану (Разрешение апорий Хосрова, царя
персов 6.72–73 = Посидоний, F 219 EK) Посидоний развивал и другую физическую
аналогию. Так как солнце и луна распространяют тепло, которое может разогревать
воду, причем тепло от солнца сильное и сухое (это чистый огонь), а от луны более
слабое и влажное (так как огонь в нем смешан с воздухом, Посидоний, фр. 122), то
естественно предположить, что тепло от солнца просто испаряет влагу, тогда как тепло, распространяемое луной, создает на поверхности воды волнение, подобное тому,
что возникает в котелке, подогреваемом на медленном огне. Эту же мысль повторяет
Плиний (Естественная история 2.222–223). Аналогия, должно быть, восходит к Аристотелю, который, впрочем, отвергает ее вместе с теорией о том, что небесные светила
«питаются влагой» (Метеорологика 355а15). Схожие спекуляции находим у Эпикура,
который в Письме Пифоклу (Диоген Лаэртий 10.110), в контексте обсуждения природы
гало вокруг луны, отмечает, что оно может возникать либо потому, что воздух со всех
сторон устремляется к Луне (как небесному телу), либо потому, что, встречая сопротивление, воздух сосредотачивается вокруг нее равномерным кольцом, либо потому,
что этим кольцом сдерживаются все истечения, происходящие от самой Луны. То есть,
в первом случае действуют силы отталкивания, а во втором и третьем — притяжения,
причем в первом и втором речь идет о воздухе и наблюдаемых явлениях, а во втором
постулируется некое особое истечение, происходящее от самой Луны.10 Конечно же,
все это довольно умозрительно, однако вряд ли лучшее физическое объяснение такого
комплексного явления, как прилив, было возможно до открытия Ньютоном теории тяготения и построения Лапласом динамической теории приливов.11
С феноменологическим описанием явления дела обстояли гораздо лучше. Как мы
видим, древние определенно связывали приливные явления с фазой луны и, отчасти,
местоположением солнца и смогли дать им верное объяснение. Согласно Страбону,
особенно внимательно эти явления изучал Посидоний, причем на основе собственных
8

В несохранившейся части книги 4.1 своего естественнонаучного труда, отрывки из которой
цитирует Иоанн Лид.
9
См. Иоанн Лид, О месяцах 4.107.
10
Из недавних работ о космологических предпосылках метеорологии Эпикура см., например,
[Eliopoulos, 2015] и, особенно, [Bakker, 2016].
11
Подробное описание истории изучения приливов: [Cartwright, 1999; Souchay et al., 2013 (ch.
2)]. В целом об этом сложном природном явлении см., например, в следующих, как популярных,
так и более специальных книгах: [Картер, 1977; Марчук & Каган, 1991; McCully, 2006].
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наблюдений (География 1.1.9, 1.3.12 и др., Посидоний, фр. 214–229 EK). В частности, интерпретируя Гомера,12 приливными явлениями Посидоний пытался объяснить
океанские течения, против чего (со ссылкой на Кратета) резонно возражает Страбон
(1.1.7): ведь движущийся на берег прилив совершенно не похож на регулярное течение, даже если оно меняет свое направление, что, как известно, типично для океанских
течений, а если Гомер и говорит об Океане как «текущем вспять» (Одиссея 20.65), то
здесь скорее всего имеется в виду течение в заливе или лагуне.
Астрономическое описание приливов у Посидония (или интерпретирующего его
Страбона) также связывается с теорией о подземных водах, движимых пневмой — в
духе все той же древней аналогии между устройством недр и живого организма. Страбон сообщает, что в храме Геракла в Гадесе (совр. Кадис), согласно Полибию (История 24.9.5), который посещал те места, есть источник, который, странным образом,
«…во время приливов иссякает, а во время отливов наполняется. В объяснение причины этого явления он говорит, что воздух, прорывающийся из глубины земли на
поверхность (если ее покрывает волной во время морского прилива), перестает, как
обычно, выходить и, повернув внутрь, запирает проходы источников, отчего и возникает недостаток воды; когда же поверхность обнажится от покрывающих ее вод,
то воздух снова проходит прямо и освобождает жилы источника, так что он снова
начинает течь стремительно и полноводно» (География 3.5.7).
Посидоний, который провел много времени в Гадире во время своего морского путешествия, считает рассказ об этом источнике ложным и замечает, что в действительности колодцы в Гераклеоне и еще один в городе иссякают просто потому, что днем
люди из них черпают воду, а ночью они наполняются снова. А так как время отлива
нередко совпадает со временем наполнения источника, жители Гадиры ошибочно связывают эти события как если бы одно было причиной другого (там же). Страбон склонен принять объяснение Полибия и, опираясь на еще одну биологическую аналогию
ученика Посидония Афинодора, согласно которому приливы — это «дыхание» моря,
предполагает, что
«…быть может, существуют какие-нибудь текучие воды, которые естественно по
одним путям пробиваются на поверхность (именно их устья мы и называем источниками и ключами); по другим путям эти воды устремляются в глубь моря, т. е.
поднимая уровень моря вместе с собой (так что оно разливается), всякий раз, когда
происходит как бы выдыхание, они оставляют свое обычное русло и затем возвращаются к нему всякий раз, когда море отступает» (там же).
Мы уже встречали это объяснение у Аристотеля. По всей видимости, Посидоний
с ним не согласен и, как показывает дальнейшее изложение его теории Страбоном,
развивает астрономическое объяснение приливов, дополняя теоретические соображения личными наблюдениями. Периодические движения океана повторяют, говорит он,
периоды обращения небесных тел, причем можно выделить суточный, месячный и годичный периоды:
12
Утверждение Гомера (Одиссея 12.105), будто «три раза в день» Океан поглощает и
извергает воды Посидоний объясняет искажением текста. Ведь известно, что прилив бывает
дважды в день.
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«Ведь всякий раз, когда луна поднимается над горизонтом до высоты зодиакального знака [то есть 30 градусов над горизонтом], море начинает вздуваться и заметно
наступать на сушу, пока луна находится на меридиане; но когда небесное тело начинает склоняться к горизонту, море снова мало-помалу отступает, пока луна поднимается над закатом на высоте зодиакального знака; затем море остается в таком
положении, пока луна не приблизится к закату и даже более того, пока луна, пройдя
дальше под землей, не будет отстоять от горизонта на высоту знака зодиака; затем
море опять наступает на сушу, пока луна не достигнет меридиана под землей, потом море отступает вновь, пока луна, обойдя кругом по направлению к восходу, не
будет отстоять на высоту знака зодиака от горизонта; затем море остается снова
спокойным, пока луна не поднимется на высоту знака зодиака, и затем снова наступает на сушу» (География 3.5.8).
Таков суточный период, что вполне соответствует явлениям, наблюдаемым в данном регионе и, конечно, верно не всегда.13 Так, по свидетельству самого Посидония,
Селевк Вавилонский (II в. до н. э.) отмечал особенность суточных циклов приливов в
районе Персидского залива (География 3.5.9): когда луна находится в «равноденственных знаках», приливы регулярны, когда же она переходит в знаки «солнцеворота» —
приливы становятся нерегулярными (как в отношении высоты прилива, так и скорости
изменений). Это наблюдение соответствует «смешанному типу» прилива, для которого
характерно наложение суточных и полусуточных циклов.14
Далее Посидоний предлагает астрономическую теорию приливов, отмечая, что в
течение лунного месяца прилив явно зависит от фазы луны: максимума он достигает
в новолуние (букв. конъюнкция, αἱ συνόδαι) и полнолуние (πανσέληνος), а минимума в
первую и третью четверть (διχοτόμος и διχοτός φθινάς), что опять-таки верно. Наконец,
ссылаясь на наблюдения жителей Гадиры, Посидоний принимает годичный период, 15
13
См. [Souchay et al., 2013: 104 ﬁg. 3.5]. Публикуемая здесь карта приливов хорошо показывает,
что в районе Кадиса доминируют приливы с полусуточным циклом (два максимума и два
минимума в сутки). К слову сказать, большая часть Средиземного моря находится в области, где
прилив с полусуточным циклом заметным образом дополняется приливом с суточным циклом
(один максимум и один минимум в течение суток), причем суточные пики приливов особенно
заметны в Западном Средиземноморье (южное побережье Испании и противолежащее ему
Африканское побережье, в особенности в районе Балеарских островов) и в юго-западной части
Эгейского моря (в районе Киклад). Графики приливов в любом регионе мира можно также
посмотреть на странице сервиса World Tides (https://www.worldtides.info).
14
Вновь см. [Souchay et al., 2013: 104 ﬁg. 3.5]. Карта показывает, что такой прилив
действительно наблюдается в некоторых районах Индийского океана, в Центральной части
Красного моря и в Аденском заливе.
15
По сообщению Страбона годичный максимумом должен происходить во время
солнцеворота и минимум во время равноденствия. Это ошибка, очевидная, благодаря
независимому сообщению неоплатоника Прискиана, который сообщает, что в действительности
Посидоний предполагал, что годичного максимума приливы достигают во время равноденствия:
«Во время солнцеворота более низкий прилив и слабое течение, в равноденствие же случается
то же, что обычно бывает во время полнолуния и новолуния» (Разрешение апорий Хосрова, царя
персов 6.71 и 73 = Посидоний, F 219 EK).
К слову сказать, существует и более долгий приливный цикл: каждые несколько столетий
расположение Луны, Земли и Солнца относительно друг друга повторяется, что обуславливает
длительные приливные циклы: ок. 300 г. до н. э. приливы были примерно такие, как сейчас,
около 550 года н. э. они достигли относительного минимума, в 1400 году они снова были
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однако, как сообщает далее Страбон (3.5.9), хотя наш философ провел много дней в Гадире во время летнего солнцеворота, который тогда случился около новолуния, он так
и не смог зафиксировать этого явления: верх фундамента храма Геракла и мол перед
гаванью Гадиры был покрыт водой не более, чем на 10 локтей (что, как отмечает тут же
Страбон, вдвое меньше, чем это иногда бывает в данном регионе). Зато Посидонию довелось видеть очень высокий прилив в устье рек Илип (Алькала дель Рио, к северу от
Севильи) и Бетий (совр. Гвадалквивир), и эти явления он счел необъяснимыми: тогда
как прилив в самой Гадире был умеренный, реки разлились так, что затопили всю равнину. Аналогичные сведения приводят Плиний (2.212 сл.), Флавий Филострат (Жизнь
Аполлония Тианского 5.6) и другие античные авторы. Об этом явлении упоминает и
Прискиан, к примерам из Посидония добавляя Рейн и Темзу, которые, по его сведениям, могут во время высокого прилива даже повернуть вспять. Это явление называется
бор.16 Страбон (вновь со ссылкой на Посидония) также несколько ниже упоминает о
явлении бора на реке Ибер (совр. Эбро). По словам Посидония, бор случается на реке
из-за того, что северный ветер из озера, через которое протекает река, загоняет волны в
реку. Кроме того, приливная волна вполне могла нагонять воду в устье Эбру, так как во
времена Посидония река еще не имела обширной дельты, как это наблюдается сейчас.
Комментаторы (F 218 EK) отмечают, что, по нашим сведениям, сам Посидоний эти
места не посещал, поэтому это замечание Страбона не очень понятно. Однако, если
вспомнить, что именно в районе Эбру испанское побережье подвержено аномальным
суточным приливам (единственный регион в западном средиземноморье), то становится понятно, почему это сообщение приведено в дополнение к наблюдению Селевка, относящемуся к аналогичным приливам в Индийском океане (совершенно нетипичным
для Атлантики и Средиземного моря).
Почему течение в Халкидском проливе (Еврипе) изменяет свое направление? Видно, что Страбон был ближе всего к истине, однако окончательный ответ на этот вопрос был получен лишь в наше время. Полное и точное описание первым представил греческий астроном Димитриос Эгинитис [Eginitis, 1929]. Первопричиной этого
удивительного явления действительно являются приливы, однако точное его описание
невозможно без учета ряда местных особенностей, а также силы и направления ветра
и волны.
В настоящее время Еврип представляет собой узкий и короткий канал (39 м в ширину и 40 м в длину), отделяющий остров Евбею (совр. Эвию) от материковой Греции.
Этот сравнительно глубокий (8,5 м) проход используется для судоходства: соединяющий берега мост раздвигается один раз в сутки и пропускает разнообразный морской
транспорт (см. рис 3, 6–7).
Феномен, как уже говорилось, состоит в следующем: (1) периодически течение в
проливе очень быстро меняется на противоположное, как правило каждые шесть часов, однако в некоторые дни эти изменения становятся беспорядочными; (2) скорость
течения варьируется в течение лунного месяца, иногда оно сравнительно слабое, иногда достигает шести или даже девяти узлов (морских миль в час), что существенно
затрудняет проход через канал, в особенности для маломерных судов (см. рис. 4).
максимальны, а следующий минимум ожидается примерно в 2400 году [Картер, 1977: 11].
16
Наиболее известные примеры: боры в устье рек Фучуньцзян, Амазонки, Ганга и других
больших рек с широким и воронкообразным устьем; менее значительные боры наблюдаются и
в европейских реках (Северн, Трент и др.); ср. также уникальные «реверсивные водопады» на
реке Сент-Джон, впадающий в залив Фанди.
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На основании альманаха, издаваемого портовой службой Халкиды, можно составить примерно такую таблицу смены направления течения в проливе в зависимости от
фазы луны. N–S означает течение с севера на юг, а S–N с юга на север.
День лунного
месяца
1
2

N–S

S–N

N–S

S–N

03.15
03.45

09.30
10.05

15.50
16.20

22.05
22.30

3

04.10

10.30

16.40

22.50

…

…

…

…

…

6

06.00

12.00

18.10

–

7-9

неупорядоченная

смена

направления

течения

10

00.00

06.10

12.10

18.10

11

00.30

06.40

12.50

18.10

…

…

…

…

…

20
21–23

05.40
неупорядоченная

11.50
смена

17.55
направления

00.10
течения

24

00.00

06.10

12.10

18.20

25

00.30

06.40

12.50

18.50

…

…

…

…

…

28

02.10

08.25

14.30

20.40

29

02.45

08.55

15.10

21.05

В таблице указано типичное время смены течения.17 В течение каждых 24 ч 50 мин
мы наблюдаем четыре фазы смены течения, что соответствует интервалу между двумя
последовательными прохождениями меридиана луной. Хорошо видно, что периоды регулярной смены направления течения перемежаются двумя периодами относительного
беспорядка, когда течение может менять направление до 14 раз в сутки, что соответствует, как хорошо видно из таблицы, времени нахождения луны в первой и последней
четверти. Ясно, что наиболее сильное и регулярно сменяющееся течение наблюдается
в период сизигийного прилива, когда гравитационные силы расположенных на одной
линии с Землей Луны и Солнца взаимно усиливают друг друга, тогда как слабое и нерегулярное течение имеет место в квадратурный прилив, когда силы Солнца и Луны
действуют под прямым углом друг к другу. Небольших (около фута) средиземноморских приливов, которые могут усиливаться или ослабляться сгонно-нагонными явлениями в северном и южном заливах Эвии, обусловленных, соответственно, сильными
южными и северными ветрами, теоретически должно вполне хватать для того, чтобы в
проливе образовалось течение.
17
Подробное описание феномена и таблицу см. в статье афинского астрофизика Антония
Антониу [Antoniou, 2015], которому автор выражает благодарность за личную коммуникацию.
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Посмотрим еще раз на карту Эвии (рис. 1). Этот большой и гористый остров простирается на сто десять миль с юго-востока на северо-запад. Обширный Южный
Эвийский залив открывается с юго-запада подобно большому рогу, из которого как
бы высыпаются Кикладские острова, тогда как Северный Эвийский залив соединяется
с Эгейским морем узким и сравнительно мелководным проливом, вход в который закрывает группа островов (Скиафос, Скопелос, Алонисос и др.). Рассмотрим теперь,
как будет распространяться приливная волна, движущаяся по Средиземному морю с
востока на запад. Очевидно, Южного залива она достигнет раньше, нежели Северного.
Как показывают наблюдения, разница во времени составит 1 час 15 мин. Вошедшая в
Южный Эвийский залив волна обеспечивает подъем уровня воды примерно на один
фут и создает в проливе Еврипа течение, направленное с юга на север. Примерно через
шесть часов узкого пролива достигает встречная волна из Северного Эвийского залива
и течение сначала останавливается, а затем его направление меняется на противоположное. Точное время прохода также определяется эмпирическим путем и зависит от
ряда факторов, таких как разница глубин в заливах, очертание берегов (Северный залив соединяется с морем узким каналом и, проходя через него, приливная волна встречает на своем пути гораздо больше препятствий, нежели в открытом Южном заливе),
направление ветра и т. д.
Разумеется, античные астрономы не понимали физической природы приливных
явлений, однако подобные наблюдения им были вполне по силам. Проблема, как мы
видим, в том, что даже точное знание о приливных силах само по себе не объясняет
смены течения в проливе, что должно быть и породило альтернативные теории о регулярном выходе на поверхность подземных вод в заливе Эдипсу.

Иллюстрации

Рис. 1. Остров Эвия (выделено зеленым). Фрагмент навигационной карты.
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Рис. 2. Пролив Еврип. Фрагмент навигационной карты.

Рис. 3. Пролив Еврип (общий вид).
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Рис. 4–5. Южный Эвийский залив. Вид с моста над Еврипом. Вверху: хорошо заметно
сильное течение; внизу: через несколько минут течение практически остановилось.

Рис. 6–7. Слева: автор проводит парусную яхту через Еврип. Май 2017 г., 10 ч. вечера,
Луна в первой четверти, попутное течение ок. 2 узлов. Справа: суда проходят Еврип.
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The article aim is to turn the spotline on the main thesis of reflection of Descartes’ skepticism
doctrine as well one’s argumentation estimation at the context of thinker’s creativeness. These
steps will promote the overcoming of one-dimensional comprehension of his attitude on skepticism
as an essential part of his doctrine. That is why it has sense to concentrate an attention on some
interpretations of key motives of Cartesian anti-skeptic approach at research literature as well as define
the place of anthropological project at these motives firstly. Secondly, make an accent on the key role of
anthropological dimension of one’s doctrine at the context of philosophical polemics with skepticism.
The analysis of interpretations of Descartes’ heritage as well as one’s original texts demonstrates
the absence of adequate interpretation of one’s place at the history of skepticism. The specific place
of Descartes’ anti-skepticism is also demonstrated. Most of researchers pay ones’ attention on the
tight vision of Modern Age at the form of development of scientific worldview. This position does not
takes into account the contemporary level of Descartes’ studies. First of all, authors make an accent
on the need to overcome the fragmentary vision of thinker’s heritage. Secondly, the valuable role of
anthropological dimension of Descartes’ texts is underlined. This position lets perform more authentic
perception of one’s anti-skeptic approach. In the course of finding the roots of researched situation,
the authors’ attention was consistently concentrated on the features of the contemporary interpretation
of Modern Age request which is reduced to development of scientific worldview by the skepticism
researchers. Such position marginalizes the anthropological component of one’s doctrine.
Keywords: Descartes, skepticism, anti-skeptic approach, Modern Age request, anthropological
project.
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Мета статті зводиться до висвітлення основних положень рефлексії на вчення Декарта
про скептицизм, оцінювання їх аргументованості в загальному контексті творчості
мислителя з метою подолання одномірності трактування його ставлення до скептицизму, як
суттєвої складової його вчення. А тому надалі доцільно, по-перше, зосередити увагу на деяких
тлумаченнях ключових мотивів антискептичного підходу Картезія в дослідницькій літературі
та місця в них антропологічного проекту, та по-друге, акцентувати ключову значимість
антропологічного виміру його вчення в ході філософської полеміки зі скептицизмом. Аналіз
інтерпретацій спадщини Декарта та його оригінальних текстів засвідчують відсутність
у дослідницькій літературі адекватного тлумачення його місця в історії скептицизму та
своєрідності антискептицизму. В більшості випадків увага зосереджується на вузькому
баченні запиту епохи Нового часу, тобто лише в вигляді розбудови наукової картини світу, що
не враховує сучасний рівень декартознавства. Авторами, по-перше, акцентується доцільність
виходу за межі фрагментарного бачення спадщини мислителя, по-друге — наголошується на
істотності антропологічного виміру текстів Декарта, що уможливлює більш автентичне
осягнення його антискептиної позиції. Автори виходять з визнання незадовільного осмислення
в декартознавстві ставлення Рене Декарта до скептицизму та його антискептичного
підходу. В ході прояснення витоків даної ситуації увага авторів послідовно зосереджується на
особливостях сучасного тлумачення запиту епохи Нового часу, який дослідники скептицизму
схильні редукувати до розбудови наукової картини світу, маргіналізуючи його антропологічну
компоненту.
Ключевые слова: Декарт, скептицизм, антискептична позиція, запит епохи Нового часу,
антропологічний проект.

«Я за допомогою своїх положень вперше
поруйнував сумніви всіх скептиків»
Картезій

Вступ
Проблема відношення до скептицизму та його подолання, як альтернативного науці
феномену, ніколи не покидали сторінок філософських досліджень, проте гострота
проблеми ставлення до скептицизму особливо загострилася в другій половині минулого
століття з появою постмодерну. Чільне місце в історії осмисленні скептицизму належить
Рене Декарту, як одному з найяскравіших філософів раннього модерну, інтерес до якого
був і є нездоланним протягом століть, про що свідчать запеклі дискусії серед сучасних
дослідників. Нинішній рівень історико-філософської та сучасної рецепції надає додаткові
можливості для перегляду усталених понять “сумнів”, “скептицизм”, антискептицизм” в
уявленнях французького філософа [Хома, 2016].
В сучасному декартознавстві ХХ-ХХІ ст. існує чимало дискусій стосовно
автентичності розуміння творів Картезія. Довгий час стосовно його спадщини
домінувала традиційна техноморфна точка зору, що базувалася на епістемологічних
його розвідках, але починаючи з другої половини минулого століття з’являється ціла
низка досліджень з амбівалентним підходом, в яких досліджується антропологічна
домінанти в його творах. Обидва означені підходи, що існують на дослідницькому
обрії, мають пряме відношення до проблеми сучасного розуміння ставлення Декарта
до скептицизму.
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Об’єктом критичного осмислення в пропонованому дослідженні є проблема,
яка протягом тривалого часу не вирішується в історико-філософській літературі, а
саме — суперечність між усталеним образом Декарта як скептика, котрий привів
до радикальної форми скептицизму, та позицією поміркованого скептицизму,
наближеного до конструктивної критики, що має місце в його антропологічних
пошуках, спрямованих на самоствердження людини у світі [Хміль, 2017: 128;].
А тому доцільною є увага до історичного контексту становлення ключових
принципів вчення французького філософа як передумови цілісної реконструкції
його творчості та зокрема критики скептицизму.
Загальний погляд на великий обсяг літератури, пов’язаної з іменем мислителя,
дозволяє зафіксувати ще один парадокс, де, з одного боку, проявляється посилена
увага до антропологічної складової філософування Декарта (зокрема рецепція
трактату «Людина» [Descartes’ Treatise on Man, 2017]), з іншого — некритичне
відтворення дослідниками скептицизму (нігілізму) антропологічного підґрунтя
його вчення, нещодавно озвученого відомим американським філософом Ричардом
Попкіним.1
Мета статті зводиться до висвітлення основних положень рефлексії на вчення
Декарта про скептицизм, оцінювання їх аргументованості в загальному контексті
творчості мислителя з метою подолання одномірності трактування його ставлення до
скептицизму як суттєвої складової його вчення. А тому надалі доцільно, по-перше,
зосередити увагу на деяких тлумаченнях ключових мотивів антискептичного підходу
Картезія в дослідницькій літературі та місця в них антропологічного проекту, та подруге, акцентувати ключову значимість антропологічного виміру його вчення в ході
філософської полеміки зі скептицизмом.

Виклад основного матеріалу
Новий час — епоха радикальних змін, означених відкриттям нових горизонтів
та перспектив. До числа її знакових проявів змістовних трансформацій належить
наукова революція, становлення якої супроводжується руйнацією усталеного образу
світу. Означений контекст створює сприятливий ґрунт для поновлення та посилення
скептицизму та актуалізації антискептицизму. Автентичне осягнення одного з
найбільш глибоких варіантів останнього запропоноване Декартом передбачає увагу
до способів розв’язання цієї задачі в літературі.
1

Переконливі приклади нехтування мають місце на сторінках широко відомих досліджень
Ричарда Попкіна [Popkin, 2003]. Справедливість означеної тези відзначалася Хосе Маия Нето
в матеріалах конференції, присвяченої пам’яті Ричарда Попкіна 2007 року. «Найважливішою
частиною останніх досліджень є тенденція ідентифікувати антропологічне бачення людської
істоти або як ґрунту або ж як важливого аспекту сучасного скептицизму. Головна новизна
полягає в баченні зв’язку між скептичними та антропологічними поглядами, котра пов’язана з
переоцінкою спадщини елліністичних філософських шкіл скептицизму». Надзвичайно важливою
виглядає теза, сформульована в примітці. Мова йде про відсутність окремої уваги до антропології,
тобто про усталену традицію нехтування. Загальне бачення раннього модерного скептицизму у
Ричарда Попкіна не підкреслює (не приділяє окрему увагу — автори) антропологічному аспекту.
Повертаючись до означеного моменту на наступній сторінці, автор справедливо вказує на істотну
відмінність позиції скептиків раннього модерну від античних, а саме — зосередженість уваги на
його підвалинах, котрі виглядають як християнські доктрини природи людини, що домінували в
ХVI-XVII ст. Але автор не вважає за доцільне проявляти певний інтерес до огляду цих моделей,
тобто виносячи його поза межі своєї уваги [Maia Neto, 2009: 309].
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На сьогодні до числа істотних перешкод на шляху адекватної рецепції філософії
Нового часу належить суб’єктивне тлумачення cogito, як ключового принципу вчення
Декарта та акцент на центральній ролі принципу тотожності мислення та буття.
Наскільки автентичним є означений підхід?
На окрему увагу заслуговує тлумачення антискептичної позиції Декарта як
прихованого скептицизму, який репрезентує Ричард Попкін. Йдеться насамперед про
гостре формулювання ключової проблеми спадщини Декарта: як стала можливою
трансформація «тріумфу» антискептицизму Декарта, котрий в ході його змістовної
реалізації оприявнився як «трагедія» - повний провал його проекту?
До числа ключових проявів скептичної позиції французького мислителя та його
погляду на науку Попкін відносить радикальний суб’єктивізм, котрий він пропонує
визнати нездоланним для Декарта: «…ми ніколи не зможемо ні встановлювати зв›язок
з чим-небудь поза нами, ні гарантувати її абсолютну істинність» [Popkin, 2003: 168].
Переконливість тези щодо правомірності віднесення Декарта до представників
скептицизму не викликає у Попкіна жодних сумнівів, що засвідчує наведена ним
класифікація основних форм нігілістичної рецепції мислителя: ортодокси сприймали
Декарта як хитрого скептика, метод якого заперечував самі основи традиційних систем.
Догматики ж виступали проти першої «Медитації» з її спрямованістю на деструкцію
передсуджень, оскільки її аргументи були для них нездоланними. Скептики ж
атакували три інші «Медитації» як такі, що не можуть бути узгоджені з ідеями першої.
Аналізуючи питання про те, наскільки адекватною та переконливою є
характеристика Попкіним позиції Декарта як нездоланного суб’єктивізму, слід
звернути особливу увагу на ті виклики епохи, котрі виходять за межі суб’єктивності.
Йдеться як про необхідність обґрунтування об’єктивності природничо-наукових
знань, так і про здатність людини виходити за межі природознавства та встановлювати
себе як самодостатню особистість. Обидва означені моменти відображені в тексті
Попкіна, але не осмислені належним чином. Мова йде про «силу cogito, котра як
хвиля припливу змітає кризу піронізму та встановлює нову просвітлену особистість,
причетну до надійної непорушної істини» [Popkin, 2003: 153-155].
В ході нинішнього ознайомлення з деякими працями Попкіна, а особливо з тестом
його останньої прижиттєвої монографії «Історія скептицизму: Від Савонарола до
Бейля» (2003) виникає сумнів щодо її підсумкового характеру стосовно більш ранніх
досліджень. Але означене враження за умови співвіднесення дослідницьких позицій
виявляється ілюзією, котра спотворює наше бачення історико-філософської думки.
Інакше кажучи, звертання до більш ранніх дослідників ролі в історії скептицизму
Декарта, наприклад, Джанет Броутон, Джон Пітер Керріеро тощо, свідчать, по-перше,
про нередукованість їх поглядів до позиції Попкіна, по-друге, наявність в їх поглядах
евристичних та конструктивних моментів, на які мало хто звертає увагу. До речі, Едвін
Кьорлі справедливо наголошує на хибності тези щодо універсальності сумніву та його
присутності у всіх творах мислителя, оскільки позиція Картезія в тексті «Правил» не
передбачає звертання до методу сумніву [Curley, 1978: 43].
Приймаючи до увагу новітні тенденції в декартознавстві та означене вище
нехтування антропологічним виміром філософської спадщини Картезія, варто
наголосити на слушності акцентування ключової значимості його антропологічних
розвідок для окреслення антискептицизму. Щоправда, йдеться про першу назву
«Дискурсії», котра згадується філософом в листі до Мерсена в березні 1636:
«Проект всезагальної науки, спроможну підняти нашу природу на найбільш високий
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щабель досконалості» [Descartes, 1996: 339]. Осмислюючи творчість французького
мислителя в означеному ракурсі, Кьорлі слушно пов’язує оригінальність позиції
Декарта з притаманним схоластам наголошенням на особливій ролі “Я” [Curley,
1978: 19;]. З впевненістю можна зауважити, що на цей важливий момент майже
ніхто з дослідників не звертає уваги. Одначе змістовне розгортання зазначеної
оригінальності та самобутності в тексті монографії Кьорлі увиразнюється в ході
звертання до поняття «природна людина» (natural man) як способу означення моделі
людини. Підсумовуючи власний екскурс в історію скептицизму, він слушно акцентує
свій інтерес на антискептичній спрямованості пізніх текстів Декарта, вказуючи на
деякі форми оприявнення антропологічного підходу, однак помиляючись в тому, що
пізні твори Декарта «не пов’язані з відповідями на заперечення та розробкою деталей
програми, окресленій в «Дискурсії» та «Медитаціях» [Curley, 1978: 235] та схиляється
до думки про те, що антропологічна інтенція в кінці життя Декарта виглядає в формі
“все більшого інтересу до проблем психології та моралі». Але попри всі розбіжності та
відкриття обнадійливих перспектив Кьорлі не схиляє читачів до оптимізму, причиною
якого є його власна наївність в тлумаченні cogito як вихідного пункту філософування
Картезія. Йдеться про неодноразові констатації щодо неспроможності філософа
вивести з власного мислення будь-що інше окрім свого власного існування, котре є
суб’єктивним. Що ж стосується інтересу до антропологічних проблем в останні роки
творчості Декарта, то Кьорлі, зауважуючи його непересічну евристичну значущість,
не вважає за доцільне звертання до присутнього в ньому потенціалу конструктивного
мислення, що суперечить позиції авторів цієї статті.
Доцільність виходу за межі наївних уявлень щодо універсальності сумніву у
творах Декарта є об’єктом дослідження в монографії Джанет Броутон «Декартівський
метод сумніву» 2002 року. Важко не погодитися з думкою авторки про те, що ніде в
«Правилах» загальний метод відкриття не залучає процедур, продиктованих методом
сумніву. Аналогічно в тексті «Дискурсії» метод сумніву також не тотожній загальному
методу, а коли мова заходить про метод «Медитацій», то підхід Декарта також не
зводить його до методу сумніву [Broughton, 2002: 109-119]. А тому, аналізуючи результати домінування хибного уявлення щодо універсальність сумніву, Броутон
справедливо зауважує факт спотворення смислу cogito більшістю дослідників як вкрай
важливого поняття Декарта, хоча послідовне проведення власного конструктивного
ставлення дослідниці до скептицизму Декарта передбачає зосередження уваги на
позасуб’єктивних імплікаціях cogito.
Амбіційна спроба окреслення антискептичної позиції Картезія в ході звертання
до відповідного історико-культурного контексту в публікації Хосе Луїса Бермудеса
«Скептицизм та наука у Декарта» [Bermúdez, 1997]. Автор пов’язує означене вчення про сумнів з радикальною зміною образу світу як результат геліоцентричної теорії
Коперника та зумовлене нею дистанціювання від онтології Аристотеля. На умку
дослідника, котру важко визнати переконливою, задача конструктивного подолання
радикального сумніву успішно може бути вирішена в ході звертання до філософських
засад нової науки. При цьому пропонується основний акцент ставити на укоріненості
мотивів сумніву в гносеологічних потребах картезіанської науки. Обмеженість означених настанов стає явною для автора, коли Бермудес вимушений виходити за їх
межі при спробі співвіднести гіпотезу Декарта про “злого генія” з останнім рівнем
розвитку фізики. Інакше кажучи, означена гіпотеза ставить під сумнів правомірність
тлумачення наукового бачення як останнього слова стосовно природи реальності, тоб172
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то самодостатності науки. «Гіпотеза “злого генія” робить сумнівним наші причини
вважати наукове бачення реальності останнім словом стосовно цього питання», — з
певним розчаруванням констатує автор [Bermúdez,1997: 757;].
Безперечно, що до недоліків даного підходу належить нехтування більш широким
контекстом становлення філософії Нового часу, а саме — запитом на розбудову
антропології та етики. Непрямим аргументом на користь останньої тези є констатація
істотної відмінності характеру сумніву у творах «Світ» та «Медитації» Декарта, стосовно
якої Бермудес зауважує надлишковий характер радикального сумніву, доцільність якого
не може бути зрозумілою та виправданою з позицій необхідності обґрунтувати науки
[Bermúdez,1997: 770]. А отже, наведена констатація може бути витлумачена як непряма
форма запиту на самопізнання людини як сущого та належного.
До числа тих новітніх публікацій, автори яких докладають значні зусилля для
подолання усталеного образу дегуманізованого скептицизму Декарта, варто віднести
публікації Сари Паттерсон. На відміну від поширених уявлень про самодостатність
скептицизму Картезія, вона слушно зауважує його службову та інструментальну роль.
А тому пропонує обґрунтовану тезу про доцільність пов’язувати новацію Декарта в
ході запровадження скептицизму з задачею усунення спотворень природи людини, а
саме — забезпечення противаги для її передсуджень та звичок [Patterson, 2000: 87].
Аналізуючи чинники актуалізації сумніву в тексті більш свіжої публікації Паттерсон
«Сумнів та природа людини в Медитаціях Декарта» (2012), вона справедливо виходить
за межі безпосереднього контексту наукової революції та акцентує укоріненість
сумніву в самій природі людини, наближаючись до тлумачення людського феномену
як втілення сумнівності фундаментальних принципів світобудови. Щоправда,
форму реалізації окресленого задуму важко визнати задовільною, оскільки авторка
зосереджує увагу лише на загальних ключових чинниках деформації природи людини,
відводячи центральну роль усталеним традиціям світосприйняття, втіленням яких є
поняття звички та чуттєвості: «звичка узурпує місце природи [людини — автори]», а
«чуттєвість узурпує місце інтелекту». Також поза увагою дослідниці не залишаються
і істотність передсудів дитинства як чинника деформації природи дорослої людини,
яка критично ставиться до усталених традицій як “вагомої перешкоди на шляху
саморозбудови” [Patterson, 2012: 193-196].
Проте, водночас, поза увагою Паттерсон залишилися радикальні трансформації
становища людини Нового часу, котрі оприявилися завдяки виходу на перший план
сумніву як засобу (д)осягнення істини. А тому передумовою змістовного розкриття
тези щодо укоріненості сумніву в природі людини є окреслення основних моментів
власної позиції мислителя, що передбачає звертання до його текстів.
Хай там що відбувається в думках наших опонентів, на першочергову увагу
заслуговує аналіз тексту «Медитацій». Декарт неодноразово підкреслює сумнівність
світобудови, котра оприявнюється невизначеністю місця людини у Всесвіті. На
перший погляд правомірно затаврувати позицію Картезія як втілення умовності та
релятивізму, одначе, як виявляється, за умови більш глибокого знайомства з його
творами, пріоритети мислителя виходять за межі скептицизму, оскільки за допомогою
радикального сумніву людина отримує шанс усвідомити істину, дистанціюючись від
приємних та спокусливих ілюзій стосовно наявності безнапружного пізнання світу.
Репрезентативним моментом позиції філософа є початок другої «Медитації» [Декарт,
2014: 156], присвяченої осмисленню інтелекту, де місце нинішнього онтологічного
статусу людини означене як стан повної невизначеності (стан “підвішеності”), в
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чому і полягає, здавалось би, скептицизм Декарта. При цьому для нас першочергову
значимість має орієнтація Декарта на позитивний підхід до проблеми людини, як на
щось певне та визначене.
В ході аналізу чинників недосконалості природи людини та її здатності впадати
в оману, як свідчить четверта «Медитація», Декарт повертається до ключової тези
про невизначеність статусу людини в природному світі та пошуків його причин. Він
конкретизує чинники невизначеності за допомогою уявлень про протилежні полюси
реальності, де він нібито вміщений «як щось серединне між Богом і ніщо, або між
найвищим сущим і не-сущим», а згодом він заявить: «сам я найвищим сущим не є»
[Декарт, 2014: 216].
Викладаючи власну позицію, французький мислитель робить спробу
дистанціюватися від спокусливо простих та наївних варіантів тлумачення проблем
стосовно філософської антропології. До числа найбільш істотних належить питання
про обмеженість свободи людини зовнішніми обставинами та чинниками. При цьому
для Картезія надзвичайно важливим було уникнути, по-перше, загрози релятивізму,
тобто бачення людини як істоти залежної від зовнішніх стихій та чинників, по-друге,
спокуси радикалізації сумніву як умови абсолютної свободи та незалежності людини.
Як засвідчує текст четвертої «Медитацій», Декарт успішно долає обидві означені
спокуси, тобто ні Бог, ні геній як втілення двох протилежних полюсів реальності,
не мають влади над людиною та її поведінкою. Як виявляється, попри ілюзію
максимальної підступності та могутності злого генія, він не є всемогутньою істотою,
оскільки його спроможності мають межу у вигляді людського «я», про що Декарт
напише: «він ніколи не зробить так, щоб мені бути нічим, доки я думаю, що я є щось»
[Декарт, 2014: 158]. Аналізуючи феномен сумніву, експлікуючи умови його граничної
радикалізації, Картезій наголошує, що сумнів людини не може бути універсальним,
оскільки існує вища інстанція — Бог як творець світу та людини. Інакше кажучи, поперше, наш сумнів може бути радикальним лише за умови визнання Бога вигадкою,
по-друге, лише за умови крайнього ступеню недосконалості людини через постійні помилки, про що Декарт нас запевнить: «я не можу стати аж настільки недосконалим, щоб
помилятися завжди». Для Декарта стає аксіоматичним, що існування та довершеність
Бога унеможливлює постійне ошукування людини.
Після акцентування онтологічної неукоріненості людської природи доцільно
зосередитися на позитивній спрямованості філософських шукань Картезія. Вже в
тексті «Синопсису» унаочнюється значимість його спрямованості на встановлення
та відкриття певних безсумнівних істин: «ми не можемо сумніватися в речах, про
істинність яких пізніше дізнаємося» [Декарт, 2014: 132].
Реальний Декарт, на відміну від його викривленого образу, створеного та поширеного
скептиками, був далекий від гіпостезування та універсалізації радикального сумніву.
Свідченням того, наскільки нечасто (по суті — в виняткових випадках) він вважав за
можливе використання цієї небезпечної зброї, є лист Картезія до принцеси Елізабет
від 28 липня 1643 року, де він зазначає необхідність пройти через радикальний сумнів
принаймні раз в житті та застерігає від зловживань ним як надзвичайно небезпечної
спокуси. А також в текстах «Медитацій» Декарт застерігає від наївної рецепції тези
про універсальність сумніву та наголошує на доцільності позбавитися його вад.
В ході сучасного аналізу можливостей тлумачення позиції Декарта як скептика,
варто зосередитися на рецепції його творчості отцем Бурденом, на його «Запереченнях»
та на картезіанських «Відповідях на Заперечення». Для нього оцінка звинувачень та
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аргументів єзуїта виглядають прикладом упередженої інтерпретації, що базується на
перебільшенні значимості перших «Медитацій» та відсутністю уваги до цілісного
бачення задуму великого француза: «майже весь матеріал запозичений з цих джерел,
але він так перемішаний, спотворений та хибно витлумачений, що все те, що спочатку
було максимально розумним, перетворюється в ілюзію того, що воно є частиною
чогось досить абсурдного [Descartes, 1996: 460].
Змістовно конкретизуючи власну тезу про спростування сумнівів всіх скептиків,
Картезій наголошує на виході за межі суб’єктивістської, здавалось би, тези «Я мислю»
(чого не помічає о. Бурден), та підкреслює в якості найважливішого моменту власного
антискептицизму доказ існування Бога та створеного ним світу «...він розглядає як
нічого не варті, — полемізує мислитель з єзуїтом, — ті базовані на цьому вихідному
пункті [я мислю] докази існування Бога та багато інших речей» [Descartes, 1996: 552].
Експлікуючи чинники тлумачення творчості Декарта як домінування радикального
сумніву, він сам вказує на нехтування принциповою відмінністю між радикальним
сумнівом першої «Медитації», присвяченій досвіду на основі чуттєвості та звичайним
сумнівом, пов›язаним з повсякденним життям, де перший є «метафізичним,
перебільшеним та жодним чином не може бути перенесений в практичне життя»
[Descartes, 1996: 461].
Отець Бурден демонструє упереджене та фрагментарне прочитання текстів
Декарта, спрощуючи та спотворюючи його позицію. Прикладом виступає поняття
«ума» як суттєвої частини людини, котра, здавалось би, назавжди відправлена
Картезієм у вигнання. Він зауважує факт істотних колізій в ході тлумачення цього
поняття, а саме — якщо ум на початку «Медитацій» відкидається як дещо сумнівне,
то в подальшому має місце його реабілітація. А оскільки о. Бурден нехтує складною
архітектонікою тексту «Медитацій», то Картезій вимушений нагадувати, що в
тексті першої «Медитації» мова йде про деструкцію передсуджень, що уможливлює
використання сумніву стосовно всіх тих речей, котрі є недостатньо ясними для нашого
ума до доказу існування Бога.
Наголошуючи на недовершеності людської природи в вигляді схильності до заблуд
через: «слабкість та немічність нашої природи» [Декарт, 2014: 286, 289;], Декарт,
здавалось би, аргументує правомірність радикального сумніву в «Медитаціях», але
акцентування спроможності людини осягнути істину та мати достовірне знання,
дає підстави для інших оцінок. Останні кілька сторінок метафізичного шедевру
Декарта (до яких о. Бурден не дійшов) можуть бути кваліфіковані як оптимістична
од людському розуму та запоруку успішності людських починань та звершень. В
означеному ключі додатковим аргументом постає підсумок «Медитацій» в вигляді тези
щодо правомірності відкидання «гіперболічного сумніву» останніх днів як гідного для
осміяння [Декарт, 2014: 286].
В ході осмислення позиції Картезія стосовно скептицизму на перший план виходить
тлумачення cogito, оскільки саме з ним пов’язані звинувачення в суб’єктивізмі та
скептицизмі. Зупинимося на ньому детальніше, зосереджуючи увагу на контексті
його запровадження та на його функціях. Як правило, увага приділяється на його
укоріненості в окремому індивіді, а питання ж про чинники його надсуб’єктивної
значимості та переконливості для самого Декарта нехтується. Принципову значущість
має для нас парадокс, котрий лежить в основі його вчення, а саме — уявлення про
його самодостатність є позірним та перебільшеним, а абсолютність відносною. Поза
увагою о. Бурдена залишилися два істотних моменти позиції Картезія, а саме — поPhilosophy and Cosmology. Volume 19, 2017
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перше, диференціювання поняття природи в його широкому та вузькому значеннях,
по-друге, укоріненість cogito як прояви природи людини в понятті природи в широкому значенні цього слова. Звертаючись до тих місць в тексті «Медитацій», де Декарт окреслюючи власне бачення своєрідності змісту та функцій природи в широкому
значенні слова, акцентує тотожність природи в широкому значенні слова та Бога. Наведемо відповідний фрагмент в силу його непересічної значимості: «…під природою,
розглядуваною загалом, я розумію нині не що інше, як або самого Бога, або ж встановлену Богом взаєумоузгодженість сотворених речей» [Декарт, 2014: 268]. В означеному
контексті власне людська природа для Декарта є похідною від природи в розширеному
значенні, тобто від Бога: «Я, — пише він, — розумію під моєю природою … не що
інше, як взаємопереплетеність усіх тих [речей], якими Бог обдарував мене» [Декарт,
2014: 268].
Означена позиція Картезія для нас сьогодні важлива як дистанціювання від
антропоцентризму. Образ людини як самодостатньої істоти тут проблематизується, а
усталене уявлення про неї як живу істоту, обдаровану розумом, втрачає переконливість.
Більше того, аналізуючи природу людини як речі, яка мислить, Декарт визнає доцільним
наголошення на революційному переосмисленні її усталеного образу, тобто, по-перше,
на обмеженості усталених уявлень про неї, по-друге — на необхідності скромної
оцінки власних знань та визнання істотності нових ракурсів її природи, котрі досі є
невідомими: «…я є річ, яка мислить, тобто ум, або найвищий рівень душі, або інтелект,
або рація — слова, значення яких було мені раніше невідомими» [Декарт, 2014: 162].
Усвідомлення важливості та істотності нового підходу до тлумачення людської
природи спонукає Декарта як до скромної оцінки результатів самопізнання, «але може
бути, що я — щось більше, ніж сам розумію» [Декарт, 2014: 200], а з іншого боку,
до визнання спотвореності природи людини на даний момент. Показовим свідченням
цього є згадка в другій Медитації про «ум», котрий звично блукає «манівцями» та
завершальні акорди третьої Медитації, де йдеться про «потьмарений розум».
Означений аспект т.з. Декарта може та має бути прийнятий до уваги як проява
парадоксальності відношення природи людини та природи Бога. Тексти мислителя
засвідчують їх парадоксальність, оскільки він, з одного боку, визнає, з іншого —
радикально заперечує можливість безпосереднього переходу від розуму людини до
раціональності Бога. В першому випадку, мова йде про шлях, яким ми від споглядання
істинного Бога, в якому приховані скарби науки та мудрості, прийдемо до пізнання
решти речей, у другому — наголошується на безпідставності людської гордині в вигляді
високої оцінки потенцій людського розуму: «вважаю, — пише він, — я не зміг би, не
втрапляючи в нерозважливість, досліджувати цілі Бога» [Декарт, 2014: 214, 218].
Здійснений нами екскурс до спадщини Картезія засвідчує поверховість та хибність
тих підходів до тлумачення її як скептицизму, автори яких нехтують глибинами його
метафізики, що ґрунтується на парадоксальності відносин людини та Бога. Змістовне
окреслення та осмислення антискептичної позиції Декарта передбачає вихід за межі
усталених стереотипів, уважне ставлення до його текстів з врахуванням сучасного
рівня історико-філософської науки.

Висновки
Аналіз інтерпретацій спадщини Декарта та його оригінальних текстів засвідчують
відсутність у дослідницькій літературі адекватного тлумачення його місця в
історії скептицизму та своєрідності антискептицизму. В більшості випадків увага
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зосереджується на вузькому баченні запиту епохи Нового часу, тобто лише в вигляді
розбудови наукової картини світу, що не враховує сучасний рівень декартознавства.
Авторами, по-перше, акцентується доцільність виходу за межі фрагментарного бачення
спадщини мислителя, по-друге - наголошується на істотності антропологічного виміру
текстів Декарта, що уможливлює більш автентичне осягнення його антискептицизму.
Автори виходять з визнання незадовільного осмислення в декартознавстві
ставлення Рене Декарта до скептицизму та його антискептичної позиції. В ході
прояснення витоків даної ситуації увага авторів послідовно зосереджується на
особливостях сучасного тлумачення запиту епохи Нового часу, який дослідники
скептицизму схильні редукувати до розбудови наукової картини світу, маргіналізуючи
його антропологічну компоненту.
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Information for Authors
– The articles that are submitted to the Philosophy and Cosmology follow a double blind
peer-review procedure.
– Submitted papers must be clearly written in English, Russian, or Ukrainian.
– The preferred mode of submission is as MS Word (.doc, .docx) by E-mail: mfkoorg@
gmail.com
– The target length for an article is 6,000-8,000 words (20,000-40,000 characters with
spaces). If your article is longer than this, please contact the editorial oﬃce.
– The style (e.g. fonts, font size, spaces, margins, etc.) is adjusted by editors.
– It is suggested that ﬁgures, tables and formulae should be displayed with features of
your software package (e.g. MS Word tools).
– The list of References (Bibliography) should appear at the end of the main text, and be
listed in alphabetical order by author’s name.
– References to publications within the text should be as follows: [Zsizsek, 2002: 26],
[Encyclopaedia of Philosophy, 1983: 220], [Zsizsek, 2008a: 26], [Zsizsek, 2008b: 75],
in appropriate languages. There must be a strict one-to-one correspondence between
the names and years in the text and those in the list of references.
– Footnotes should be kept to a minimum and indicated by consecutive superscript numbers.
– Information about the author should include: author name, honorary or other degree(s)
(if any); aﬃliation. Provide also the full postal address, including the country name,
e- mail address and, if available, phone numbers (with country and area code). Contact
de- tails must be kept up to date by the corresponding author.
– The abstract should state brieﬂy the purpose of the research, the principal results and
major conclusions. The abstract should not be less than 250 words.
– The abstract should also contain a short list of carefully chosen Key Words or content
indicators (7-10 words).
– Acceptance of manuscripts is based on originality and importance to the ﬁeld as assessed by the Editors. The Editorial Board reviews manuscripts with ad hoc assistance
of external reviewers (blind peer review). Publication decisions are made by the Editorial Board. Based on editorial judgment, some submissions are rejected initially without external review.

Review procedure
Philosophy and Cosmology journal considers for publication the articles on conditions that
the articles are your own original works and are not copies of any other previously published
works, including your own previously published work. The article has been given only for Philosophy and Cosmology Journal. The article should not be under consideration or peer-review
or accepted for publication elsewhere.
All articles should be presented in accordance with the journal’s publication guidelines. Articles
not adhering strictly to journal guidelines will be returned to authors without scientiﬁc evaluation within a month. Submitted articles adhering to the journal’s guidelines are reviewed by the
Chief Editor or the Editor, who will assign them to reviewers. The articles that are published in
Philosophy and Cosmology journal follow a single blind reviewing procedure.
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The article does not contain anything that is disrespectful, demeaning, libellous, obscene, fraudulent, or illegal. The use of general descriptive names, trade names, trademarks, and so forth
in the publication, even if not speciﬁcally identiﬁed, does not imply that these names are not
protected by the relevant laws and regulations.
Please note that Philosophy and Cosmology journal uses text-matching software UNPLAG
and some web-services to check your articles for plagiarism. By submitting your articles to
the journal, you agree that your articles are checked for originality and have to undergo the
peer-review and publication procedures. If the reviewers suspect plagiarism, fabricated data,
conﬂict of interest, redundant (duplicate) publication etc., they follow the COPE Flowcharts
for resolving such cases.
We aim to complete the review process, from submission date to decision date, within ten
weeks. If this process takes longer than the given period, the authors will be informed additionally about the reasons of the timeline changes. The Chief Editor prepares a decision letter
according to the reviewers’ comments, which is sent to the author of article. If necessary, the
author should edit your article according to the reviewers’ recommendations within two weeks.
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International Society of Philosophy and Cosmology
(ISPC)
ISPC is an organization formed at the suggestion of members of the First International Seminar
“The Universe — structure, stages of formation and development” (Pereyaslav-Khmelnitsky,
Ukraine, 5–7 October 2004). The mission of the project ISPC — to merge into a single information space academic scientiﬁc and philosophical researches on space matters.

Activities
Currently, ISPC specializes in the design and creation of the common information space in the
space exploration.

The priority for ISPC is the three areas:
1. The scientiﬁc and philosophical research of the structure of the Universe and the stages of
its evolution and the study of man’s place at the scale of the Earth and the Cosmos;
2. The scientiﬁc and philosophical analyst of modern educational systems in order to create
the future human image — an abstract ideal way of future generations of serving a guide for the
existing systems of education;
3. Theoretical and practical research of the organization and implementation of space travel.
In addition to enabling high-quality communication and access to current information about
space exploration, ISPC publishes research journals “Philosophy and Cosmology” and “Future
Human Image”, a series of monographs “Space Travel”, conducts online conferences, international seminars, exhibitions, etc.

Proposal for cooperation
ISPC is ready to cooperate with academic researchers, teachers of educational institutions
at all levels of accreditation, students, enthusiasts and all interested to create the common information space in space exploration.
http://www.bazaluk.org/
E-mail: mfkoorg@gmail.com
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